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Abstract

During storms in semi-arid portions of Southwestern 

United States, floodwaters in arroyos create fundamental primary 

patterns mainly consisting of boulder fields alternating with level 

sand patches, the whole exhibiting definite stepping. Boulder fields, 

as parts of the emergent channel bottom after a flood, cannot be 

changed until the next flood. Sand patches, formed by filling of 

depressions and controlled in their distribution by trees, outcrops, 

bends, and confluences, are reworked by late waters with addition 

of a variety of secondary patterns.

Both primary and secondary patterns in arroyos help 

distinguish definite phases: a boulder phase near the mountains,

where only boulders prevail, and a sand phase down valley, where 

only sands and gravels exist in the channel, with sometimes an 

intermediate or transitional phase. An important boundary, 

regional in nature, called the sand line, connects the upper edges 

of sand phases from one arroyo to the next, surrounding the 
mountains, and may reflect major sedimentary controls.

Boundaries between phases may be accurately predicted by 

a study of topographic maps, and by plotting gradients against
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lengths of channel on logarithmic charts. Similar procedure in the 

humid environment allows a forecasting of the occurrences of outcrops 

along rivers with fair accuracy.
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Part I

PRIMARY PATTERNS IN ARROYOS

Introduction

Careful examination of more than twenty arroyos in Southern 

Arizona* brought to light a most conspicuous feature that has not been 

stressed so far in literature. An arroyo starting from its source in 

the mountains will display an almost continuous succession of steps. 

These are composed of flat, level platforms, called sand patches, 

varying in length from one foot or less to one hundred feet and more, 

that alternate with chaotic accumulations of boulders, named boulder 

fields ( Fig. 1-a and 1-b). > v m  .

This stepping continues downvalley until it reaches a point 

where the amount of boulders diminishes to zero and is replaced by a 

sandy phase, very different from the boulder phase that occurs above 

it. The transition zone between these two phases is as a rule not 

well defined but contains some of the characteristics of both ( Fig. 

1-c and 1-e).

* Mainly the following: 13 in the area S. W, of the Santa
Catalina Mountains, near Tucson; two in the Superstition Mountains; 
four in the N. W. area of the Dome Rock Mountains, near Ehrenberg; 
and one N. E. of the Whetstone Mountains, South of Benson.
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From the time when floods start waning, masses of boulders 

develop obstructions in the valley that become the boulder fields, in 

contrast to the intervening depressions which upon filling become the 

, sand patches. This rocky bottom, prior to the filling of gravel and 

sand, is designated the boulder floor. While the boulder fields will 

not be subjected to any further change until the next flood, sand 

patches still may be the object of various alterations from late 

waters.

Three main types, which are dependent upon the amount of 

erosion that has occurred in the adjacent mountains, are considered: 

a youthful topography, an intermediate and one that has reached the 

mature state. All three have typical characteristics with all 

gradations between. As the intermediate type seems to be prevalent, 

the following study will be generally concentrated on washes pertain

ing to that environment.

A v.

I . «, ' » «

: ! ' ‘ '
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Figure 1.

Alternation of sand patches and boulder fields.
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MAJOR PATTERNS OBSERVED IN ARROYOS

Stepping
/

Sand patches

Sand patches can be visualized as oblong platforms ( Fig. 2),
' . ' I

essentially level, limited above and below by boulders ( Photo 1)*. !
M  / . I

They come in all sizes; from one to one hundred feet or more ( Photos';
' ■ ■ : : - i

2 and 3), and in all varying degrees of coarseness ( Photo 4 and 5).

They are more or less circular in form when small, or oblong and even 

slightly fan-shaped when they increase in length. This length seems

adjusted to the slope, shorter on steeper ones as in the headwaters «
' v. , ■ |

( Fig. 1-a) and longer on the flat, smooth slopes toward the valley j
1( Fig. 1-b). They will therefore, as a rule, increase in length 

downward with long sand patches alternating with longer stretches of : 

boulders ( Photo 4). .

The more irregular the gradient, the more sand patches there 

are, but if the slope is perfectly uniform for a long distance, which 

is not common ( Fig. l-d), the boulders are found to be strewn evenly 

and regularly over the width of the arroyo and over the entire length 

( Photos 6, and mainly 7 and 8). This occurs irrespective of the

* All the observations, referred to in figures and photos 
as # .., are located on portions of the actual topographic maps, to , 
be found at the end of Part III ( Fig. 133 to 136).

4
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Figure 2.

Perspective view of a typical sand patch,

with a coarsening in sizes downvalley.
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size or the amount of boulders, the quantity of sand present, or even 

the width of the thalweg. Sand patches are definitely absent from 

these uniform segments of the channel. These portions of the arroyo 

with uniform gradient are said to be "in regime" -- the channel was , 

able to adjust its cross-sectional form and/or its longitudinal slope 

to become in equilibrium, that is, it theoretically does not scour nor 

alluviate ( T. Blench, 1951). This ideal situation might be called 

"at grade" by some.

COALESCING SAND PATCHES. Farther downvalley, the sand patches 

become longer and tend to coalesce ( Photo 9). There will be fluctua

tions within the transitional zone ( more sandy stretches then sudden 

occurrences of boulders for a few feet, followed by sand again) until 

the channel is finally composed of all deep sand, in what is called 

the sand phase. This portion of the arroyo is given the term of 

sand alley as it often resembles a smooth drive or alley bordered with 

grass or shrubs ( Photos 11 and 12).

Every so often, these neat sand alleys may suddenly be inter

rupted by the presence of a few boulders in the middle of the thalweg, 

forming a minute knickpoint ( Photo 10) due to a very slight and local 

steepening of gradient. Such instances may occasionally be detected 

on a topographic map by a slight closing of adjacent contours. The 

knickpoint must be distinguished from a short, local boulder accumula

tion ( Photo 13) often caused by rocks sloughing off the banks wherever



the thalweg* comes closer to the latter. This happens during or 

shortly after the rains when the ground is wet and soft. The distinc-
:■

tion is generally easy to make within the sand phase, but within the : 

area where sand patches start to coalesce, it can be quite difficult. |

It is similarly hard at places to distinguish between a segment of
' . . ;

arroyo that shows coalescence ( Photo 9) and one that is composed of
'' ... . . . .  ' . !

erratic boulders mixed with-much sand ( Photo 14). !

LONGITUDINAL VARIATIONS. An important characteristic of a '■ 

sand patch is the gradual coarsening in the sizes of material toward 

the lower end. This may happen imperceptibly or not at all, but it !
l

generally is most conspicuous ( Fig. 2, and also photos 15 and 16). j

Experience indicated that, as a rule, a well-marked step |

above the sand patch corresponds to a greater uniformity in sizes, in 

other words, to an absence of coarsening ( Fig. 3-a). The lack of a 

step, on the contrary, is followed by a coarsening toward the lower

end ( Fig. 3-b) and even by the presence of half-buried rocks clut-
", . . ' ' ; ■

tering the sandy surface ( Fig. 3-c and photo 17). In the latter case,
- • -..

there might occasionally be "contamination" by boulders falling from 

the banks, but unless they fell during the waning period of the rains 

they are loose rather than being partially buried. Photo 18 shows ~ 

some half-buried boulders and cobbles and also a few that are loose

* The thalweg designates the lower path in the valley fol
lowed by late waters. It is the surface thalweg, as contrasted to 
the underground thalweg ( Pirsson and Schuchert, 1924) that lies on 
the bedrock.....





and originated from the sides

An exception to the rule, a "de-coarsening", was observed at
'• - ;
- ■■■,

rare places following a normal coarsening ( Fig. 4-a). Double sand 

patches constitute a somewhat similar phenomenon where two sand

patches occur one after the other on the same level with well-defined -
-  ' . , . •- |

and separate outlines, but they are divided by either a few cobbles I

or some boulders. They can be considered as definitely distinct sand • 

patches if they both become coarser toward the end ( Fig. 4-b), or as 1 

parts of one single sand patch, only separated by a gap in the middle, 

if the lower one becomes conspicuously coarser ( Fig. 4-c).

LATERAL VARIATIONS. The most common variation encountered 

consists of "streaks" of fine and coarse sand running longitudinally 

down the valley ( Fig. 5-a). They occur more or less conspicuously 

according to the difference in sizes between the fine and the coarse 

material with occasionally some black sands on the coarse fraction, 

emphasizing this difference. The finer material is generally lower 

by a small fraction of an inch and it does not show any gradation 

with the coarser material, indicating that the lower "path" has been 

literally carved out of a formerly higher surface by the late waters.

A less common occurrence is a well-defined lateral partition, 

with the coarse material on one side and the finer on the other 

C Fig. 5-b and also photo 45).
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Figure 4.

"De-coarsening11 within a sand patch.

Two varieties of double sand patches.

<....,
( All perspective views)
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Figure 5.

Longitudinal streaks of various coarseness.

Lateral partition.



'"V i* r  i . ;
GRAVEL PATCHES AND ROCK PATCHES. One can occasionally observe

level platforms characterized by an unusual coarseness ( Fig* 5-c)

instead of the regular sand patches where the sand is most predominant!
.: . . . ^  iThe type of rock in the headwater area as well as the location and the 

size of the arroyo may play an important part in controlling this

condition*
■ c

In the S. W. Superstition Mountains, where only volcanics 

exist, the occurrence of gravel patches is at least ten times more 

frequent than in the Santa Catalina or the Dome Rock Mountains that 

consist of gneisses and granitic rocks ( Photo 5). Volcanic rocks
i

are indeed more coherent and more resistant to wear and, therefore,
- ........  ' ' ' ; ! : i ..

are able to travel for long distances without being reduced into

smaller fragments. Coarser platforms can even consist solely of 

cobbles and are designated rock patches ( Photos 19 and 20). They 

are a relatively rare occurrence mainly found within the canyon stage, 

in the headwaters and within larger and more important arroyos ( as 

for instance the Pima canyon in the Santa Catalina Mountains).

"Platforms" due to excess of load

When the thalweg is relatively narrow, its sand patches lie
I ' ' ' ’'' ■■ .

several feet below the existing valley or the existing pediment
) ' ■ ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■  - .;:t  ;

whatever the case might be ( Fig. 6-a). In wider and longer valleys,

especially if the amount of load is important, sand patches behave
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Succession of sand patches

Perspective)
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(Profile)
Scale:
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"Platforms” of deposition

gravel patch
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boulder dump

300 ft

(Profile) ( Heights exaggerated)



very differently. Instead of alternating with boulder fields they 

gradually extend into gravel patches then into rock patches, forming 

remarkable, level constructional features ( sometimes 100 to 300 ft. 

long). These stand out above the thalweg for three to six feet or 

more, often reaching the level of the pediment, as if trying to 

overflow the banks.

Fine-grained sand shows at the head ( over a length of 75 

feet for example). This is followed by coarser and coarser material 

forming a gravel patch, a hundred feet long or more, then cobbles 

followed by boulders, forming what is called a boulder dump, extend

ing another hundred feet or so. The whole is called a platform 

(Fig. 6-b) and it somewhat recalls a long mining dump that overlooks 

the valley at the end. Photo 21, looking upvalley, shows the edge of 

a small boulder dump. The thalweg has carved for itself a new and 

lower path on the side. It is worth noticing the sizing within the 

gravel phase of the platform ( Photo 22). Small cobbles are partly 

buried in the sand and stand out in relief against a much finer 

background while the intermediate sizes are lacking, probably due to 

a washing-away at the end of the rains. This feature seems common to 

washes burdened with a heavy load.

The platform thus has a fundamentally different aspect from 

the successive sand patches ( compare'Fig. 6-a" and 6-b) due probably 

to a difference in origin that will be discussed in a later chapter.

14
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It has been built up to a certain level and to a certain distance, 

until the waters finally forced an exit on the side and created a new 

thalweg at a lower elevation.

"Sand alleys" due to a deficiency of load

When the landscape is mature with mountains partly worn down 

(Photo 25, taken in the N. E. portion of the Whetstone Mountains) 

the load is much reduced in quantity as well as in sizes, and might be 

called deficient in that it no longer helps build sand patches. This 

contrasts remarkably with youthful topography ( Photo 26, in the 

Superstitions) which causes platforms to form. These are thus the 

two extremes between which the cases with sand patches will be found. 

This contrast might be traced back to the sizeable difference in rain

fall occurring over youthful mountains as against that seen in much 

lower and older ones.

Only sand and rounded cobbles follow the thalweg during 

floods. There is no abundance of large, angular boulders capable of 

creating obstructions every so often along the channel and, thus, 

there will be no alternation of sand patches and boulder areas and 

certainly no platforms. Even the banks do not have sufficiently 

large boulders to supply such obstacles. A continuous sand alley 

results, together with longitudinal trains of cobbles deposited on 

the sides. This is especially true if the valley shows a uniform
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gradient. Every so often, and probably with a slight change in gra

dient, a mass of debris and cobbles is unloaded and spread haphaz

ardly as a coarse veneer throughout the valley. The path taken by the
' ■

late or slack waters is like a sand alley veering away from such 

obstacles or, in some places, cutting through them ( Photo 23).

Such a sand alley starts close to the upper reaches ( Photo 

24) where sand patches would otherwise be expected. This continuous, 

winding path of sand is well marked even where the whole valley is 

narrow ( e.g. 10-15 feet). There is actually not much difference 

between a sand alley in the upper reaches ( Photo 24) and one occur

ring in the lower reaches ( Photos 11 and 12), except that there are 

neither boulders nor cobbles in the latter.

Resume on stepping - The influence of dissection

The arroyos can be classified into three main groups accord

ing ,to the amount of dissection that has affected the mountains where 

they originate ( Fig. 7). There can be gradation between these groups. 

The rock type that characterizes these mountains probably has addi

tional influence.

GROUP A ( vigorous or early maturity stage of J. H. Maxson 

and G.-H. Anderson, 1935). The dry washes taking their source within 

relatively young mountains ( Photo 26) show a wide valley at the foot

hills as they abandon the canyon stage. This unusually wide valley
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Figure 7.

Influence of dissection on the type of stepping.

young 
topography

upper reaches:

reaches:
( Photo 26)

Typical Example:
Superstition Mountains, Arizona.

platforms 
of accumulation

intermediate

Typical Example;
Santa Catalina Mountains, Arizona.

succession of sand patches 
alternating with 

boulder fields

c
Group C

mature ^
topography ( Photo 25)

Typical Example: Whetstone Mountains,

( Photo 24)
( All perspective 
views in blocs)Arizona
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is filled with,a very chaotic mass of large boulders (.Photos 26 and 

30), through which several thalwegs occur, separated by rocky banks up 

to five, six or more feet high ( Fig, 74-b). Sand patches appear all 

along within the canyon, haphazardly distributed through outcrops and 

within the various shifting thalwegs. They are later transformed in 

successively longer and coarser platforms of accumulation, best no

ticed in the middle reaches.

These rapidly coarsening""sand patches" are characterized by 

a following string of four or five sand patches which occur on one or 

on both sides, until they in turn succeed in creating a new platform. 

This procedure will allow the channel opportunities for shifting and 

changing course, especially if the valley is not well incised and if 

it lies close to the surface of the pediment ( Fig. 71-b, -c and -d). 

Eventually, sand alleys will form when the sand phase is reached. It 

will then be impossible to distinguish them from other arroyos in the 

same phase and to interpret the type of dissection with which they 

were connected.

GROUP B. This group is intermediate between the A and C 

groups and it is mainly characterized by the alternation of sand patch

es and boulder fields. Being the most common, it will be reviewed in

detail. : ‘ ; "" - ■ - ' " '■■ ■ ;
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GROUP C. ( subdued or late maturity stage of J. H.Maxson

and G. H. Anderson). Washes that start their course in the middle

of a mature topography will not show many sand patches. They will 
! ■ ... ‘ . have a tendency to display an almost continuous sand alley bordered

with rocks and cobbles on the sides. Every so often, these might

obstruct the valley, especially at bends.

; ' '
In considering the relative ages shown by the channel, diffi

culties arise. Exceptions should be expected as indicated by the 

following quotation from F. A. Melton ( 1936): "those sections of

a stream that are ’old* have not necessarily been ’mature', and 

such mature sections are by no means always found downvalley from 

those in 'youth'.” The latter idea especially is suspected to hold 

true for arroyos since adjacent segments often follow each other 

without gradual changes in age relationship. This is true mostly 

within or near the transitional zone.

Semi-quantitatlve representation of sand patches

The variations in sizes of the material encountered can be so

wide, especially near the source, that it may be useful to try to 

represent these on a graph, comparing sizes against distances. These 

graphs will show the presence or the absence of coarseness as well as 

the sharpness of the "contact” at the head ( Fig. 8-a and -b). All 

the cases mentioned, such as gravel patches and rock patches ( Fig.
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Figure 8.

Semi-quantitative representation of sand patches.
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by foreign boulders



8- c) as well as abnormal situations of two successive sand patches

( Fig. 8-d) or the coarsening and de-coarsening, are easily portrayed 

( Fig. 8-e).

In the upper reaches within the mountains, spectacular accumu

lations of boulders can occur, forming knickpoints up to twelve feet 

and more in height. Still the sand patches are conspicuously present 

between these, and the more irregular the profile the more sand patches 

there are, although then they tend to be very short. Figures 9-a and

9- b emphasize these amazing differences in sizes, while photo 27 shows 

an example. *

■ v.,bv' - ■;

These sand patches in their downstream coarsening show sand as

well as gravel and cobbles ( Fig. 9-c, to the right). As previously
' —  ■ • • ■■ . .. / ................ • \

mentioned, coarse sand may often occur with small cobbles while the

intermediate fraction is.missing, most, probably washed away ( Photo

22). This heterogeneity in sizes is shown by two hachured fields

C on the left of Fig. 9-c), the upper.strip corresponding to cobble-

size, the lower one to sand-size, while the blank one represents the

missing fraction.

The possible periodicity of sand patches
 ̂ . . . .  . . .

This is a questionable concept although the fact that these 

sand patches become longer, wider and closer together in a downward

21
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Figure 9,

Case of spectacular accumulations 
of boulders In the upper reaches, 
and their graphic representation*

4 to 5*

Sizeslarge boulders 
boulders 

large cobbles 
cobbles

coarse gravel 
gravel 

medium sand 
fine sand

( Profile)

—

-xaj___! cj
Lengths

Gradation in sizes. Their graphic representation.

intermediate 
fraction 
missing\

1

________ r \ - /\ / 11 jJ
i < A1 yEFV ’v M lw ^ ~r

complete 
gradation 
in sizes 
from

coarse sand 
to cobbles,

e.g.
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direction could suggest the possibility of a logarithmic sequence 

( J. B. Wertz, 1949). One set of measurements was particularly con

sistent ( Fig. 10-a and -b) and, as it had been found at the beginning 

of field work, more of such series were anticipated, but to no avail. : 

Sand patches tend to occur erratically. They may occur above, at or 

below a confluence; they are found above, within or below a bend; 

they may occur ahead of an obstruction such as angular and large boul

ders; they may be observed at a fallen tree or near large roots that ' 

stick prominently out of the ground ( Photo 28) forming temporary

knickpoints. These various factors that tend to "create" sand patches 
t ■ • - i

would indicate that the latter must form unpredictably, wherever therej

is a slight local disturbance in the gradient.

A statistical check, using the Spearman’s rank correlation I 

test ( S. Siegel, 1956) confirmed these observations. Three sets of 

values: the intervals between the heads of sand patches, the respec-

tive lengths, and the respective drops in elevation above the heads 

( Fig. 10-c), were tested against each other, two at a time for their 

measure of correlation. The results were erratic and quite unsatis

factory. This does not mean that, if these numerous accidental causes '
.... - :

which form a sand patch were removed, one could not find a possible

pattern, an ideal sequence, void of disturbance.

A general principle can nevertheless be suggested: Although

they tend to occur erratically, sand patches as a rule become longer
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Figure 10

Frequency of sand patches

SizesDistances# of observations

at head of (length x width)sand patch)

30-40

( the coalescing of sand patches starts at # 41)

#36 #37 #38 #39 #40' # 34
0 100Scale: t

Data used in the Rank Correlation test:

( the three variables h, i_ and 1̂
were tested against each other 

two by two)
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and closer together in a downward direction, until a point where they 

coalesce. As said above, a number of exceptions will mar this general

ized concept.

Intervening boulder fields

Boulder fields are the visible portions of the original boulder 

floor as formed after waning of the floods. Between floods, they show 

as large masses of boulders that may extend for several hundred feet 

in length ( Photo 29). They seem to be cascading down the wash, 

either small or large ( Photo 30), in a chaotic way without any pat

tern at all, occasionally interspersed with vegetation.

Some examples may show an evenness and overall regularity in 

profile that is unexpected ( Fig. 11-a) as evidenced in photo 7, 

although the sizes of the material displayed here are much smaller.

This uniformity of profile, or this smoothness of the channel, can 

persist for thousands of feet along the channel without even a tend

ency to allow a sand patch to form. Neither a bend, nor a confluence : 

seems to disturb this equilibrium. Other places, on occasion, exhib

it a more tumultuous profile ( Fig. 11-b) like the "depression and 

mound" pattern that resembles a large number of piles of debris 

stacked at random in the valley while the intervening depressions 

often fail to contain sand and gravel ( Photo 31). These are the 

extreme cases between which various types of boulder fields are



Figure 11.

Uniformity of profile

Occasional knickpoints

M -
( All longitudinal section#)



interpolated
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Temporary knickpoints may arise at places in a boulder field 

( Fig. 11-c) as a result of the angularity of some large boulders that 

cause an obstacle ( Photo 32). Roots of large trees can likewise 

cause such an obstruction.

As a rule, boulder fields cannot be influenced by external 

factors. They are part of the basic, fundamental pattern of the chan

nel and a remnant of the action of flood waters. No geographic cir

cumstance nor secondary pattern ( except later concealment by dep

osition of debris) can change their shape; attitude or sizing, until 

the next flood.

"Contacts" between sand patches and boulder fields 

The "Upper contact" •i

In spite of all possible varieties of upper contacts, one 

can easily classify them into two groups: either in sharp and well

marked knickpoints or steps ( Fig. 12-a) or in ill-defined, almost 

nonexistent denlvellations or drops ( Fig. 12-b).

As a rule, a good angular stepping ( Photos 33 and 34), 

with obvious variations, in,size, in the piling-up of boulders, and
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Figure 12.

Terminology: steps vs. drops.

\ Step:

sharp contact due 
to an

obstruction

6'

fine-grained sand

\

coarse gravel

Drop:

smooth, gradual contact, 
with absence of 

stepping

b

/

JlVk( All longitudinal sections)



in angularity, will be followed by fine-grained sand. The lack of
t

stepping, on the contrary ( Photos 35 and 36), generally displays, j 

such coarse material below that it could be called a gravel patch.
i!)

The "Potholing effect"

■ _ . ■ i

The higher the step above the sand patch, the finer the sand ;
- -------- — -  i

• - . . . .. :immediately below and the coarser it becomes toward the end. This ji
happens whether a pile of rocks or an outcrop constitute the falls :

( Fig. 13-b and 13-c). This is emphasized in the pothole, which is a
t

feature commonly found in the upper reaches of a dry wash in the form 

of a small, almost circular or oblong depression occurring at the foot

of a step of some size. The pothole occurs within the normal succes- j
■ . ■ '. ■ i

sion of sand patches ( Fig. 13-a), and behaves like than in that it 

also coarsens toward the end.

......... - .........  29

Exceptions, unexplainable so far, show fine material follow

ing coarser ( Fig. 14-a). A different case, found more frequently, I 
. - ' * 

shows fine material occurring immediately beyond the coarse end of

the pothole ( Fig. 14-b) —  as if a small depression may have existed 

at one time in the area now occupied by the finer fraction.



Figure 13

The "Pothole". It fits within the succession of sand batches.

gradual
coarsening

Normal cases

(They coarsen toward the end, just like sand patches, 
whether following boulders or outcrops)

# 3, Sup.

JWt( All longitudinal sections)



Figure 14.

Abnormal cases. "Refining of sites" within the pothole.

a

"Coarsening", "refining" then"coarsening*again.

4« 6' 5'
Ce f.

\

( # 301, Cat.)

b

m
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The "lower contact"

The passage from a sand patch to the boulder field that 

follows It Is gradual and does not reveal the variety observed for 

the upper contact. The sand In that sand patch just coarsens and 

blends smoothly with the adjacent material downvalley.



MODIFICATIONS OF THE PRIMARY PATTERNS
!

Influence of outcrops i

Wherever outcrops are present, sand patches generally appear
' ' '1below them, most probably due to a slight initial potholing effect

' . ■ ■ ! 
( Fig. 15-a) creating a depression soon filled with sand ( Photo 37).

;
i

■ !

. " I
If these outcrops occur on the banks only and are absent in ;

the thalweg, whether on a straight or a curved section, there is
. i

likewise a sand patch created. This is caused by deflection of the j
■ . , !

waters against the banks, maintaining a depression, later filled with '1;
sand. This is especially true if the waters abutted against the bank i 
at an angle ( Fig. 15-b and photo 38), which often happens when the | 

wash meanders from one bank to another ( Fig. 15-c) —  in the "strik- • 

ingly" underfit type of river of W. M. Davis ( 1913). In such cases :

the bend superposes its effects on the outcrop influence and the Ii
responsible agent cannot be determined.

; ' :
Influence of large trees in the thalweg

Large sand patches very often originate near large trees
l.r\( Photos 39 and 40) and in the Dome Rock Mountains this is true

i

33
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Figure 15.

Influence of outcrops*

Outcrops

Profile
a

^crops

sand paten''

^Outgrops on ^ khq̂ bank

Plan
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easily 50 % of the time* This phenomenon is emphasized by a con

spicuous refining in the sediment size ( Fig* 16-a). In a.narrow 

valley as well as in a very wide one the phenomenon is similar. 

Several instances showed that trees opposite to each other in the 

thalweg were each responsible for the formation of sand patches 

which later joined and coalesced downvalley ( Fig* 16-c).

Such trivial, recurring phenomena wouldmake it materially j 
impossible to detect any periodicity pattern within successive sand j 
patches, if there ever was one. There is no way of discriminating • 

regular sand patches from all the "artificial" ones created and «■\ . I
superimposed by these various disturbances. Thus we have to say I 

temporarily that sand patches occur erratically, with the above j 
restrictions in mind however. ■ ' .

Influence of confluences 

Within or next to boulder fields

' \ - ; ' j
Numerous instances show that a segment occupied by a boulder

, ' , . . ...
field generally remains undisturbed by the presence of a tributary. • 

It remains uniform in profile, without the formation of a sand ]

patch or any new pattern, especially if both branches are chaotic j
in nature ( Fig. 17-a). Such a case is illustrated by photo 41'
where a knickpoint was created near and by a tree ( this tree.
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Flgurt 16,

Influence of large tree# on the occurrence of land patches.
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thus, had a greater influence than the tributary in the creation of 

a pattern).

Within or next to sand patches

■ ■ ■ ; 
All possible examples were encountered, as shown on figure 17,;

, ; ' /' / I
and the most frequent ones were types C, D, E and F. A sand patch .

.( type C) or below the confluence, as in types E and F, when in the !

generally occurs above a confluence when in the upper reaches

. lower reaches. Type D is.also frequently seen ( Photos 42 and 44) 1

and it could be assigned to the middle reaches.
r '

( r ~ }
The change in gradient at the confluence isat the confluence is of paramount im-

f' portance. A confluence may be followed downstream by a decrease in j 

slope as a response to the increase in discharge at that point 

( J. H. Mackin, 1948 - Fig. 18-a). But when the load carried h
l ' e _ ■ • ■
the channel is heavy, an increase in slope will be necessary to 

dispose of the amount of material that clutters the intersection

( Fig. 18-b). These two types of breaks in the profile, i.e. the

increase or the decrease of slope, occurring at a confluence, were 

already mentioned by M. H. Baulig ( 1925) and before him by Dausse _j

C 1872).

As J. H. Mackin expressed it, "each segment of the profile 

has the slope that will provide the velocity required for trans-
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Figure 17.

Relationship of sand patches with confluences*

main
tributary wash /

# 33 and 110,Cat.

all boulders, 
no sand patch 

present
( mainly in the 

upper reaches)

( Photo 41)

# 148, D.R. # 35 and 408,Cat.

(upper reaches)
relatively

frequent

#448,466,469, Cat. 
# 27, 130, D.R. 
#47,67,97,151,Sup.

( frequently 
encountered)

(Photos 42 & 44)

H

# 129,Sup. # 132, 564 Cat., 
# 30,Sup.

# 102, D.R.

quite frequent in lower reaches
( logical cases to expect with 

a smoother gradient below)

#60,Sup.,
# 429,Cat.

mainly found in 
the lower reaches 

( all sandy)

( Photo 43) jy*
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Figure 18,

Change In gradient below the confluence.

( E and F types)

sand patch 
below

(Decrease in slope due to an increase in discharge, mainly in the 
lower reaches, or otherwise near mature mountains)

( Increase in slope due to an increase in waste, mainly in the 
upper reaches and also near younger mountains)

Adjustment within channels at a confluence.

(Perspective) # 170, Sup
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portation of all the load supplied to it from above". This means 

that a lowering of the gradient below the confluence, following a 

slight load, will correspond to a depression in the channel, later 

filled with sand and gravel to form a sand patch ( Fig. 18-c). An 

increase in slope, on the contrary, meaning a large load more or 

less obstructing the way, should theoretically correspond to a 

boulder field below the confluence with a sand patch above it 

( Fig. 18-d). : - •; : : ' > .*

This theory, obviously valid for perennial streams, may be 

only partly so for washes that occur in a semi-arid environment. 

Still, the field observations in this latter milieu indicate that 

sand patches show either above or below a confluence, corresponding 

generally to an increase or a decrease in gradient respectively, at 
the confluence. -

: Sand patches following a confluence with a decrease in slope

C E and F types) generally prevail near mature mountains and in the 

middle and lower reaches, i.e. where the ratio load/ discharge as 

well as the sizing of the load itself become gradually smaller.

This could be the case for the N. W. Dome Rock Mountains and for 

the N. E. Whetstones, as well as for the lower reaches of the , 

arroyos found in the Santa Catalina foothills. On the other hand, 

the B and C types, with an increase in slope, should occur in the 

upper reaches and near younger mountains where the load is partic-
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ularly great. This was not systematically verified in the field 

but, for the S. W. Santa Catalinas, the logarithmic charts made for 

the profile of twelve different washes ( Part III) revealed an 

incidence of 52 out of 89 cases, that is 63 % with a decreasing

' > slope below the confluence.;
i '
| It is plausible that the progress of erosion of mountains in

their advancement toward maturity could be in part measured, or at

I least compared, by such a percentage figure of occurrences of de-
ii creasing gradient below the confluence. This similarly could be
I ! ' - : ■

traced back to greater heights, thus larger rainfall, and subse-
! I . ’ . . .

quently greater flow in younger mountains. The larger the above
. h o  v. . ' :
percentage, the more advanced these mountains should be in their
! /
cycle toward maturity. This may be worthy of a special study and

; I '
it may be even valuable, if undertaken, to break the count down toI; I • . . . .
upper, middle and lower reaches as defined from the averaged curve
I : ' ; : .of the profile shown on figure 19-b.

; ! “

When a tributary joins a main stream, it can do so either atj s : ■ .
the same level ( Photo 42) or by remaining slightly higher ( Photo

I
! 43). The latter situation is often encountered toward the upper

and middle reaches where the tributary has been "crosscut” ( F. S. 

Dellenbaugh, 1912). by the major stream. In the lower reaches a few 

] boulders often occur in one of the branches just above a confluence;

! they indicate that minor stepping was necessitated for adjustment
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Figure 19

Adjuefent of channels by stepping
____  higher channel
minor stepping

lower channel

Graphic representation of the profile of an arrovo

upper reachesGradient
( B and £ types 

• prevalent)

- .10 %
middle reaches

( D type)
average 

trend line
lower reaches
( E and F types 
. mainly)

Cumulated lengths

Note: Each dot represents a contour intercept while the connecting 
lines indicate the change in gradient; tributaries are shown either 
on the increasing slope (ziZ) or on the decreasing slope (N/'h ).

( Theoretically, the upper reaches tend to show the confluence 
above an increase in slope, and vice-versa for the lower reaches; the 
middle reaches share both characteristics.



to the other channel, the highest channel being the one with the 

boulders ( Fig* 19-a).

A tributary cannot always be easily distinguished from a 

braided branch coming back into the main channel. There seem to be 

a few clues however: the tributary generally enters at a larger

angle than the braided branch; also it often occurs at a different 

level and it may bring in sediments of a different color, size or 

angularity ( Photo 43).

In the lower reaches, the main wash often covers over the 

boulders and cobbles that come from torrential tributaries and 

which otherwise would clutter the confluence (Photo 44). In other 

words, it is superposed on or may even have.erased the torrential 

behavior of the tributary, as shown in photo 16. An exception was 

observed in the Superstition Mountains where two washes of almost 

the same size came together, both.seemingly striving to maintain 

their own identity. They retained their own characteristics in 

sizes and color for almost 400 feet below the confluence, then the 

lower channel gradually crosscut the higher one and dominated 

( Fig. 18-e). -  . t. i -
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Influence of bends

On boulder fields

As previously seen, boulder fields are not influenced by any 

external factors ( Fig. 20-a).

On sand patches

Sand patches have a general tendency to occur near a bend;
* • V. * . *-* ».»• . * * xalthough many other factors influence their location.

: r ; t.'.- : V.. ... • • ■ ■.
SAND PATCH AT A BEND. A sand patch would theoretically be 

expected at a bend rather than elsewhere because of greater scour- 

ing during the flood period. The arcuate trough that develops is 

thus limited above and below the bend by "highs" that correspond : 

to the adjacent crests on the boulder floor ( Fig. 20-b). These 

will remain emergent as boulder fields while the depressions are 

filled with gravel and sand.

In cross-section the scour will be found toward the outside 
of the bend, as the "thalweg hugs the concave bank" ( Fargue’s 
law). The places in the sand patch showing the finest sand on the 
surface appear to correspond to the deepest points within the scour 
prior to filling. This means that when the scour is gradually
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Figure 20.

Asymmetry of the profile at a bend.

Perspective view
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filled with material by the slackening waters, the sand patches 

that result will show a lateral gradation in sizes with the coarsen 

ing trending toward the inside of the curve. This is frequently 

seen in arroyos and it can be inferred that the slack waters flowed

toward the outside half of the bend ( Fig. 21-a "and -b; photos 45

and 46).

Si

\ \

f /During the recession of these waters, minuscule terraces, one i
:Y--;; - -. . • / . •

inch orjnore high often show on the inside of the bend ( Fig. 21-c).

' -Sometimes they are outlined by strings of pebbles deposited by the 

pulsating action of the retreating waters. This action could be due

to recurrences of rains. If these steps are concentrated into a 

single one, a lateral partition may show as in Fig. 21-a. Where 

' t'ies® terraces are absent, being replaced by a perfectly smooth ; 

'' lateral gradation as in Fig. 21-d, sedimentation must have proceed- i 
ed evenly, with a gradual decrease of the flood stage and absence :

of pulsation.

During the flood period, a large load of debris probably 

covered the wash up to the limits of the valley, as evidenced by 

the large boulders still present on higher ground. As the flood

waned the largest then successively smaller material settled out 

and with decrease of the waste/ water.ratio successively smaller 

debris was left in suspension. The slow lateral and vertical 

retreat of the waters deposited only the finest sand in the
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Fleur# 21.

Lateral gradation at a bend.

(see also.Photo 45)

( deposition by successive, pulsating steps)
•• **' *

t  ̂*

%

(Perspective with
cross-section)

bafnl



present thalweg. The location of this thalweg within the valley 

was governed by the position of longitudinal scours which in turn 

were determined by - bonds and the other external factors mentioned 

above. The thalweg is thus composed of a succession of more or 

less perfect sand patches occurring in the valley. It goes from 

one extreme to the other: from the boulder field, which marks the; _; r ■ ■ _ . :■,
temporary absence of thalweg,’ to the continuous sand alley.

/ •  '-'v'
■ . , ; , .. , :
/ Field observations however tell that this transversal coars-

eningand the resulting lateral gradation can occur toward either 
. I - " \   ̂ ^

side of the bend ( Fig. 22) and the number of occurrences in both
\  ■ ' : :  v  :.- ' . 'cases is almost equally divided. This might be visualized by

, • - ' , " -■ '

drawing contour lines on the depression created during floods 

( Fig. 20-b and 23-a). These exceptions thus also become excep

tions' to the Fargue’s law and their relatively large incidence 

cannot be explained.

•: i'«7 : , '
An asymmetry in cross-section accompanies the lateral varia

tion in sizes. It always faces its steeper side toward the but- 

side of the bend ( Cross-sections on fig. 22) in agreement with 

Fargue’s law, whether the coarsening trends toward the inside or
-Inot. . .. * J 1 . I

SAND PATCHES ABOVE A BEND. Sand patches often occur above a 

bend. A pattern generally emerges, if the turn is not too sharp.
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Figure 22.

Sand patches at a bend,- Lateral gradation, 

A. Inward coarsening*

Cross-section

# 15, 365 and 
451 Cat.

sand.

Plan
Views

# 137, 154, Cat. 
,# 212 D.R.
# 73, 90 Wh. # 143 Cat.

B. Outward coarsening.

# 74, 132, 222 
and 369 Cat.

Plan
views
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Figure 23.
Sand patehee above a bend.

Inward or outward coarsening of the sand patch
visualized by contour lines on the boulder floor.

cli
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in the form of a lateral gradation in size ( Fig. 23-b) with the 

fine sand corresponding to the deepest part of the depression and 

the coarsest to the one closest to the surface.

If there is a sharp turn there is no pattern above this turn, 

as the depression must have been rather deep. This is commonly 

encountered where the channel abuts against a cliff or against 

outcrops on the banks ( Fig. 23-c). Contour lines on the depression 

in the boulder floor help in seeing what happened. At the turn, 

there will be a conspicuous accumulation of boulders caused by an 

increase in friction between these boulders at the bend, thereby 

retarding their progress and piling them up at that spot. This 

is frequently observed. - 1. : :

RADIUS OF CURVATURE. Further observations indicate that the 

radius of curvature could have an important influence on the sizes 

of the material found in the sand patches above. The smaller the 

radius,' the finer the material ( Fig. 24). There Is thus a diminu

tion in sizes within a sand patch if the bend that follows it be

comes more pronounced. This observation seems to fit with the 

extreme cases shown by figures 23-b and 23-c. This is, however, 

only noticeable when comparing bends occurring in succession within 

the same segment of the channel, as they then have the same channel 

characteristics ( Fig. 24). The comparison of bends of different 

washes, on the other hand, did not yield consistent results —
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which shows how subtle and elusive controls of this pattern must 

be. If the sand patch occurs at the bend the same rule may apply, 

but it was not verified.

SAND PATCHES BELOW A BEND. Special circumstances are needed 

to develop a sand patch below a bend, like the presence of a long 

cliff or a high bank ( see chapter, on the influence of outcrops); 

photo 38 shows such an example, although the turn does not show too 

well, illustrating figures 25-a and -b. While such sand patches 

occur in various settings, either below a tributary at the bend or 

below banks of outcrops that may or may not follow the bend, or 

even without being accompanied by a particular feature as in figure 

25-d, their common characteristic is that there is no distinctive 

pattern developed in them. The sand must be deep as there is no 

coarsening phase either laterally or longitudinally and quite often 

a long, straight channel follows the bend ( Fig. 25-e). Another 

interesting feature observed at one place was the formation of an 

unusually wide sand patch below a bend ( Fig. 25-f) due to the 

deflection of currents against a cliff.

When the amount of load is relatively low, as in the N. E. 

area of the Whetstone Mountains, long and continuous sand alleys 

with uniform slope occur instead of sand patches. They have accu

mulations of cobbles and boulders displayed at and below many bends 

within the upper reaches ( Fig. 26-a).
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Figure 24,

Sand patches above a bend.

( Importance of the radius of curvature)

boulder
field boulder

field

cobbles

C aeries of beads occurring between # 109 sad 119, Cat.)
( Plan
views)
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Figure 25.

Sand patches below a bend.

'outcrops 
' on 
the

( Photo 38)

utcrops

b



Within the mixed phase and in the sand phase
. V i.-c ;■ :

. . . "

The most conspicuous feature in these zones is the accumu

lations of boulders and cobbles at the bends ( Fig* 26-a, -b, -c 

and -d). There is otherwise no particular pattern to be found near

bends in these mixed and sand phases. ’

Resume

Bends and confluences are geographical features of magnitude
•.' .. , ' • -.. ' s

that exert a definite influence on the location and the formation 

of sand patches. - Bends especially are responsible for a good number > 

of patterns to be found within these sand patches.

Outcrops and trees, in or next to the thalweg, are such small

and minor features compared to the ones in the previous group that
1 / ; , ' •’ / . ' ‘ ,

they were initially considered to be insignificant in creating sand
‘ ‘ J  • fpatches. They are, however, actually responsible for the formation
' • ;! ! ' .

of a large number of sand patches,in various environments and can
■-'v-va , , i ; .
be considered just as important as the first group.
■ '-'; . . . -5 ■ " . *'' . ■ v ;

It remains to ascertain whether, the sand patches ••fabricated'*
'■ '• ‘ 'by these four important factors are merely offset by them from a 

\ ‘. ■: • • %  ' ' ■, 
certain hypothetical position they might otherwise have occupied

within a possible ideal sequence. The influence of so many ubiq-
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Figure 26,

Boulders at bends, within the sand phase.

Mode of deposition of boulders at a bend.

# 4,Wh.
484, Cat. ( All three plan views)
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uitous factors, however, is the reason why the presence of a special 

sequence can never be detected. The latter seems impossible to ever 

be seen in the field. Only a laboratory model where these four 

factors are excluded could be used to establish any rythmic pattern 

of occurrence.

r '

- - OV. ' ; V



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SAND PATCHES

The possible relationships of sand patches with respect to 

each other are of interest. As a rule, they occur along a direction 

parallel to the axis of the thalweg, each one following the other 

downvalley ( Fig. 27-a). There are exceptions however.

This trend may be offset if there is an obstacle asymmetri

cally arranged, like a large tree stump occurring on one side of 

the thalweg ( Fig. 27-b). This will create during flood stage an 

oblique scour by deflection, immediately followed by another ob

lique scour trending in the opposite direction as if reflected 

away from the other bank before the flow can resume its normal 

straight-forward movement. The slackening waters will fill these 

depressions and, as they are less affected by the obstacle due to 

a lesser speed and a lesser volume, will generally maintain a 

parallel and regular flow. If the obstacle is symmetrically 

arranged, however, like two trees facing each other across the 

valley for instance, the intervening constriction causes a sudden 

increase of velocity and scouring is expected. Cobbles and gravel 

were found instead, in one instance, and this cannot be explained 

as there seemed to be no contamination from the sides. Sand 

patches follow the general rule and were found disposed parallel 

to the thalweg ( Fig. 27-c).
58
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Figure 27,

Relation of sand patches with each other.- General rule.

sand patches

Deflection due to obstacle*

minor terraces
upper 

sand patch coarse

e.g. # 58, Sup,

large tree 
stump

30 ft.

# 65, Sup.
( All plan views)



If the valley is wide there is often a regular alternation of 

sandr patches from one bank to the other, each patch occurring one or 

two feet lower than the preceding one, indicating that the slack 

waters probably smoothly meandered from one into the other .as shown 

by the arrows ( Fig. 28-a). This alternation may at places be less 

regular and even.inconspicuous but is still present ( Fig. 28-b). j 

Different examples have shown an entirely different relationship, J 
with one sand patch originating to the side and in the middle o f ' I 

another one that precedes it ( Fig. 28-c) —  they were called 

'*juxtaposed” sand patches.
"• .;................ ... • , - ' '-T I

• T .  i ■ . . • ■
' A seemingly erratic behavior in the distribution of sand 1
• ' . V, . .. . \ . "V

patches occurs around bends. As a rule they;follow each other

parallel to the axis of the valley, the "tail” of one pointing i
* ,,, . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .. . . . : i

toward the "head" of the next one. Departures from this axial |

orientation, observable only near bends, can be either in orienta- j
!

tion or in shape. The former implies the effect of a simple deflec-i 

tion ( Fig. 29-b and -d) while the latter indicates in addition a
- ;

distortion of the sand patches ( Fig1. 29-a and -c) in sharp bends

.where there was not enough room to allow the sand.patches to
•- • • - ' " - . ' . V. * * ...  ̂ :
develop normally.
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Figure 28,

Alternation o£ sand patches*

10-200*
low and 

fine-grained
higher and 

^ coarser
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Figure 29.

Relationship between sand patches with deflection variations.

b

d

#86, Sup # 16,D.R



PLAUSIBLE ORIGIN FOR THE VARIOUS PATTERNS ENCOUNTERED

All the observations were made between floods while the 

washes were dry. This can only give a frozen or static aspect of 

the problem as revealed by the geometrical disposition of the fea

tures that remain. It evidently lacks the dynamic dimension given 

by the observation of flood conditions. However> the previous wit

nessing of washes on the rampage during torrential rains may perhaps 

bridge this gap and partly help to explain how these various patterns 

came to be. The following is a sequential interpretation of the ' 

observations made and applies particularly to rather narrow chan

nels ( up to 30-50 feet wide).

Flood waters - Boulder fronts -Boulder floor -

After the recession of the storm, the floodwaters are still 

running tumultuously as a "river of boulders and mud" of an incred

ible destructive power. The river is loaded to capacity and its 

competence, or ability to transport debris in terms of particle 

size ( G. K. Gilbert) is at its peak. This competency is further 

increased by the high velocities involved and also by the fact 

that the medium, saturated with silt and sand, has now a higher 

specific gravity than water. This permits transportation of enor

mously large boulders which are carried down the valley together

63
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with trees and stumps.( Fig, 30-a).

, %  At a certain critical time Tl, these waters will begin slow

ing down. This is a most important period for the wash because its 

pattern is being set over a period of a few minutes, to remain un

changed until the next flood. The entire mass starts to lose its 

semi-liquid state. The biggest, most angular boulders slow down

! !'

first and stop when the river competency falls sufficiently (Fig. 

30-b). They obstruct the valley as do the uprooted trees and stumps.

- The trees that are too sturdy to have been uprooted remain in the 

v.way to alter the future pattern of the channel. The smaller boul

ders remain in nation for a while then tumble over this newly form- j

\ed boulder front and hide it by piling up above it.
- - -■■■; 1 • ' - - - ■ ', . •

■ /•'- . ■ ■ . / - i . / > V • . .
! •

The result is a boulder floor composed of alternate piling-

i 1

i!
:l ? *

i v-' , .*. V

\ ■’ V
ups and depressions ( Fig# 30-c). It somewhat recalls the ideas of i

/ ' ,  v  ■■■ ’ ' u  ' - 'A. Surrell ( 1841) who studied torrents in the French Alps and dis- 

tinguished areas of accumulation, of excavation and of transition. ■

A wash that occurs in the Southwest must have a similar mode of

-origin: - large accumulations of boulders-haphazardly -alternating
/

with depressions, subsequently filled with cobbles, gravel then 

, sande This could be called ••torrential1* in accord with Surrell’s 

observations. Similar ideas were brought forth in 1924 by F. M.

■Exner ( a s  quoted by S. Leliavsky, 1959) when he indicated that 

"within a steady current, in the saturated state, there are phases
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Figure 30.

The wash during a flood.
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of acceleration causing ablation or scour, and phases of deceler- 

ation that will cause filling up or accumulation". This or a similar 

phenomenon in conjunction with the obstacles initiated by the larger, 

angular boulders seems responsible for the presence of boulder fronts

Slackening waters - the thalweg

The waters become clearer, and at a time T2, the boulder 

floor has settled. The slackening waters flow beyond the boulder
- ' ■ V-''fronts and also percolate through them, slowly filling the pools ; 

occurring between successive boulder accumulations, burying the —  

cobbles in each trough with increasingly-finer gravel then sand, 

producing a gradation upward from very coarse to very fine. This

explains the sharp contrast in sizes of the material between pools

and the boulder accumulations 

ted by photos 32, 33 and 34.
C Fig. 31-a and -b) welV illustra^

' ' - -' - -■ *'■- •' ■

The slackening waters are also responsible for subsequent 

patterns seen in the dry arroyo as, for example, the formation of

an incised thalweg which is actually the path carved and followed

by the late waters. This thalweg is characterized by its filling■ ■ • ■ • • •. . ' ■ ■ '• •; ; . . -
- - ' "  - ' . ... ■ -

with finer sediments, whereas the valley is covered with large, 

erratic boulders ( Fig. 31-c). In other words, while the valley 

is entirely fashioned by floodwaters, the thalweg will later on be 

carved and filled in by slackening waters. The sand patches have
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Figure 31,
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been formed with a level conditioned at their lower end by the next 

boulder front, which acts as a temporary and local base-level ( Fig# 

31-d). Boulder fronts may change their location a number of times a 

year. During each flood their elements will be thoroughly mixed in 

the turmoil of the muddy phase, then again they will be haphazardly 

segregated against other obstructions. '

The depth of this "river of boulders and mud" is not easily 

determined. It varies with the intensity and duration of the flood 

period, the character of the load and with the amount of rains that 

immediately preceded the present flood, and which prepared and sof

tened the ground for more efficient scouring. It could also vary 

with the type of ground, whether the bottom is sandy or shingled.

The concept of depth of scour is still controversial. Cases were 

reported ( E. W. Lane and W. M. Borland, 1954) where bridge pilings, 

up to 60-ft. long, located entirely in alluvium, had been washed 

away. Some observers, like T. Blench ( 1951), deny that the effects 

of scour could reach such depths in normal channels while agreeing 

that they can reach especially high proportion near and under 

obstructions like bridge.pilings.

A clear distinction should be made between small, narrow 

rivers and the large ones ( Fig. 32). The former can be scoured 

particularly deep and this has been most noticed and publicized 

because.bridges are generally built through narrow river sections.
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The deep scouring naturally is performed in such sections and the 

material re-deposited in the next wide section downstream. In wide 

valleys, however, the depth of scour during flood stage will be much 

less important, there will be a series of channels and thalwegs that 

may discontinuously and erratically scour for several feet in depth, 

while a thin sheet of water and fine mud very slowly covers the rest 

of the valley.:
• •• l • . - .. s' ' _ . ' ' _ - ' - .

From the very beginning of the flood, higher velocities of 

water prevail in the existing channels however small these may be, 

thus deepening them, while slow velocities may characterize the 

remainder of the river- bed,x according to F. N. Holmquist ( 1925). 

Materials in or alongside the channel will be scoured resulting in 

deeper channels while the submerged ground alongside becomes an 

area of deposition and builds higher and higher. The deeper scour 

in the main channel increases the velocity of water so that its

surface is lowered even when the volume of water flowing through
; I ■ / /

remains constant. The depth of water over the remainder of the

river bed is thus decreased, causing further deposition and still 

shallower depths. If floods were to continue indefinitely while 

carrying a constant amount of water, all this water, according to 

Holmquist, would finally flow in a well-defined channel while the 

ground alongside would be covered with fine sediment to a level 

approaching that of the surface of water. This concept could 

appropriately be called the Holmquist principle.
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Figure 32.

Depth of scour

a. Narrow valleys ( e.g. <. 50 ft.): relatively deep.
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surflclal with a few deep channels.

higher water velocity, 
greater competence, 
deeper scouring.

r

lower water velocity, 
competence sharply 

reduced,
very shallow depth of scour, 
slow, gradual deposition

and settling of fines.v

Illustration of the Holmquist Principle
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Origin of the patterns encountered

The concept of the boulder floor makes it easy to understand 

how the various patterns described above have been formed. For
■"-A':/- /" .

instance, a normal sahd patch is the result of the filling of a 

depression in the boulder floor ( Fig. 33-a). The floor was first 

covered with coarse material, smaller and gradually finer material 

followed, showing a decreasing coarseness upward. This will tend to 

leave coarser material at the periphery and on both ends, with the 

finest in the middle. One can draw "lines of equal sizing" as shown 

on figure 33-b. Coalescing sand patches appear toward the lower 

reaches of an arroyo where finer material starts to prevail, and 

' as the boulder floor is quite close to the surface ( Fig. 33-c) 

the surface exhibits heterogeneous sizing.

A well-marked step will cause fine-grained sand to occur at 

the head of the sand patch as there must have been a steeper and 

deeper point at the upper part of the depression ( Fig. 34-a). .The 

potholing effect exhibits similar.characteristics, even better 

marked, due to the superposition of a new mechanism: the slack

waters, in a concentrated jet, have dug a smaller, secondary de

pression into the upper part of the sand patch simultaneously with 

the filling of the latter.(Fig. 34-b). Lack of stepping indicates 

the lack of a real depression, cobbles and pebbles are thus very 

close to the surface and prone to show on the surface along with



Coalescing of sand patches.
c

"Coarsening" and "decoarsening":



Figure 34. 

Influence of a step:

Empty depression:
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even some partly buried boulders ( Fig. 33-d). Concerning the 

••coarsening" followed by "de-coarsening", mentioned earlier, only a 

succession of two rather shallow depressions could account for this 

relatively rare occurrence ( Fig. 33-e). All the various patterns 

encountered so far within sand patches are consequently a reflection 

of the configuration of the boulder floor. ..

- Considering the influence of dissection, an extreme case is 

the sand alleys near mature mountains. In this instance the boulder 

floor must be smooth and uniform on its surface, rather thin and 

probably buried for 5-10 ft. or more depending on the width of the 

valley. Cobbles and gravel alike move as one mass during floods, 

unhampered by any obstruction caused by boulders. In the other 

extreme case where long platforms of boulder accumulation occur, 

and no real sand patches are found, the respective boulder dumps 

may probably represent the visible parts of the boulder floor.

Boulder fields, representing the parts of the boulder floor 

that were relatively high, escaped being covered by gravel and sand 

if located above the sand phase. Places have been seen within 

these boulder fields where a hole actually occurs in the thalweg 

below the average rocky surface -- this must have been a very local 

depression that for some reason did not get filled with sand and it 

could be called an "empty depression" ( Fig. 34-c).  ̂As a rule, the 

forces in action are too chaotic and powerful to allow for any
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consistent pattern within boulder fields.

A most interesting example is the presence o£ a large tree 

that actually creates a sand patch or even refines the sizes of a 

gravel patch into fine-grained sand within its reach. This can only 

be explained by the network of treeroots stretched across the "river 

of boulders and mud" during a flood. It withholds a number of large 

and small boulders thereby forming a solid obstruction that will 

leave a leeward "hole", later allowed to be filled with sand and 

gravel —  and the deeper the hole, for a large obstruction, the 

finer the sand. This is what happens with larger trees exhibiting 

relatively the finest sand at their base, as was previously de

scribed.

Adjacent to confluences, cases E and F ( Fig. 17) together 

with type D are the most frequent ones encountered in the lower 

reaches. This is caused by the action of waters meeting at one 

spot below the confluence creating a depression conducive to 

subsequent filling.

Resume

Sand patches thus originate through filling of all depressions 

in the boulder floor which is shaped by flood waters. If the load 

is unusually large, as around youthful mountains, there will be
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long platforms of coarsening gravel, cobbles and boulders, built in 

the middle of the valley like an oversized but complex stepping. If 

the load is deficient as often occurs near mature mountains there 

will be sand alleys, and stepping can be practically absent.

The amount of waste fed into the channel is thus of paramount 

importance in determining the basic channel pattern.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BANKS AND THALWEG

i
Comparison of gradients, form ratios, etc,

; ■ -\ , .

Some broader aspects of channel configuration should be 

considered in connection with the primary patterns previously men

tioned: the variations in gradient of the thalweg downvalley, the

corresponding variations in gradient on the banks, and also the 

depth to width ratio ( or Gilbert’s form ratio, which should not be 

confused with the form factor of R. E. Horton) applied to the thalweg 

as well as to the adjacent terraces ( Fig. 36-a).

Uniformity of slope in the thalweg does not indicate a uni

formity of slope for the valley flat nor for the intervening terraces. 

It would be useful to characterize and compare arroyos in different 

areas within these parameters on a quantitative basis.
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Object of Part I

Erostonal processes vs» Time.

( and also the distinction to be made between the
effects of flood waters and those of slackening waters)
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Figure 36,

Downvalley changes In gradient and In form ratio.

corresponding drops 
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between successive terraces
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Arroyos can be subdivided into groups according to their place 

of origin: 1. deep within the mountains as long and important arroyos

(A); 2. barely originating in the mountains (B); .3. originating at

the foothills (C); 4. within the pediment* (D) as isolated.arroyos;

5. as,tributaries of larger arroyos and starting within the pediment 

(E); and finally, ; 6, those washes that definitely.start below the 

pediment (F) ( Fig# 36-b). Only a systematic study could establish 

the validity of this grouping# Profound differences must exist 

because the availability of waste as well as of water vary, consider

ably for each of these six types. The longer, as well as the slightly 

shorter arroyos ( A and B), behave practically the same except that 

the former will have transitional zones established much farther down 

the valley than the latter, and also that these zones narrow down so 

much as to be considered transition points. Categories C, D and E 

generally have no prominent stepping and it may be the same with 
category F.

The transitional point or zone, where the boulder phase is 

suddenly or gradually replaced by the sand phase-(or depositional 

phase) may often correspond to a break in the gradient of the thalweg, 

occurring in the middle reaches ( Fig. 19), and its position will be 

analyzed further in Part III.

* The term pediment is used in its expanded meaning ( after 
Kirk Bryan, 1926, 1936) i.e. a surface beveled on deformed basin 
deposits. This is equivalent to the peripediment of A. D. Howard,
1942. Both terms will be found used interchangeably in this study.
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This transitional zone furthermore logically coincides with a 

greatly increased seepage area offered by the wedge of porous sand 

starting in that area and that gradually augments in depth. This is 

well exhibited when the first tongue of water runs through the valley 

when the flood starts. It shows a conspicuous height or thickness at 

its front because losses in the lower layers are extreme due to per

colation while the upper layers keep advancing at a much faster pace 

and figuratively pile up. During the flood stage, the seepage may 

seem insignificant as compared to the enormous quantities in transit. 

When the flood recedes, however, percolation at this transition zone 

helps again to reduce the flow of water and diminishes its velocity 

still further. Competence is similarly decreased and an erratic 

deposition of larger material would ensue over a certain distance, 

if the supply is sufficient. A zone rather than a point of transi

tion seems thus more likely to occur.

One could wonder next how the profile of the thalweg compares 

with that of the pediment; Do youthful mountains possibly exert a 

different influence than mature mountains would over each of the 

profiles?. Near the Superstition Mountains that exemplify a youthful 

topography the washes at the canyon mouth display a rather large 

width and depth ( Photo 30) to accomodate the heavy load that 

emerges from the canyon. These dimensions gradually diminish due to 

a lateral dispersion into a number of smaller washes, then one or 

two miles farther the thalweg is practically level with the pediment
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( Fig. 37-a). Fans and pediments at this stage must still be grow

ing and are not yet dissected.

The intermediate type (B) represented by the Santa Catalina 

Mountains and the Dome Rock Mountains shows a conspicuous dissection 

down to 50 to 70 feet. In the Santa Catalinas ( Fig. 37-b), the 

pediments have been irregularly dissected and eroded so that few 

remnants are still visible to the south-west of them; the topography

is very uneven and a few places show unusually deep dissection
\ i" /- ' ' ■ ......... " " " ' ' - . i.
C Photo 49). In the Dome Rock Mountains ( Fig. 37-c) the surface

of the pediment is unusually level and unusually well preserved for 

several miles beyond the.foothills; the washes have dissected this 

ideal surface with numerous, more or less parallel canyons ( Photos 

50 and 91). In the more mature Whetstone Mountains ( Fig. 37-d) the 

pediment is also very uniform for 4-6 miles in width, although three 

different levels can be recognized. The washes generally seem 

uniform in gradient and display numerous occurrences of "graded" 

segments ( Photos 6 and 8), although many.washes observed to the 

north ( along a Jeep trail following the pipe line) are deeply 

dissected.

The more extensive and better developed pediments obviously 

coincide with a greater advancement toward maturity. In a youthful 

topography these pediments are characterized by a minimum dissection 

with arroyos often coming close to overflowing the banks on account
,• /  r - :
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Figure 37.

Schematic comparison between various perlpediments. 

Below youthful mountains:

(the thalweg is at places almost above . ot 
“ ' ' jerlpediment) °"2

( S.W. of the Superstition Mounta'ins}

Below intermediate mountains:

5-10' (almost entirely dissected peripediment 
thus non-uniform surface)

( non-uniform gradients except in
lower reaches)

very flat and uniform peripediment) 50-70*

(many occurrences of 
uniform gradient)

Below mature mountains:

JWt

( heights and slopes exaggerated) 
( All longitudinal sections)



of the heavy load supply. A somewhat older ( or intermediate) 

topography shows deeper arroyos, while mature mountains, with a lower 

elevation, less rainfall and fewer "gully washers”, revert back to 

the more subdued.type of topography, with smooth sand alleys. 

Pediments and thalwegs thus, both in profile and in nature, reflect 

the general: type of dissection present.in the area rather than a

direct relationship between each other.
c : .  < " v i - 3 ’ l ' /

v-i i ’ C: : -- .  :;1 . iC: ■ -  . : . i : .•

Comparison of material sizes between bank and thalweg 1
rol' : - '

When observed in a downvalley direction, the sediments exposed

in the banks tend to Jaecome gradually more and more stratified. This
' : > . : o : '  b v  1 . : "i " . ,

will show in the upper reaches by ah alinement at places of the
1

coarser elements, with absence of sand. Farther down there will be 

“gradual additions of thin tongues of gravel or sand, here and there.
C'.-.-.j ■

and in the middle or lower reaches-there:will be more conspicuous 

and thicker layers of silt- C Fig.: 38-arand;photo, 48).

1

l  S v ^ C ' X  " v - :•; *:. ■n>

Similarly within the valley, sizes of the material transpor

ted become smaller downvalley. Over a large span of time, together 

with, the approach toward senescence of the area, these sizes become 

relatively still smaller for. a particular segment. One could 

therefore plausibly expect to find large boulders on the banks 

while smaller material shows in the thalweg ( Fig. 38-b).

o-vi.
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Figure 38.

Downvalley changes In the material seen along the banks.
all cobbles some heavy silt

Variations of the transition point with time.

A witness of the building-up of the perlpedlment.
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Thus if the channel has reached the sand phase while the banks 

still exhibit cobbles and even boulders, this indicate that the tor

rential zone of the wash has become shorter over the span of time.

The wash indeed once meandered on higher ground, through the same . 

places where the material of the banks is now observed. This short

ening of the boulder phase seems the result of a normal sequence of 

events together with a slow lessening of the load carried by waters, 

with time ( although fortuitous causes like a change in climate for 

instance, may occur).

: On the other hand, if a rejuvenation should happen, the tor

rential zone would probably lengthen due to the sudden increase in 

the load and in-the grain size. The material found in the channel 

would then most probably be larger than that found on the banks 

C-Fig. 38-c). It can thus be inferred that the limits of the boulder 

and sand phases do vary in time. Only the case of shortening of the 

torrential zone has been observed repeatedly in the field.

J. Challinor ( 1946) was the first to observe that when, due 

to loss of velocity, a river deposits in its lower reaches material 

coming from the upper parts, two contrasting types of deposits can 

be differentiated. First, a coarse material deposited in the bed of 

the stream which travelled just as far downstream as competency of 

the river allowed. This contrasts sharply with the other which was 

deposited on the floodplain as a mud from slow-moving waters during
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the flood time. Holraquist's contention ( Fig. 32) of differential 

velocities of the waters in the channel as against that in the valley 

appears to be the sole explanation for these contrasting types of 

material now found in a valley: boulders in the channel due to the

higher velocities of waters in it as opposed to the fine sediments 

deposited on the sides of the valley by very shallow waters moving 

much more slowly. . , .

Holmquist points out that the main channel constantly changes 

location and might be anywhere in the river bed at some time. This 

alternation can be seen on the banks where the river has cut a 

vertical section through "some of its meandering past" ( Photos 48 

and 49). The successive layers of channel deposits and of floodplain 

deposits accumulated during the building of a pediment ( Fig. 38-a) 

are now represented by alternating layers of boulders, silt and 

clay ( Photos 49 and 50, and also fig. 38-d).

Conclusions

The work done by floodwaters has been described in this 

Part I. The results of this work reflect two distinct types of 

environments: a rocky and chaotic zone, the boulder field, where

no pattern exists and which cannot be altered in any possible way 

until the next flood. In contrast to this is a smoother sandy 

phase, ready to be carved down and re-modeled in many ways by the
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later, slower slackening waters. The ways by which this next phase 

responsible for the "re-modeling" is accomplished will be the subject 

of Part II.

It should be emphasized and remembered that the primary and 

the secondary phases, although profoundly different in origin and 

intensity, are obviously most continuous in their succession and may 

even at times overlap each other due to irregularities in the storm. 

There is no discontinuity in time whatsoever between these two 

phases.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON PART I
' . , L ' u 1 'X:': c l

(Primary patterns in arroyos) : c :

REVIEW OF MAJOR PROCESSES AND PATTERNS 

Primary patterns left by floodwaters

!• The fundamental pattern left by a flood is a boulder 

floor composed of erratic alternations of piled boulders and 

depressions. The latter are subsequently filled with sand and 

gravel but in the lower reaches of the valley the whole boulder 

floor becomes buried by later deposition.

2. Stepping stands out after the flood: a series of 

steeper boulder accumulations alternating with flat, level sand 

patches ( Fig. 1). This steepening flattens out downvalley until 

the boulder floor is entirely covered by sand and becomes a

sand alley.

3. An arroyo thus displays two main phases: a boulder 

phase, torrential in nature where the stepping is well-marked,
•: . V. • ; : . " ‘ . . / - : ' ■ ' : ^  C C  h i  v.:

followed by a sand phase, depositional, with generally a mixed 

or transitional phase between, partaking of the characteristics

88
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of the two other phases.

4. The sand patches thus become longer, wider and closer 

together downstream until a certain point where they coalesce.

Their occurrence is quite erratic and greatly influenced by external 

factors. They are more numerous along irregular gradients while 

disappearing if the slope is uniform, i.e. in a channel "en regime".

5. A sand patch exhibits as a rule toward its lower end a 

conspicuous coarsening in sizes of the material.

6. Gravel patches and rock patches occur when the load is

composed of more coherent and more resistant rocks ( e.g. volcanics), 

particularly in the headwaters, and they behave in the same manner 

as sand patches. - 1 :

7. Boulder accumulations are not influenced by external 

forces as are sand patches. Since they are the original remnant of 

the basic pattern of the boulder floor left by floods, they appar

ently do not reveal any pattern and nothing except concealment by 

deposition of debris can alter their shape, attitude or size until 

the next flood.

8. If the load is excessive, originating from youthful 

mountains, long platforms of accumulation of coarsening material



are built up, followed by a very coarse boulder dump ( Fig. 6-b).

9. If the load is deficient, originating from mature moun

tains, sand alleys will occur almost from the source without any of 

the obstacles created by boulder accumulations.

10. stepping is thus an intermediate type between-the . 

extremes described in 8 and 9.

- : ' ' ' j  ‘ ' : • ' ' ' . - y ■ -  x:

11. While the boulder floor determines the pattern encoun

tered in an arroyo, the dissection of the country determines the 

type of boulder floor: either 7, 8 or 9 with all gradations

( Fig. 7) .- \ " t":S-

12. The upper contact ( Fig. 12) between a sand patch and, , 

the boulder field that precedes it, can be sharp and well-marked

( knickpoint or step), in which case there generally is fine sand 

at the I’head" of the sand patch because the depression was much , 

deeper at that point. An ill-defined and almost non-existent 

contact ( a drop) is followed by coarse sand at the head and even 

debris on the surface because the depression was shallow. , There 

is no distinct lower contact. . . .

13. A potholing effect is created by a high step. The 

higher it is, the finer the sand immediately below it because a
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deep hole once existed there. The pothole ( in this sense) occurs 

within the normal succession of sand patches and behaves like them 

C Fig. 13). ,

Modifications of the primary patterns \:

14. Outcrops either in the thalweg or on the banks may be 

responsible for the presence of sand patches, due respectively to 

a slight potholing effect ( vertical deflection or scooping-out) 

or to a lateral deflection of waters if combined with a bend.

The principle is exactly the same in both cases.

15. Large trees or tree stumps very often cause the 

formation of sand patches or cause the sudden and conspicuous ■ 

refining of sizes, if occurring within a coarsening sand or gravel 

patch ( Fig. 16). This is due to the network of roots stretching 

across the wash during the flood, withholding large boulders,

and the resulting obstruction leaves a leeward depression later 

filled with sand. ;r. ' '

16. A confluence also can create a sand patch which 

generally occurs above it in the upper reaches, at the confluence 

in the middle, and below it in the lower reaches. The reason lies 

in the fact that there generally is an increase in slope below 

the confluence in the headwaters due to the larger load. This



damming action causes a platform to form above it ( Fig. 18-a and 

18-c). The reverse, i.e. a decreasing slope below confluence, is 

generally true for the lower reaches (Fig. 18-b and -d).

17. Sand patches, coinciding with a decrease in gradient, 

commonly occur below confluences in situations where stream load 

is at a minimum, that is, in the lower reaches of streams flowing 

from youthful mountains, or in the middle reaches of streams that- 

flow from mature ones. This fact suggests that a quantitative 

measure of the stage of erosion of a mountain might be established 

by a statistical study of the nature of the change in gradient 

below confluences draining the mountainous area.

18. A tributary may be distinguished from a braided branch, 

in case there are no distinct valley limits, by a few clues: a 

larger angle between channels, a difference in the level of "entry" 

and certain differences in the color and nature of sediments.

19. A bend that‘creates a scour will, upon 1ts filling, ; 

form a sand patch toward the concave bank with a coarsening of the 

material or a "lateral gradation" toward the convex bank. There 

are exceptions. '

20. ' The smaller the radius of curvature of a bend, the finer 

the sizes of the material within the sand patch above it. In an

92
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extreme case, as above a sharp-angle bend against a cliff, no pattern 

will show since the sand has filled a deep depression. An accumula

tion of boulders will normally occur at the bend.

21. Bends, confluences, outcrops and trees thus are four 

factors that can create sand patches. It is possible that these 

factors obscure what might otherwise tend to be a regular pattern 

of sand patch formation,,perhaps following a logarithmic function.

.22. The depth of scour is still a debated question and may 

be quite deep in narrow valleys. In large valleys it might be 

differentiated into two types: a few channels will show deep scour

as a result of high water velocities; low water velocities will 

prevail over the remainder of the bed with shallow scour and slow, 

gradual deposition of silt. This is called the Holmquist principle.

23. The banks.tend to become more stratified and finer- 

grained downvalley ( Fig. 38-a). The material in the thalweg does 

also, but it is generally smaller in size than that in the bank, 

suggesting that the,boulder phase has retreated upstream with time.

24. Along a high cliff there is generally a conspicuous 

alternation of two contrasted deposits: a coarse bouldery material 

below, transported at flood time, overlain by fine, dense and silty 

floodplain material that spread soon after recession of the storm.



Part II

SECONDARY PATTERNS IN ARROYOS

Introduction x

When, after the recession of the storm, the boulder floor 

has settled and the depressions are all filled with gravel and sand, 

most of the erosional and depositional work has been accomplished. 

Late waters, however, generally originating from tributaries still 

affected by the storm, can in a small way disturb and sufficiently 

modify the primary patterns to form secondary patterns.

'.'V-X
Such secondary patterns are achieved in a number of intri-

\  " • • • ; * -  • ' .

cate ways and often are superimposed on each other, making their 

study quite difficult. There are gradations within the processes 

that created these features, from the mildest, subtle, almost 

imperceptible erosive action, to strong erosion that leaves bare, 

open scours within the channel. Three main groups ( Fig. 39) are

considered: "x
X x

a/ longitudinal downcutting,, occurring in a— --- X— ——X'".. ■V-X X V;;:.
longitudinal fashion, locally or over the whole valley;
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Figure 39

Secondary eroslonal processes«- Generalized types

Longitudinal downcutting

( sec Photo 54)

Lateral downcutting

Short-circuiting

/\ ' .

( All perspective views)



b/ lateral downcutting, acting in a lateral or
oblique direction5 ■ ■ — ..... "

c/ short-circuiting, characterized by a lateral 
breach or scour that offers a fast exit to the swollen waters. 
Generally features observed in arroyos are the result of a combina
tion of two or three of these processes.

SECONDARY EROSIONAL MECHANISMS .

Longitudinal downcutting ;

Longitudinal downcutting is a mild erosional mechanism i
varying widely in its occurrence. It may be.evenly spread-over the 
valley or it may be localized on one side or in the middle, appear
ing as random surficial gouging or as irregular washing away of the 
wetted upper layer of the arroyo bed. Scars which mar the surface 1 
are generally obscured by the presence of boulders and cobbles in 
the midst of which the downcutting occurred. Photo 54 illustrates

; ; - • -x. ;
a typical example of this phenomenon while Fig. 40-a shows how it 

will be represented in subsequent sketches. The process of longi

tudinal downcutting, if mild, may at places leave minute terraces 

on one side instead of leaving older channels "hanging" a few feet 

above the present thalweg. In a still, milder form it may take the ;

aspect of almost imperceptible straight or erratic paths and rills.
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Figure 40.

Longitudinal downcutting. ( evenly distributed)

Simple case:

uniform
downcutting (perspective)
( see Photo 54)

steepening and 
downcutting

two
branches:

(perspective)

tributaryPeculiar
case c

encountered: ---- _____________________ __________________ _ i
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Evenly-distributed downcutting

A succession of minor downcuts displaying numerous minuscule 

steps with very tiny sand patches ( Photos 51 and 52) often occurs 

rather regularly distributed laterally and longitudinally over the 

valley. This occasionally extends for several thousand feet and is 

an indication that this segment of arroyo is in equilibrium.

The downcutting action when spread over a wide valley is 

inconspicuous with only a gradual drop in gradient and little or no 

stepping. If localized, however, it becomes conspicuous and a small 

stepping takes place ( Photo 54). Uniform downcutting ( Photos 7 

and 8) as a rule is not accompanied by sand patches, and the normal 

alternation of steps and steeper rocky stretches can be considered 

as being comminuted into numerous tiny units. However, as soon as 

this smooth pattern is replaced by something more chaotic with pro

nounced steps, true sand patches appear, alternating with the irreg

ular drops in elevation.

This mild type of erosional process is often seen within the 

sand phase in anastomosing channels when, for instance, two branches 

seem to be competing to have the right slope adjusted for transpor

tation of the load ( Fig. 40-b). Both of the branches display some 

downcutting and a marked steepening of the gradient, but this step 

never occurs at the same distance from the branching.
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One example encountered seemed remarkable ( Fig. 40-c and -d) 

In that It created a channel with three successively lower levels of 

downcutting, as evidenced by slight traces of these levels still to 

be seen on the sides as narrow shelves. As this happens just below 

a confluence, it may be that three successive surges of slackening 

waters lowered the thalweg in that particular segment..

Restricted downcutting ,

Downcutting may be localized longitudinally and laterally 

instead of being distributed over a large surface. It may result in 

a narrow stepping zone across the valley, often emphasized by boul

ders ( Fig. 41-a and Photo 53). j It may, at other places, result in 

a narrow channeling down the valley. "This may occur either in the

middle of the thalweg, as in photo 54 ( also Fig. 41-b, -c and -d),
" - : _ - , , " . ;; ; ' •

or on one side of the valley ( Fig. 41-e). These types of erosion
\ . . " - ' >' " . -

thus relate to a process that acts longitudinally down the valley 

without any oblique component or other complication. It is a simple 

scouring accompanied by some washing away of debris.

Longitudinal rill channels

More subtle erosion can be performed by a washing-away of 

fines. This happens in the sand phase when the last thinning 

sheets of clear water are running down the wash. These sheets will
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FlRurc 41.

Restricted longitudinal downcutting*

# 485, Cat.

# 56,

sand_
alley

Incipient 
downcutting 
( drop % ft.)

# 42, Wh.

restricted 
downcutting 

and
steepening 
C drop 1 ft.) # 365, Cat.

( all perspective views)
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carve wide but very shallow paths In the sand, as shown in fig. 42-a, 

or several narrower rill channels ( Fig. 42-b) forming a rilled 

surface ( R. E. Horton, 1945). Such ribbons of fine sand may diverge 

and then meet again ( Photo 55).

This grooving often is accomplished in two or three steps 

when several succeeding sheets of water become consecutively slight

ly lower in elevation ( half an inch or more), depositing finer sand 

each time. This can occur in the middle of the thalweg ( Fig. 42-c 

and photo 56) or on one side only ( Fig. 42-d). Minuscule terraces 

generally accompany these rill channels down the valley even at bends 

C Fig. 42-e), showing a true downcutting process affecting the 

channel (Fig. 42-f). ;

Erratic rill channels
X "

The narrow paths described above may occur in irregular

fashion ( Fig. 43-a), appearing and disappearing alternately. Their

sides taper in plan and in section ( Cross-section 43-a) and can at
. ■ : ■ . ■ / ■  . - - . 1 .„ -. . 1 / " ' • ‘ -places be almost imperceptible; This rilling acts like a lateral 

planation process, lowering the level of the thalweg one strip at a 

time and then most probably slowly moving laterally from one bank 

to the other. It seems a most efficient mechanism to remove the 

fines and resembles sheetflood erosion. This process is most prom- 

inent in the lower reaches within a mature topography, as in the 

Whetstone Mountains............................
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Figure 42. 

Longitudinal paths.
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Figure 43.

Erratic paths and rill»«

rills 1/3 to 1/2 Inch 
deep

Cross-section

(Perspective)

(Perspective)
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No explanation can be given for the occurrence of this type 

of erratic rill channels except that the flow must have been slightly 

erratic, lazily swerving from one side of the thalweg to the other. 

One place, however, showed a minor channel dug by the combined forces 

of several of these rills below their confluence ( Fig. 43-b). This

is an example of sheetflood erosion being transformed into stream- ■ 

flood ( W. M.' Davis, 1938) and is in perfect agreement with an impor-{ 

tant observation of N.-de Leiiaysky X 1905, quoted by S. Leliavsky, 

1959) that there are two main types of currents: * the convergent ones 

at the spots in which the river scours and the divergent ones where j

a channel becomes silted.

' : . ' '• • y ' '•
Lateral downcutting

-

This type of erosional process is characterized by a lateral

component and a definite meandering of the thalweg is induced by
.

this oblique component.

Two major types are encountered: the first and most common

type is where sand patches are "not contiguous but are connected by
i \

minor rills on a smooth, imperceptible slope ( Fig. 44-a). A second
v  y ■ ' •

and less common type occurs when a heavy load is present and only

coarse, angular material prevails; Patches of gravel, instead of
\ , , ■' '

sand, then become contiguous, separated by a small but sharp step 

that remains as a consequence of the compaction and the angularity
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Figure 44

Two types of lateral downcutting

Non-contlguous sand patches

Imperceptible, smooth slope

C occurs in sandy or 
fine gravelly material)

Contiguous sand patches

( occurs in \
coarse, angular gravel



of the pebbles at the end of the upper patch ( Fig* 44-b). The 

reason why this type is seldom observed is that it is generally 

replaced by short-circuiting, an ubiquitous mechanism operative in 

the upper and middle reaches.

' ■ - .... . .  '

Non-contiguous sand patches

WITHIN STRAIGHT C H A N N E L S T h i s  type of downcutting is 

characterized by the alternation of sand patches from one side of 

the valley to the other ( Fig. 45-a). Lateral downcutting in action 

is hard to describe satisfactorily so an attempt is here made to ’ 

illustrate with photo 57, together with its explanatory sketch 

( Fig. 45-b), and also photo 58.

Starting to the side and at a lower elevation than the pre

ceding one, each sand patch gradually becomes higher than the level 

of the thalweg. While the sand patches are composed of fine-grained

sand that coarsens toward the lower end, the smooth sloping area
I -■ ..separating two successive sand patches is quite coarse and as a
i , 1

general rule displays pebbles and cobbles ( Fig. 47-a). The re-
I ■ ' ......  V  ;

ceiving end, at the head of each sand patch,* is characterized by a
i ' ' • ; , - V  ■ . :striking contrast in sizes, as illustrated by photo 58.

y ;.....
. 1 , ' ' - ' - ' ,

. ' "
. More subtle erosion is exhibited within the sandy phase in 

the lower reaches of an arroyo, as shown in photos 60, 61 and 62,
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Figure 46.

Explanatory ■ketch—  for photographs 60, 61, 62

( L for lower 
end U for upper 
■an? patchea)

a

Photo 60

b

Photo 61

c

Photo 62

( perspective)
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Figure 47

Influence of terrace# on the angle of lateral downcutting

Normal, or 
Intermediate case

small
terrace

One extreme case: —  •
Meandering at sharp s 

angle due to the presence of 
a terrace

The other extreme caaeT'sss“ ' f +

practically no meandering

( all perspective views)
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and by the explanatory sketches In figure 46. The slope connecting 

the sand patches Is smooth, although criss-crossed by numerous rills 

resembling the pattern of erratic rills previously described. A sim

ilar phenomenon, somewhat more pronounced, was observed at a bend 

along a dirt road in the Whetstones. A number of small, relatively 

deep gullies cut through the softer shoulders, recalling some of the 

rills seen between the alternating sand patches ( Photo 59).

Quite often a small terrace projects out near the lower end 

of a sand patch ( Fig. 47-b). This forces the connecting rill to 

jog more sharply to the sides, promoting faster and more conspicuous 

meandering. It also appears to bring the sand patches closer to

gether. This is the extreme case, consisting of maximum meandering. 

The other extreme does not face a terrace at the lower end of the 

sand patches and the thalweg does not alternate from side to side 

but instead remains in the middle as shown in figure 27-a. Rills 

also follow the longitudinal direction and there is no meandering 

C Fig. 47-c). This is the prototype of longitudinal downcutting.

It is interesting to note the uncertain path followed by the 

longitudinal rill Z ( Fig. 45-a). It is inconspicuous and sometimes 

disappears when the waters that followed it seeped into the ground. 

Often this rill Z even succeeds in creating a minor thalweg of its 

own, connecting with a second sand patch down the line ( Photo 61, 

with explanatory sketch). Obviously wherever there is even a small

/
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terrace ( Fig. 47-c), this Z rill is lost. More complicated patterns 

can be detected at places with various combinations of rills on a 

smooth slope, and minor terraces and erratic rills ( Fig. 48-a and 

-b). These features are found mainly in the lower reaches and the 

rills can either be remote from any sand patch or be closely con

nected with a preceding sand patch.

A remarkable example is shown in figure 48-c, where a rela

tively wide valley occurring entirely in the sand phase is divided 

longitudinally for more than half a mile by a zigzagging line. One 

half is the.thalweg filled with deep sand while the other half, 

slightly coarser and about two inches higher at the middle, repre

sents a very smooth slope covered with numerous parallel oblique 

rills ( Photo 63) that all trend toward the same side of the valley, 

irrespective of whether the turn is a left or a right ( Fig. 48-c). 

This means that, for some reason, the valley as viewed in cross- 

section keeps a definite slope always to the same side no matter 

what turn it follows. This example shows lateral partition at its 

best, although the mechanism involved may be different from the 

examples observed in Part I.

A sudden narrowing of the thalweg is occasionally encountered 

within the sand phase. A slight surplus of debris was deposited on 

one side forming a smooth, regular terrace covered with cobbles and 

pebbles while the sand patch remained uninterrupted and clear of
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Various combinations of rills and minor terrace cuts
minor
terrace erratic paths 

wlthin a level 
valley

oblique rills ^ Sv s 
on a smooth slope 
and following a sand 
patch ( not represented 
here)

oblique rills 
n. on slope

minor
terrace cuts

deep sand

see also Photo 63)

( Cross-section)
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gravel without even a slight coarsening in sizes. This narrowing 

< Photo 64) has been considered as a mild case of downcutting ( the 

late waters have tried to scoop some of the debris downvalley, as 

evidenced by minor gullies) although the narrowing most probably 

caused the downcutting due to increased velocity.

WITHIN BENDS - Bends are quite influential in lateral down-
■ ’> <  - ■ ' ■ v v  " ■ : v.
cutting as centrifugal force increases the lateral component of the

late waters. Where bends occur, sand patches will alternate from
. • :x\, • ■ ' .

side to side due to the normal formation of a terrace near each 

convex bank, forcing the waters to jog and to flow toward the other 

bank. As a rule, sand patches will occur on the concave side and at 

a certain distance d below the point of minimum radius of curvature. 

This distance d decreases as the width of the terrace increases, 

and the sand patches occur closer together ( Fig. 49-a and -b).

This is in accordance with what was previously seen ( Fig. 47-b),
!

and corresponds with the theories of fluvial hydraulics, that pre

dict that pools should occur on the outside and between the inflec- 

tion points of channels. Also, the greater the 'curvature of the 

channel the deeper the scour and the deeper the water ( one of
, ■ . ' ■ V; , ^

; Fargue’s laws, quoted by S. Leliavsky). Furthermore, E. W. Lane
I ' 1 -''v . : 'and W. M. Borland ( 1954), from observations near Elephant Butte,

N. Hex., concluded that at high water the pools scour while deposi-
:

tion occurs at the crossings, with the reverse happening at low 

waters: crossings scour while the bends fill in ( Fig. 50-b).
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Figure 49.
Influence of terraces on fl/ the location of sand patches;12/ the angular trend of the rills.

# 175, D.R.

C All plan view)
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"Obi1gut downcuttlng" #t

large
cobbles

/» O

minor
( Plan view)

Some concepts on taken from literature

concave bank

"crossing"o£ channel

sand patch

diagonal
bar

at point of 
crossing

depth 2 d
( point of 
intersection) 

water depth minimum
( pool then sand patch)
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These crossings, located at inflection points, probably derived their 

name from the fact that a channel can as a rule be more easily cross

ed at those points when waters are high.

According to E. E. Ditbrenner ( discussion, Lane and Borland, 

1954) successive bends would show, in humid environment, a diagonal 

bar at the point of crossing ( Fig. 50-b). This bar would tend to 

hold the elevation of the upper pool considerably higher than that 

of the lower one while at low stages the flow across the bar would 

be shallow and rapid. Nothing equivalent could be detected in the 

arroyos visited. Ditbrenner assumed that the pools are located right 

at the bends and not below the point of minimum radius of curvature, 

while admitting that they move downward with time.

An exception to the general pattern of scour and deposition 

on bends has arbitrarily been called "oblique downcutting" ( Fig. 

50-a): a sand patch coming out of a sharp turn into a widening

valley changes into a chaotic agglomeration of coarsening cobbles 

with a noticeable slope; generally no sand patch follows for sev

eral hundred feet. No explanation is offered for this behavior.

Contiguous sand patches

In the upper reaches of a wash and sometimes even in the 

middle reaches, if the load is heavy and the material coarse and
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angular, the general pattern may become very different from the one 

so far described. The slope generally existing between sand patches 

is absent and replaced by a small, well-marked step, at places half 

a foot or more in height. Such sand patches are contiguous, although 

offset in elevation ( Fig. 51-a and -b). It does not make any dif

ference whether this happens on a straight channel or on a bend.. 

Curiously enough, the pattern is the same in both cases and the posi

tion of the lower sand patch shows preference for the inside of the 

curve. - : *- - / , '

IN CONNECTION WITH. BOULDER FIELDS - In the same upper and
' - ' r  ' ~ ,

middle reaches, a similar phenomenon may occasionally show within 

the realm of boulder fields: a sand patch lies contiguous to the

edge or to the lower end of a boulder field with a definite drop in 

elevation at the contact. Two such examples are shown on figure 

51-c and -d. In the case of a bend, the lower sand patch again lies 

against the convex bank, in disregard to the general rule. Slumping

of the banks as a cause for this expanse of boulders is to be defi-
' " ' "  - ■ . • ■ - . .

nitely rejected. Inmost cases, indeed, these banks were low, 

containing few rock only.

Mechanism of lateral downcutting

Normal downcutting, due to lateral components involved, 

gives the thalweg a sinuous appearance and may be a cause for 

meandering. This happens whether in a straight or a curved channel.
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Figure 51.
Contiguoue gravel patches, a ( inside of a bend)

Gravel batches in connection with boulder field*.



except that in the latter the sand patches have their position pre

determined by the location of the bends and terraces ( Fig* 52-c and 

-d). This sinuous pattern is similar to what w s  shown by model ex

periments made by H. Engels in the Dresden hydraulic laboratory
, • 1 ■ - :  ■ ■ ■ ■ .- .

( J. R. Freeman, 1929). - ■ •'

' Even in straight channels, a terrace may cause disruption of 

the normal, alternating patterns. It tends to accentuate the first '' j
jog of flow lines, diverting these sharply toward the other bank 

( Fig. 53-a). Then it suppresses or at least contains the next jog 

of flow lines. These will thus move more or less in a longitudinal 

fashion. The result is a long, almost continuous sand patch on one 

side of the valley, shown generalized as type A in Fig. 53-a and -b. 

Type B ( as shown in fig. 53-d) can be imagined, but it is problem

atic and has not been encountered. While bends are of paramount 

importance in this process of lateral downcutting, confluences do not 

seem to yield consistent patterns, except for an occasional cross

cutting.

A three-dimensional model ( Fig. 54) represents an attempt 

to illustrate the mechanism of downcutting.

Short-circuiting
. .

This is a more spectacular phenomenon, appearing principally 

within the boulder phase. It definitely exhibits a greater erosive

119
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Figure 32
Toward « mechaniwa of downcuttlag

ow and 
r.f.grained

Cross-sections 
C looking downstream)

Normal type ( on straight channel)

Comparison with a curved

( All plan views)
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Types of downcutting

Asymmetrical type A

Type A generalized

Problematic asymmetrical type B

C not encountered and most probably Inexlstent)

( All plan (views)



( Heights exaggerated)

MS

Generalized model of lateral downcutting



action than the two other processes previously studied, although a 

combination of the three types Is so frequent that they cannot always 

be separated. Just as lateral downcutting Is a cause for meandering, 

the short-circuiting process is a cause for arroyo-shlfting and 

anastomosing. The term "short-circuit*1 ( previously used by T. Blench 

in 1951, in a study of meanders) is here reserved for those Instances 

where a breach occurs on the side of a sand patch or a gravel patch, 

in contradistinction to MdowncutM which is an appropriate term for 

any stepping that occurs in the thalweg. The short-circuit may be 

similar to the term "avulsion" as used by Holmqulst (Lane and Bor

land, 1954): a "process of side erosion with complete, sudden aban

donment of part of the course, for a new channel".

importance of the short-circuit

During the normal erosional processes, a sand patch may at 

times be abandoned by the stream and left as a terrace, when and if 

the waters can find a shorter way to transport their debris. This 

happens when a regular load has been recurrently spread over the 

lower end of this sand patch, layer by layer, to the point that this 

lower end becomes slightly higher than the head, and too high for the 

waters to flow over. An exit has to be created somewhere. Follow

ing the rule that a scour forms by convergence of currents at a weak 

spot, a breach X will suddenly open, as a rule on the side. The 

waters will then gush through the opening, following a rapidly

123
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scoured Intrenched channel. Tiny terraces often form near the breach 

and opposite the terrace which extends the sand patch, indicating 

that the slack waters reached several higher elevations before the 

breach occurred (Fig, 55). The components of a short-circuit are 

.shown in fig. 56-a. .. .

Thus, when a sudden bend along a channel shows on the map
\ \ _ ■

(Fig. 56-b) or is seen in the field, it signifies either the pres-
t '• .. i ' ' ; . • ' ' ' '

ence of a bank cliff with sometimes an unmarked tributary or quite 

often that a short-circuit has shifted the channel into a different 

direction. The old channel may end suddenly as a terrace or it may 

be still very well marked and be active during floods. In this 

situation the short-circuiting branch is much lower, rocky and much
...' ■ : ; . - : ' V.;

less smooth than the old channel ( Photo 65). At places, mainly in 

the lower reaches, the short-circuit only occasionally shows cob

bles in its channel ( Photo 66).

When a sand patch is restricted by a narrow valley, its end 

cannot widen and it is then often partly eroded by the deflected 

waters ( Fig. 57-a). Several short-circuits are illustrated in 

photos 67 and 68 for relatively narrow valleys, while photos 69 and 

70 represent the situation for wider valleys ( 100 to 500 ft. e.g.). 

All four examples demonstrate the variability of width, depth and 

size of material in these short-circuits. Photo 70 shows perfectly 

the level platform occupied by the sand patch while the pole stands 

at the center of the breach. ^
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FtlWf 53.

Typical abort-circuit.

a higher terrace 
extends

the sand patch
elder channel 
too high now
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Figure 56,

Component# of a short-circuit.

sand patch

(Profile)

coaraa terrace 
becoming higher 
in elevation

rocky
channel

(e.g. # 308, 312, 354 Cat.)

Significance of a bend in a channel.

symbol
meaning higher ground 
built by slow accretion, 
forcing the waters to 

detour. terrace 
slowly covering 

the ^ , 
old channel

stillX ,  ̂ j well-marked and
uaable channel 
( e.g. # 419,Cat.)
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, A short-circuit may occur In the form of a ravine starting In 

the middle of a rocky segment, especially when the wash is overloaded 

with coarse debris. The amount of material may at places become so 

high that the thalweg repeatedly reaches the level of the pediment 

with tendency to overflow it. This results each time at those points 

in short-circuits followed.by-ravines several feet deep that contain 

mainly sand, recalling the contiguous type described earlier ( Fig. 

57-e>.
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Two or three short-circuits may often occur on the same side 

of a terrace ( Fig. 58-a). The lower one A arost probably came first, 

then, when the terrace became too high the upper short-circuit B was 

forced into being. It is worthy of note that several small and

narrow sand patches (one foot wide by three or four in length),
...............................................' ■ • . - ■ . .

with very fine-grained sand, occur downvalley from these short-cir

cuits. Some of the waters, generally in small amount, did not follow 

the newly-formed short-cut but succeeded in going straight ahead, 

longitudinally, similar to the Z path previously observed as acces

sory pattern in the lateral downcutting process.

An obstruction by a tree is often a favorable locus for a 

short-circuit ( Photo 28) as the tree retains a large amount of 

boulders. A sizeable difference in elevation ( more than four feet 

on photo 71) may develop between the resulting breach and the sand 

or gravel patch below ( photos 71 and 72). One instance showed
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two trees succeeding each other in the middle of the valley ( Fig. 

58-b). They both Induced the formation of a short-circuit together 

with a sand patch below each, leaving a heightening terrace on the 

other side.

Double short-circuiting V

Double short-circuiting occurs; when breaches have developed

on both sides of the platform, creating two or more exit channels
- - - . /  ' \ ' \

( Fig. 59-a). This generally happens when the load is heavy. The 

original sand patch is followed by a coarsening gravel patch, in ’ 

turn followed by an accumulation of still coarser material forming 

a boulder dump. The channels from both sides may eventually meet 

downstream but they also can diverge in different directions when 

the arroyo flows on a slightly arcuate pediment as at the head of 

an elongated mountain ( Fig. 72).

Photos 73 and 74 show a short-circuit on both sides of the 

same 500-600 ft. platform, at approximately 300 feet from the head. 

A series of short sand patches ( one of these showing on photo 74) 

will occur along these newly developed thalwegs. The original 

rocky channels emerging from the platform occasionally may have 

been erased ( Fig. 59-b), and the process of short-circuiting is 

only indicated by the remaining thalwegs, parallel and disconnected, 

formed in the valley on either side of the platform.
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In case of a heavy stream load, accumulations of boulders are
/-/-■ V," - -• !.■■■•'■ ' ■ I: •' , '

prevented from becoming much higher than the pediment and overflowing

the banks by ravines that develop on either side,of the boulder dump

(,Fig. 60-a). These ravines, 3 to 4 ft. deep, effect fast removal
* . 6of the,material. Photos 75 and 76 show how such an accumulation 

4 ' • • *• ' . •
could overflow the banks quite easily if it were not for this safety

device. The latter photo also shows the rather large width that can

be reached by these boulder dumps, while photo 77 illustrates the

height reached by one boulder dump ( which became neatly beveled by

the meeting of two thalwegs). Further obstructions by trees,for ;

instance, will play an important role in the accumulation of boul-. ‘

ders up to and above the level of the banks as shown by photo 78.

■ : .• -
*,. 1 •. •. - - i

Each of these platforms of accumulation starts at the head •
' ■ .  " ;

with a sand patch that gradually turns into a gravel patch, then is j■" x • • • . . '  ; ;
. ‘ i

followed by a level boulder field that actually constitutes the 

boulder dump. The whole forms an extensive, flat step. These steps ! 

or platforms of accumulation occur in close succession ( Fig. 60-b) 

and each of these steps Mtries” to reach the level of the banks, 

each one coming closer until finally one boulder dung* succeeds. The ; 

cycle then starts all over again ( see cross-sections, fig. 64).

Mechanism of the short-circuit

Excessively loaded streams, as in the Superstition Mountains, 

exhibit this process best. A normal cycle is composed of: 1/ small
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Figure 60.
Boulder dump higher than the pediment level.

pediment level (6̂ )
( assuming slope constant)

sand patches 
within ravine

Perspective)

Toward a cycle of short-circuit#.
platform 

200 to 500 ft.

( Profile)

Level of 
the bank

Sh.C •
( the platforms "tried" to reach the 

level of the bank and the last one succeeded)
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narrow and short sand patches with fine-grained sand, occurring in 

the newly-born thalweg below a short-circuit. These sand patches are 

followed by 2/ two or three successively larger, widening and coarsen

ing gravel patches, each extending into a 100-200 foot long platform

that ends with a boulder dump deposited to or above the level of the
. ,...;

banks. It takes generally two or three of these platforms to reach 

this level ( Fig. 60-b). . A deep incision in the profile, made by ai : ! -- -
strong short-circuit, will suddenly lower this elevation to a point

r  \ ' , ' . *■ - *
where a new series of platforms begin to form, thereby initiating

> ; ; ■ . - ‘ : ' ; .. ; . - .  t

the next cycle ( Fig. 63-a). '

The side of the platform on which the short-circuit occurs is 
; " .- :' : 5 , : : • • :

a matter of accident. The greater the drop in elevation, the faster
; ; - ; x : ' ;  ' : ■ ; :

and deeper will be the incision in the profile, and, the lower the
! . • ' ■ ' • :

thalweg the more permanent it will be ( Fig. 61-a). In large valleys
- ■ : : : : ■ 1 , - ;

especially, many potential thalwegs can be utilized by late waters
: ■ / r  ̂ ■ ■ ; ' i

after a flood and the lowest one stands the best chance to be fol

lowed. Active thalwegs can easily be by-passed if they become slight- 

ly too high by accretion of material. Figures 61 and 62 illustrate i
an ideal case and actually define the mechanism of short-circuit.

' ' : ' :
There is a constant and definite build-up of the platforms that is 

partly counteracted by slight downcutting and minor short-circuiting 

between the platforms. . i

The relationship between sand patches is complicated due to
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the multiplicity of thalwegs Inherited from past eroslonal processes 

and to the occurrences of erratic segments of thalweg created after 

every flood. Many connections between these sand patches are seen in _ 

the field and a few types are shown in figure 63-b.

' A longitudinal section about 11,000 ft. long in the lower 

reaches of Hog Canyon, in the Superstitions, shows the various oc

currences of short-circuits as well as the platforms affected by then

C Fig. 64). Most of these occurrences seem erratic and no pattern
■

is apparent except that the lengths of sand patches within the various 

cyclesunderlined by a bracket tend to increase downvalley. Although j 

the logarithmic pattern within sand patches was considered to be 

erratic on account of the chaotic nature of the adjacent boulder <

fields, one sequence, however, showed an almost ideal pattern within
;
ian 8 0 0 ft. segment, between observations # 163 and 167. Considering 

the odds against the possibility that such a pattern should appear 

at all the example would seem to have some significance. Examination : 

of this pattern on a logarithmic graph ( by plotting the lengths of 

sand patches against the intervals between the heads ( Fig. 65)) 

indicates by the alignment of points that there is indeed a regular : 

logarithmic sequence within that particular segment.

In any attempt to trace more such sequences in the future, 

it would be advantageous to study arroyos having the following char- ‘ 

acteristics or specifications: 1/ occurrence on an arcuate pediment;
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Figure 63.

Ideal cycle.
Slow building-up of the profile 

vs. its downcutting and shortcircuiting a

Profile
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by short-circuiting
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2/ location within a youthful topography so as to produce an abun

dance of coarse debris; 3/ existence of as small an entrenchment as 

possible to favor bank overflow and avoid complications caused by 

bank slumping; 4/ absence of the four factors responsible for sand 

patches, namely confluences, bends, outcrops and trees. The fortui

tous fulfillment of these conditions may have been the reason why 

the exceptional sequence in the Superstitions was obtained.

A three-dimensional model of short-circuit is shown in 

figure 66.

- \ \Combination of downcutting and short-circuiting \ \ .
■ -; ' ', '. \ \ x X \ \

Straight longitudinal downcutting only occurs where the con

tiguous flow lines in slackening waters always parallel each other 

and the banks. This is not supposed to happen ( observation of 

N. de Leliavsky as quoted by S. Leliavsky, 1959), and field observ- 

ations indicate that the stream lines are influenced by the slight

est variations of topography and thus become erratic and unpredict- 
\ \ ' ' " ' \ \able. There will always be a large amount of lateral downcutting

\ \  ■ . . ' . ■ ' : ■ ' ,

and some short-circuiting due to convergence of flow lines, and 

these two main processes will combine in various proportions.

Lateral downcutting frequently occurs on a smooth, impercep
tible slope that extends obliquely across the valley. This slope
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Is often etched by good-sized rills or even a conspicuous short-cir

cuit, leading into a sand patch ( Fig. 67-a and -b). Such occurrences 

are extremely variable. For example, a tree in the middle of this 

slope may build up a ridge of boulders that causes the formation of 

two short-circuits alongside of it instead of only one, each being 

followed by a sand patch ( Fig. 67r-c) ̂ Usually it is difficult to 

determine where lateral downcutting ends and where short-circuiting 

begins as the two processes are closely related.

Short-circuits generally form where downcutting is not ade

quate as an erosional process. This is commonplace near the concave 

bank at a bend, where flow lines are deflected and thrown together 

thereby causing a scour. It is a secondary pattern that can be

compared to the ravines previously seen above a sand patch ( Fig.
' . • . - • • . ■ . . •

68- a and -b). . Even in the middle of the valley, in spite of the 

normal divergence of flow at the bend, there will be places exhib

iting convergence. This occurs especially where the bed is irreg

ular and coarse, or strewn with cobbles ( these will form obstacles 

between which flow lines can converge).

. A combination of all erosional processes is shown in Fig.

69- a and -b. The sand patches become very coarse and slightly 

higher toward the lower end. They terminate wedge-like toward one 

bank, the one sand patch against the left bank, the next one against 

the right, and so on, alternately. Short-circuits, numbered 2, 3,

4, 5 and 6 ( Fig. 69-a), breach the rocky berm that marks the end
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Figure 67.

Combination of lateral dovmcuttlng *nd ehert-clrcultlng.
—  In straight channels.—  
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very coarse downcutting ccobles

( All plan views)
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Figure 6#.
Combination of lateral downcutting and gtort-clrcultlng.

Whole valley meandering.

# 169, D.R.
( All plan views)___________________________ >JRfc
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Figur# 69.

Series of short-circuits where douncuttlng was expected.
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-5— -
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of each sand patch at several places. A considerable amount of 

short-circuiting is thus superimposed on the lateral downcutting 

process ( Photo 79 shows the short-circuits, looking downvalley).

Of interest are the short-circuits # 1 and 7 ( also desig

nated Z rills) shown in figure 69-a and other illustrations. 

Although these rills follow the edge of the bank rather inconspic

uously, their effect may be locally important as seen on the left 

of photo 80 where a short-circuit occurs in the background ( just 

behind the pole at its 4-foot mark). While short-circuiting and 

lateral downcutting are the effective means of erosion in this 

example, the Z rills indicate that a relatively important component 

of longitudinal downcutting may be present, often resulting in . 

good-sized gullies.

The repetition of such a uniform pattern as illustrated in 

figures 69-b and 70 is not likely to be the result of haphazard 

processes. Rather, a definite mechanism probably operates to pro

duce the pattern when conditions are proper. Necessary conditions 

would appear to include a uniform gradient, an absence of marked 

stepping and perhaps an "underloading", as encountered in the 

Whetstone Mountains.

A three-dimensional model shows the successive sand patches, 

each occurring at a lower level and separated from the previous one
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by a rocky slope, deeply etched by short-circuits (Fig. 70).

o : .  f . L ’ ■■■■ v v  ' r r  ■>_[' l ^  : : i ; m  : /

Gradation within the secondary erosional processes h
i ■.

, <-
. * *: !,

The secondary erosional processes ' grade .into each other.
' : «, L ; :'vv' / :• : '

The major processes recognized may be listed as follows, from the

mildest to the strongest;
. r . ■ ■

( ' a/ a mild form of downcutting in fine-grained sand

with smooth, erratic rills; .? f :

b/ a narrowing of the valley, with cobbles on one

side;

of longitudinal downcutting; /
/

d/ lateral downcutting, with rills and gullies;1 i - ’ - • - • • .

/; : ■: : / . * / , ■ '  /
/ e/ short-circuiting. -

/  i , : ; . ' /
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CONSEQUENCES OF THESE MECHANISMS OF EROSION

With the exception of the less common longitudinal type of 

downcutting, the various processes of erosion previously described 

preclude the possibility of an overall parallelism of flow lines. 

This means that these flow lines will be constantly and repeatedly 

shifting in haphazard fashion. This shifting consists either of a 

swerving or meandering through lateral downcutting, or a branching 

or anastomosing that generally results from a short-circuit. Other 

consequences are shortening of bends, the pattern of which appears 

reversed from that of meandering, and cross-cutting which occurs 

at confluences.

f
Meandering of the thalweg

In the upper reaches of a valley, the thalweg readily shifts 

its course by meandering and stepping from a higher to a lower 

elevation wherever a slight obstruction stands in the way. These 

obstructions are here very numerous and only short-circuiting, 

together with minor lateral downcutting, will cope with the situa

tion. Several thalwegs may occur in these upper reaches if the 

valley is wide. They are often separated, especially if the load 

is heavy, by long trains of boulders that can form up to 6-8 foot
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Figure 71,
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No divagation possible Much shifting possible
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Figure 72

Location of arcuate pediments:

( adapted from K. Bryan, 1936)

canyon

elongated

opposite the mouth of 
a large canyon

at the end of the mountain



high ledges of boulders partly covered with vegetation ( Photo 30)• 

The shifting process occurs continuously and the'channels change 

courses in very erratic fashion ( Fig. 74-b).

■ In the middle and lower reaches, the thalweg meanders much 

store readily. This constant swerving is induced by minuscule 

obstacles as well as by very slight variations in slope. The process 

is the same as in the upper reaches but in smaller dimensions, v
. . ; ' t

Lateral downcutting as a cause for meandering plays a more and more 

preponderant role toward the lower reaches, while short-circuiting j 

becomes less conspicuous. . ' 1

Anastomosing

One of the immediate consequences of a short-circuit, 

besides affording an outlet for temporarily confined waters, is 

that of laterally diverting these waters from their original source 

with a varying drop in elevation. If the latter is high, as happens 

in the upper reaches, short-circuiting occurs as such. The newly- 

formed channels have distinct thalwegs, suddenly much lower and
\v-v>' : : H U
narrower and very different ( in length, shape, size of the material)

<• • n  ■ : 'ifrom the main channel, which may gradually become obsolescent. The 

old and the new branches will not meet again generally, except by 

cross-cutting ( Fig. 73-a and photo 81) . If the drop in elevationi .  ̂ ■ '
. * . ' • - •

is low ( as increasingly happens below the transitional zone) the
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Figure 73.
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Figure 74.
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new channel is not much different from the main one, especially as 

the traces of this shallow breach are easily erased by late waters. 

Thus, starting practically at the same level, both branches almost 

become equal in importance and soon join again. This branching forms 

the anastomosing pattern. There is thus only a difference of degree 

between short-circuiting and anastomosing, both being the result of 

a short-circuit with respectively large or slight drop in gradient 

C Fig. 75).

While a single short-circuit in a narrow valley may be very 

much restricted in Its possibilities for rambling due to lack of room 

( Fig. 71-a), there is no such limit in the case of a wide valley. 

This latitude allows several short-circuits to originate from one 

terrace or platform, each of these channels being allowed to multiply 

in turn, either by creating new ones or by borrowing old, abandoned 

thalwegs ( Fig. 71-b). Of course, sooner or later, waters again 

meet downvalley.

Repeated examples of short-circuiting along a platform add to 

the complexity of the net of thalweg branches ( Fig. 74-a). This is

illustrated in photo 82 ( looking downvalley) which shows the begin-- . ... . . ... .— ......— ..
ning of a series of short-circuits that each go their separate way

and eventually join again. The difference in elevation as well as 
1 ' ' • ■; ; :n-')

the radical change of course taken by the new channels can clearly

be seen.
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Figure 75

Anastomosing vs. Short-circuiting ( a difference In degree)

they are both the result of a short-circuit

similar lateral diversion of waters 
but variable drop in gradient.

Short-circuiting:

platform

(mainly in the

upper reaches)
( profile)

2 to 50 ft

the two anastomosed 
branches

Anastomosing:

1 to 5«
(mainly in the ( Profile)

lower reaches)
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Occurrences of boulders and of sand patches within two anas

tomosing branches do not seen to follow the same pattern; they occur 

at random, at unequal distances from the branching ( Fig, 77-a and 

-c). Similarly, if the branching happens within a sand patch, the 

two forking sand patches that follow have never been found to be of 

equal length ( Fig, 77-d). In the case illustrated, the short one 

is part of the presently active thalweg while the long one is part 

of the platform made by the higher, older channel. In the lower 

reaches, it can be observed that if one branch has boulders in it, 

the other will most probably have some too, but at a different dis

tance from the branching. One example was different: a ramp 15 foot

long, composed of fine-grained sand, made a gradual adjustment to the 

lower level instead of the normal downcutting accompanied by boulders 

( Fig. 77-b and photo 84).

The multiplicity of branching is particularly liable to occur 

on fans or on semi-arcuate pediments Which are conducive to diver

gence, especially where the individual valleys are barely incised. 

Such arcuate pediments are equivalent to the fan-shaped or convex 

pediments of K. Bryan ( 1936) or to the fan-forms of D.W. Johnson 

(1932). They can be found, according to Bryan, either towards the 

ends of elongated ridges and mountains or opposite to the mouths of 

large canyons (Fig. 72).
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Topographic maps representing such fans generally show along
, . . -j

each contour line numerous slight indentations, one for every minor
. / '' i \  i 7”

valley without actually showing the channels cutting through-the \
. ,  : '  .  :• : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  j . ; ' -  i "

contour lines. These channels can be the result of either shifts
■■ ' ; s :\ ■ v ; ■ J( or short-circuits) of the thalwegs that occurred in the past land

' • * ; ■ • 1 ■1 ’-!
that may again be utilized during the next flood ( Fig. 71-c-l), or

■ r  : > N; ; ' )
of the addition of a tributary ( Fig. 71-C-2). The former const!-

ns
V i

\ ;~i:
tute an upward V while the latter forms a downward V with the main

- ”  ■■■. ; / ) i -: ■ "; v ::
valley. This branching occurring in either direction ( Fig. 71-d)

‘ ' ' / -V- " |
makes it very difficult to trace a thalweg from a topographic map.

■ : I; •'1 : . • ' ;
Similarly in the field it is next to impossible to follow a defi

nite channel as its position varies after each flood ( Fig. 73-a).
V. ‘ / ' r %

This is well illustrated in portion of a map of drainage patterns
■! i ] '■ \ ; :

C Fig. 76), which Professor T. W. Mitcham of the University of
■ : : .. ' -  I ' '

Arizona kindly gave permission to use. ' • = \

_  !

-

i i V ,  i ’ 1 •:
; ‘ ■ v-;-* ■■■ '' ' - - -- |

Both upward and downward V's apparently vary within similar i 
. (  | ' “  - ■ ■ ; v j \  !

angle limits ( shown by arrows on Fig. 73-b-l and -b-3, while the i
; V ", i

variations are emphasized by cross-hatching). The range of values ;\ v-J' ;: i
for both V angles might be compared with some measurements made byV :

' . : • , 1J. P. Miller ( 1958) in high mountain streams of New Mexico, on the j■ % ‘
angle made by tributaries with the main stream; this angle was
:  ̂ : I A  ■ ' .found to vary, from 56 to 88 degrees.

V\V



Drainage fettern West* of the Tucson-Tlorence Road..
(Courtesy of S h  T W. Mffcham, Trofessar at the University of Arizona) 
shelving repeated cases of downward branching — )

and of short-c ircu its
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Figure 77*
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Short-circuiting and anastomosing, featuring the upward V,

are often ephemeral features in that they may be erased after a flood 

then occur somewhere else in unpredictable fashion. The point where 

a tributary enters the main stream ( or confluence), featuring the 

downward V, is on the contrary a stable feature of a channel* It 

remains in place because it represents the junction of entirely 

different valleys. Unless subject to a drastic change such as 

piracy, it can only be affected by minor shifts upward, very seldom 

downward, due to a shortening of a bend or a short-circuit within 

the tributary. This conclusion stems mainly from numerous obser

vations with rivers of all sizes in African jungles, but it appears

also to hold true in the semi-arid environment.X

\ v:
- - . ' .1

Shortening of, bends
\  i\ . ’•

'''' : • X ... .
Ah efficient mechanism of shortening the length of a channel

■■I

is to shorten the bends .(Fig* 78-a). There will be active scouring 

within a short-circuit with, as a consequence, an overloading of the 

channel domvalley. This will be reflected by a heterogeneousX
. assemblage of boulders strewn over the width of the valley ( Photo

. X * * ' - '.85). A typical example of bend shortening is illustrated by Fig.
V  . - ■ \  X.

78-b and photos 70 and 85* In the former photo, it is noteworthy 

how straight and flat the sand patch is at the point that is short- 

circuited, and how the breach has occurred almost at right angle. 

The other photo shows how smoothly this short-circuiting was accom

plished, the unloading of the material being remarkably regular
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Figure 78

Principle of bend shortening

Example of bend shortening
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Photo 85
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(both plan views)
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and occurring with a steady stream gradient. .

The efficiency of a short-circuit is a concept that should be -
• • i

considered. Hundred percent efficiency would characterize a short- 

circuit that is wholly effective, the terrace being too high to allow 

any of the slackening waters to go through. Most of the time,

however, the efficiency is much lower and could perhaps be,rated i
:

approximately 60 to 90 % with some of the waters going through the ? 

terrace. A 50 % case, resembling anastomosing except for the pres

ence of some boulders, is illustrated by figure 79-a and photo 86 

( the waters flowing partly in the old channel and partly in the 

short-circuited branch) while a 10-30 % case (?) is shown in figure 

79-b. There is here a too high or older short-circuit that is not 

operative any more for slackening waters until the next flood waters 

may utilize it again. The efficiency is thus judged by the relative

elevations as well as by comparison of the width of both channels
- . - ; ,, , ; ■ • -  • :

below the breach.
• . ;

Cross-cutting

In 1912, F. S. Dellenbaugh commented on two major processes 

that are always in progress, most conspicuously in the arid lands ;

on account of the extreme irregularities of flow. The first of these ;
' '

processes is a downward cross-cutting of the tributaries effected 

when a main stream corrodes its bed faster than these tributaries
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Figure 79.

Efficiency of a short-circuit
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do, which are then left higher and become hanging valleys ( Photo 81) 

with a difference in elevation that can vary from one inch or less to 

more than one hundred feet or more in the humid environment. This 

disturbance of slope between both branches will be leveled off in 

turn through the second process of retrograding, whereby the trib

utary adjust itself to the new base level by a slow or fast headward 

erosion due to undercutting. These operations repeat themselves from 

the largest to the smallest channel and the whole country is grad

ually lowered.

A number of examples of cross-cutting were observed at con

fluences ( Photo 43). Still many instances of minuscule terraces as 

illustrated in figures 41 and 42 are left on the sides or near the 

banks. These are inconspicuous but still good examples of minor 

cross-cutting.

'; h':



ACCIDENTS AFFECTING THE CHANNBLWAYS

Primary and secondary patterns observed so far can at times 

be radically changed, or even obliterated, by seme very important 

processes that may become superimposed on the regular erosional and 

depositional processes taking place in a channel. These newly 

introduced processes are arroyo-cutting and arroyo piracy. Such 

mechanisms are conspicuous and of major importance. They have to 

be assigned a higher rank than the processes dealing solely with the 

channelway, because they encompass the entire pediment where the 

various valleys occur. As there are on occasions interactions 

between these valleys, a larger region will have to be analyzed and 

broader methods of approach as well as new concepts will be needed. 

One of these is the thalweg contouring.

Thalweg contours as a tool, on a regional basis

Baulig in 1925, then G. H. Dury in 1951, conceived a surface 

coined the "streamline surface" by the latter. It is constructed by 

drawing new contours passing through the corresponding intersections 

of all valleys with the actual topographic contours ( Duty's purpose 

in utilizing this surface was to obtain quantitative measurements 

of available relief). If such a surface, however, is constructed
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from a series of array.s and designated thalwefl contour maE , in 

contrast to topographic maps, it might he a clue to a possible suscep

tibility to array, cutting and array, piracy. For instance, if these 

thalweg contours are convex downstream at one place, this means that 

a surplus of material is available for easy disposal ( Fig. 80-s) 

and there is opportunity for downcutting#

The topographic contours, already, indicate to a certain 
extent the relative amounts of erosion occurring within the channels, 
as compared to the inter-arrayos ( or interfluves) which sre the 
adjacent ground between two successive dry washes. The contours do 
show if an array, is actively eroding its channel ( Fig. 81-a) or if 
it is superimposed on the contours without any incision or any erod
ing activity, like a small draw starting downvalley ( Fig. 81-.-2). 
While the inter-array, areas may similarly show a variable degree 
of sheetflood erosion, their contours will of curse al»ys remain 
far behind;the streamflood erosion contours.

The thalweg_contaurs, on the other hand, illustrate the pace 

Of incision of the arroyo. They tell on a » c h  broader and more 

accurate scale which wash is ahead and which one, by re-ining 
inactive, lags behind as c h a r e d  to the overall trend of the thal
weg contouring. These thalweg e n t e r ,  are an important enc.pt 

beeuse they offer an unique way to display the true status . 

dissection of an area. What lags behind is in a preerious position
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Figure 80.

Thalweg contour map ( Stream-line surface of Dury) 
topographic contours ---------
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2000' concave
contours

"susceptibility” to arroyo-cutting within the whole valley
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Figure 81.

Active and Inactive channels

Cycle reflected in the thalweg contours,

channel starting 
away from foothills

mature
arroyo

rejuvenating
channel

abandoned
channel

The eight combinations of successive thalweg contours

5' 6 7 8
/base-level difference: 2 and 7

rejuvenation possible If s u f f i c i e n t ^  ^  dllchlrge. , <Ild „
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and, with the right circumstances, will be available for removal, 

by arroyo cutting for instance# A convexity in these thalweg con

tours means that the arroyo is lagging behind.

Considering the Santa Catalina foothill area on a thalweg 

contour map ( Fig. 86), it appears that the major and larger arroyos 

do not necessarily display concave contours, indicating a more ad

vanced erosion. It can be visualized at a glance that the Ventana 

canyon and neighboring valleys are more advanced in their stage of 

dissection than the western part of the area; they probably are 

connected with the prominent Sabino canyon rift.

Arroyo cutting

Arroyo cutting is an important mechanism about which very 

little is known in spite of a number of articles written about its 

devastating effects. This subject has unfortunately not received 

enough attention in this study as occurrences of arroyo cutting 

were rather rare in the particular washes visited.

Previous work and the concept of arroyo cutting and filling

John L. Rich in 1911 and later Kirk Bryan in 1925 were the 

first to outline the fact that some channelways in the Southwest 

have been entrenching themselves since about 1860-1880, with dire
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consequences to all the settlements In their vicinity. These streams 

deepen their channel thereby preventing floodwaters from overflowing 

the banks and spreading over the valley, resulting in a loss;of , 

natural irrigation. These channels have become sheer-walled trenches, 

10 to 80 feet deep, draining the soil moisture from adjacent valleys 

through a general lowering of the water table. A good summary of the 

causes of arroyo cutting and also on the schools of thought on this 

matter is given by S. A. Schumm and R. F. Hadley ( 1957).

The blame for this very important phenomenon was generally 

placed on a combination.of minor climatic changes and of overgrazing, 

which upset the delicate balance between vegetation and runoff. This 

balance, also called level of precipitation should be.such that the 

"vegetal matter remains and erosion;be at a minimum".according to 

H. L. Richardson ( 1945). Any departure or oscillation from this 

level in either direction ( i.e. an increase or a decrease in precip

itation) will "increase erosion in the upper.reaches and deposition 

in the lower ones" ( C. A. Cotton, 1945).

Besides climate and overgrazing, postulated as "remote 

causes", the prevention of fire by man,- not often mentioned in con

nection with subsequent trenching, may have helped at places to 

offset.the level of precipitation. Natural fires, according to 

C.F. Cooper ( 1961), have always occurred on the average at the 

rate of four per century. This has the advantage of maintaining a.



thick vegetal cover because grasses are highly favored over ttie com

peting brushes —  a fire removes only one year’s growth for grass 

against several for shrubs. When natural fires fail to regulate the 

vegetation, as in a forest that has been allowed to grow, the vegetal 

cover has decreased so much in thickness that only bare soil and 

heavy gullying follows if an accidental fire does occur. More 

studies have to be made to further test this hypothesis as far as its 

connection with arroyo cutting is concerned. Whatever the remote 

causes may have been to trigger the destruction or the modification 

of the plant cover, this change may indeed be an important factor 

responsible for the trenching of such channelways.

A downcutting theoretically occurs if the "erosion at the 

headwaters fall below a minimum" ( C. A. Cotton, 1945) or also when 

the slope has been so reduced with time that the supply of waste 

falls off increasingly. At this point, perlpedlments ( A. D. Howard, 

1942) and fans cease to grow and are ready to hie dissected ( C. A. 

Cotton, 1939).

Cycles of arroyo cutting and filling must have always existed 

according to R. W. Bailey ( 1935) and the present is one of the most 

severe. Sheldon Judson ( 1952) affirms from evidence of pottery 

fragments, that some arroyos were in existence around A.D. 1300 and 

tree ring studies indeed indicate that a great drought between 1276 

and 1299 occurred over the Colorado Plateau. Thus arroyo cutting has
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happened again and again and the present arroyos most probably will 

heal in the proper time.Possibly the typical arroyo cutting as seen 

in the Southwest could be due at places to a headward rejuvenation, 

thus connected with a change in base level rather than with a radical 

change in.channel characteristics.This is still a very controver

sial question. i
" ' ■ ■ ' :--------  . . . .  . ! :

" ' ' _ .....-  ^

Present work

It was thought that the presence of longitudinal rill channels
i

limited by miniature terraces ( Photo 56), with an increasing depth 

downvalley ( as in photo 87), were the possible forerunners of an 

arroyo cutting mechanism. Such longitudinal paths were frequently 

observed becoming deeper.and deeper in the only area of arroyo cut

ting seen, that is in wash # 96 in the Santa Catalina Mountains ;

( Photo 88). Whether these.paths are actually the forerunners of , 

arroyo cutting could not be further ascertained.

The arroyo cutting process is here considered distinct from 

the boulder and sand phases, being superposed on them ( Fig. 82-a) 

as there obviously must be a time gap between the deposition of sand 

in the lower reaches and the later cutting mechanism. This leads to 

a tentative conclusion that there must be two different stages:

1/ the normal processes of erosion and deposition related to the 

wash; 2/ a later arroyo cutting action overlapping the first stage ;
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Figure 82

Duality between the boulder and sand phases vs. arroyo-cutting

boulder vs. sand phases

arroyo-cutting

Hypothesis of the upward-migrating process of arroyo-cutting

knickpoints

knickpoint

could this surplus of material 
be detected from convex contours 
along the thalweg ( Fig. 80-a)?

Hypothesis of the downward-migrating process of arroyo-cutting

C all profiles)
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In only a few particularly favorable washes.

Whether the arroyo cutting process Is migrating upward or 

downward is not known. The former, like a headward rejuvenation, 

would be more prone to show gashes attacking the higher points of the 

profile ( S. A. Schumm and R. F. Hadley, 1957) and also would need 

knickpoints to gnaw down, somewhat like the undercutting process 

( Fig. 82-b) of F. S. Dellenbaugh. The downward-migrating process 

on the contrary would exhibit a more subtle and more gradual pattern, 

at least without jogs in the profile. As mentioned earlier, this 

latter gradual entrenching of a thalweg within the thalweg was 

observed starting with those longitudinal paths and ending with the 

cuts shown on photo 88. It looks like a smooth flushing down of all 

debris, becoming deeper downvalley and without jogs in the profile 

( Fig. 82-c). Perhaps both types might be involved, according to 

circumstances, either simultaneously, one after the other, or one 

preferentially to the other.

In any case, not only the knickpoints but also huge slices 

of the profile will have to be torn down and physically removed by 

waters ( Fig. 82-c). If such a huge surplus of material could 

somehow be detected along the profile, it could mean that a suscep

tibility to arroyo-cutting may exist. S. A. Schumm appears to have 

found a key to the problem by his slope analysis, but the problem 

appears of much wider scope, necessitating a broader outlook and



^additional methods of attack. ; . \

The amcept of a susceptibility to arroyo-cutting has some 

basis since, Where this cutting is observed in the field, there seems 

to be a tendency over hundreds of feet of valley width to cut down 

and erode* Arroyo cutting takes advantage of every animal burrow or 

hole ( Fig. 80-b) to make them wider and transform them into narrow, 

deep gashes (Photo 90). This seems to happen when downcutting 

reaches about half a foot within the thalweg itself. It means that 

not only knickpoints in the thalweg are a cause for erosion but also 

that the whole surrounding area constitutes an excess of ground 

available for removal.

: Only two out of the twelve washes studied in the Santa

Catalina Mountains show arroyo cutting tendencies. The ten others 

have knickpoints just as high, if not higher, than the favorable . 

wash # 96, but .they may have coped with the situation by more short- 

circuiting and more downcutting. Wash # 96 is close to a larger 

valley ( the Canada del Oro) while the others to the east are not.

A base level difference between the various washes seemed apparently 

a major factot. Still wash # 94 is in exactly the same situation as 

wash # 96,. flowing into the same valley, only a few hundred feet 

upstream, but definitely without the slightest arroyo cutting 

tendency. Wash # 1 0 4  displays some downcutting apparently due, in 

this case, to a lowered level at the confluence. There seems, thus,
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to be more than solely the presence of major knickpoints} and more 

than differences in base level to look for in the search for the 

causes of arroyo-cutting. There was no opportunity to delve into 

this on a practical basis and only causes for the susceptibility to 

this phenomenon of arroyo-cutting are considered^

Examination of the thalweg contours for the area considered 

( folded map in figure 86) showed the favorable places for downcut

ting to be at the convex contours and just above concave ones 

( circles outline these areas). This is the case for arroyo # 9 6  

where these contours remained convex for more than half a mile 

C emphasized in green in figure 86) indicating that a large mass of 

material is available and is soon slated for erosion. This approx

imately corresponds to the actual length of the segment affected by 

arroyo cutting, as observed in the field. On the other hand, wash 

# 94 again is in the same situation as washes # 97 and 106, but there 

is no arroyo cutting in these. The downcutting in wash # 104 ( Photo 

89), however, must be a simple adjustment to a confluence according 

to the concept of retrograding of Dellenbaugh, as it is strictly 

localized above it. Field observations corroborate this.

A cycle may exist ( Fig. 81-b): 1/ a consequent channel

originating somewhere below the foothills will have convex contours, 

meaning that the erosion within the thalweg of the wash is theoret

ically much less advanced than the sheetflood erosion all around it
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(1), while an older channel would on the contrary have concave con

tours (2): 2/ If It can be rejuvenated, as by a capture of another

arroyo, there will be suddenly a rapid erosion within the channel as 

compared to the sides, and more concave contours will quickly form 

(3); 3/ if it is captured in turn, however, the channel erosion will

diminish until the sheetflood erosion that started on its sides will 

catch up and again give it comparatively convex contours (4). It 

has aged by mutilation (A. W. Grabau, 1913);

The relative angular relationship of these contours should be 

examined for a better- interpretation of these maps. ■ Eight types are 

found to exist (Fig. 81-c): types 2 and T show a smoothing of the

contours upstream and a rejuvenation can be effected if there is a 

sufficient change in base"level, while types 5 and 8 would show more 

irregularity in the contours. The variations in convexity along a 

single wash are emphasized by green and red colors in figure 86, 

respectively for convex and concave contours ( This figure will be 

further discussed in connection with arroyo piracy).

Thus, a right combination of the largest knickpoints, of a 

favorable base-level difference ( and confluences may here play an 

important role if cross-cutting occurs), and of convex contours 

could probably be the reason and cause for arroyo-cutting.
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Arroyo piracy
; (

An analysis of thalweg contours may be the means of predicting 

possible stream ( arroyo) capture. It may even tell whether the 

capture has happened In the past, or If it is going to happen in the 

future. I. B. Crosby ( 1937) already mentioned several examples 

indicating imminent stream capture or incipient piracy, depending 

upon the nature of formations and other conditions. ,

The first impression gained from the study of dry washes

around the Santa Catalina Mountains ( see folded map, figure 86)
•'

is that some of these show sharp and conspicuous bends. These could
I —  - " ' ..only be explained by capture as there is in each example another 

valley adjacent to the bend. It is most conspicuous for washes # 96 

and 98. Seven cases in all are here described and illustrated in 

figure 83.

A similar pattern shows in all instances of capture. The 

beheaded channel occurs in a rather straight line with the segment 

that it has lost upvalley, while the captor displays a more or less
i  ; ' '  ....  '

pronounced bend at the,point where the gain,occurred. There are

actually three different portions of the Y to consider: the stem
i ; / —

or segment that has been captured, one arm that is the captor and
. 1 / .

the other ( unattached) arm representing the beheaded segment*

( n
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Figure 83. convex contours

Time of the capture ( predictable) concave contours

a/ Past captures

( All plan views)
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In past captures, the beheaded segment or unattached a m  

exhibits convex contours as a rule because the channel has become 

Inactive and abandoned ( in green In figure 83-a) while the divertor 

or captor has concave and well-incised contours ( in red in the same 

figure) because it is actively eroding its channel by headward 

erosion. Above the elbow of capture ( the angle of Which may vary 

from 10 to 80 degrees) the transferred segment generally displays 

convex contours. Example X5, however, seems slightly abnormal and 

the diversion was recent, as can be ascertained in the field ( there 

is still a connection between the two branches, but it should disap

pear with time).

In future captures, the unattached a m  of the Y has concave 

contours ( in red in figure 83-b) while the attached a m  has convex 

ones as in X6. Arroyo # 109 is again a special case as it has two 

unattached arms, and the one near X7 may have been the original 

channel in straight line with the upper segment. It was obviously 

diverted to the east, but this new channel- may.not be active for long 

and could be in danger of in turn being beheaded ( X6). Thus, by 

following the trends of two arroyos toward each other on the map 

first, then checking the degree of incision within the thalweg con

tours, it is feasible to predict whether capture was made in the past 

or may be expected in the future. Examination of X2 and X3 in the 

field failed to give any clue to a possible capture that may have 

occurred, but the diversion at X5 was well defined and must have been
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recent. This is indicated by stepping still present in the beheaded

channel. '

Although more work is necessary to ascertain all the facts 

that pertain to the phenomenon of capture, some tentative criteria 

are outlined here to recognize past capture: 1/ a favorable geo*

metrical arrangement like the Y formed by a bent channel and the 

beheaded one adjacent to the bend; 2/ concave thalweg contours in 

the captor while the beheaded segment or unattached branch of the Y 

shows convex contours ( the reverse indicating a case of piracy to be ’ 

accomplished probably in the future); 3/ the presence or absence of 

stepping in the beheaded branch should be a clue as to the time of 

the capture. ‘

i
■

Faulting as a cause for piracy

Superposing known geologic structure on the thalweg contour i 

map ( see fold-out, figure 86) one finds that most of the conspicuous  ̂

examples of piracy are located close to known faults. X2 and X3, for : 

instance ( Fig. 84-a), show that beheading must have been caused by 

erosion along the shattered zone and, in order to account for the 

sharp 90 degree turns in both channels, the southern bloc must have 

gone up, creating a barrier that caused the washes to detour. The 

lower segment of the beheaded wash in both cases thus starts near the ; 

fault trace, or even slightly beyond it, due to some headward erosion.

i
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Figure 84,

Importance of faulting on piracy # 98 /

# 106
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Competition may eventually arise from arroyo # 97 which is well 

incised near X2.

Example XA shows that the channel veered toward the southeast, 

probably because the eastern block was lower offering the sole way 

for waters to escape ( Fig. 84-b). The wash then flowed along a 

straight course until it encountered the second fault ( east-trend

ing) along which a new exit had to be found through the rising south

ern block; the beheaded segment starts at the fault. Example X5 

shows a very different situation where the channel is oriented 

parallel to a cross-fault. The new and much lower course of the 

western branch, very conspicuous in the field, must have been diver

ted toward the downthrow block of this north-trending fault ( Fig. 

84-c), thereby indicating the nature of the relative movement. No 

offset occurred farther down on the east-trending fault, and no 

case of future capture is involved with that period of faulting. 

Their raison d'etre cannot be explained except by differential 

erosion ( streamflood vs. sheetflood erosion). One minor, incipient 

case of capture was found about three miles down the foothills in 

the N. E. Whetstone Mountains where one wash is trying to capture 

another one occurring several feet higher in elevation. What mecha

nism could be better suited for this purpose than the short-circuit, 

the capture being actually a very much enlarged short-circuit.
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Piracy can thus be an aid to Interpretation of structural 

movements but must be used with caution. The secondary faulting 

( W. M. Davis, 1931) in the Santa Catalina Mountains downtilted the 

mountain block to the southwest ( Fig. 85-a, adapted from Davis*

description), this movement corresponds with the western direction
- /

taken by the channels. It can be added, with regard to this second

ary downward movement of the northern block that there is a conspic

uous piedmont trench in this vicinity close to the foothills, which 

probably originated after this secondary movement ( Fig. 85-b). 

Observations in this particular area thus favor a definite connec

tion between piracy and faulting, while in literature the major 

examples of capture cited have been mainly concerned with difference 

in base level and subsequent erosion.

Start of a new arroyo

The creation of a new channel within a perfectly_level pedi

ment surface is a minor accident, but it is obviously of extreme
'■v-','..-.--

importance, and has been repeatedly observed in the N. W. Dome Rock 

Mountains.

This area is a favorable site for the study of growth of 

arroyos, because there is a very flat pediment fringe 5 to 6 miles 

broad adjoining the mountains to the east and terminating at the 

Colorado river. Photo 91 shows this monotonous regularity. The ,
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Figure 85.

Detail on the secondary faulting In the Santa Catalina Mountains.
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washes have cut channels through the consolidated gravel 40 to 70 

feet deep and sometimes as narrow as 10-20 feet wide ( Fig. 87) 

although the large tributaries are much wider. Headward rejuvenation 

is very active, and the slope at the head of the arroyos becomes very 

steep ( 40 to 45 degrees) before it reaches the pediment surface.

C. A. Cotton, in his "Landscape", page 43, explains that such canyons 

can only remain so narrow where the stream that is cutting them is 

straight, with only vertical corrasion effects acting. If some 

lateral corrasion occurs, taking advantage of any accidental curva- 

ture in the original consequent course, this trench does not occur.

A second feature enabling one to better study arroyos from 

their infancy is the presence of a dark brown, shiny coating of 

desert varnish on the flat-lying pebbles covering these monotonously 

flat surfaces ( Photo 92). Ho vegetation grows on these surfaces, 

except where an arroyo starts its course. The course that a future 

channel will take is first stripped by the rains of its cover of 

desert-varnished pebbles. This narrow strip, a few feet wide, shows 

some differencesi it is much lighter in color, almost brown-ochre, 

quite sandy and dull in luster. There is no perceptible draw, only 

this difference in color and aspect.

A next stage, still without the presence of a draw, is the 

abundance of brush that starts to grow along this line, while it 

does not grow in the desert-varnished areas. The final step creates
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Figure 87. 

Start of an arroyo.

Four main stages:

1. stripping of pebble-cover by rains, over
a narrow strip, a few feet wide;

lighter color ( brown ochre), 
sandy and dull, no draw is yet 
perceptible;

2. brushes start to grow; a draw may or may
not be perceptible;

3. the channel is created and is eroding
down fast; trees have grown since 
then, along the thalweg;

4. drastic headward erosion;

4 3 2 1

100-150'

JWt
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a channel that develops quickly and waters will erode rapidly. Taller 

trees are found with this stage. Occasional old Jeep trails crossing 

this portion are cut by 4-5 foot gullies, indicating that the erosion 

along these favorable channels goes very rapidly. Photos 92, 93 and 

94, with their explanatory sketch, show three of these arroyos at 

their very beginning.



DEPOSITIONS FEATURES 

Foreword

Emphasis in this study has been placed on the foothill region 

of mountains, ‘with examination of washes extending three to five 

miles below the canyon mouth and partial exploration of the canyons. 

This zone surrounding the mountains is very important, as it contains 

the transition from the boulder phase into the sand phase. Observa

tions, consequently, have mostly referred to erosional features 

while the depositional ones became much more limited in scope.

General patterns that persist from the boulder into the sand phases

Some patterns previously described can be seen with similar 

characteristics below the transitional zone. This is true for a 

bend, for instance, that may display some cobbles or coarse gravel 

at places in the lower reaches, just as boulders were seen in 

similar bends in the upper and middle reaches. Lateral segregation 

in sizes is another feature seen but with much smaller sizes in

volved here, together with the finer material generally on the 

outside of the bend. Such phenomena deserve further study within 

larger and wider arroyos, away from the mountains,
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Minor depositional features ( 10-20 ft# long) - :

Black sands

Black sands are the heaviest fraction present in the load 

and need an increased competence or an increased turbulence to be 

set in motion. The reverse is,true. These sands then become first 

to settle. Thus, wherever black sands now are found are the places 

where waters were turbulent or fast-flowing, but just not quite 

enough so:to entrain this load any further. A slight waning of 

motion is thereby indicated by this deposition of black sands which 

should therefore be mainly expected in the middle and especially in 

the lower reaches. : • v

A primary cause promoting such settling is a decrease in 

velocity either caused by an increase of the width of the channel 

sometimes, or more often by frictional retardation. Although 

channel characteristics like roughness or possible irregularities 

of the course are easily and often evoked, observations showed that 

a sudden percolation of waters, through dry or even moist sand and 

gravel, has the same effect of removing part of the transporting 

medium. . ; ' a ' -

: :  1 . .v1: ~ ■ • • •

A  reduction in turbulence might be the cause for the observed 

occurrences along-crests of ripples, distributed at random over a
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sandy segment. These crests are separately covered by a layer of 

black sands, several Inches In diameter and up to half to one inch 

thick, thinning on the sides ( Fig. 88-a and -c). Reduction in 

velocity will be illustrated later in connection with "advancing 

tongues" of gravel and sand.

One example found in arroyo # 98 displayed a particular 

occurrence of red, garnetiferous sand that appeared between adjacent 

black sand occurrences as shown in figure 88-b. The red sands show

ed on similar crests but were not cemented while the black sands 

were. If several of such occurrences had consistently shown red 

sands downvalley from the black ones, one could have invoked spe

cific gravity to account for this, but the alternation could not be 

explained and there was no tributary above the red sands to explain 

their presence.

Vegetal debris

Vegetal debris, being part of the lightest fraction of the 

load, is left behind when the waters recede and generally shows as 

dark brown longitudinal bands along the sides of a channel. It 

consist of tiny seeds, comminuted leaves and sometimes finely divid

ed pieces of branches or bark, ground by the impact of rocks. Such 

bands often mark the very edge of an overlapping tongue of fine 

gravel over the valley. They occur in long, thin festoons sepa-
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Figure 88.

Black sands capping. 4-6"

Alternation of red and black sands occurrences« ( Arroyo # 98)
"n black 
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rating the main thalweg from the slightly higher terraces on the side
. i: ; " ■ y ; . ;• y.;.- |

( Photo 95) and their presence emphasizes the difference in sizes of |

the sand. -

Crests and ripples

As mentioned above* crests are frequently found below the

. transitional zone. They form a pock-marked surface that could also 

- be called "depression and crest” pattern ( Fig* 88-c). They are 

often accentuated by a capping of black sands as previously seen.

These marks in the sand occur with random distribution, but 

tthere the sand is very fine and occurring over an open space of the 

, valley, they may become tiny ripples two or three inches apart 

• . oriented perpendicular to the axis of the valley. This was often 

observed in the Dome Rock Mountains (e.g. # 144, D.R. and figure

■' 88-d). • ; .T i:'":. r-'.-:

Medium-sized patterns of deposition ( <  100 ft. long)

An unexpected feature particular to overloaded arroyos is
v::.; . ■ -
an occasional overlapping of one sand or gravel patch by another. 

This is emphasized by the contrast in sizes of the debris between 

the buried and the overlapping tongues, with .the latter being 

either coarser or finer (Fig. 89-a or -b). It may by its arrange
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Figure 89.

Successive overlapping. overlap

Sand patch overlapped by gravel tongue.

( All perspective views)
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ment resemble and be confused with the boulder dump occurring near 

short-circuits, especially if the overlapping material is coarser. 

Otherwise, there is not much doubt of its origin ( Photo 96). Such 

a tongue of material might be compared to a lava flow; it is a 

viscous fluid at the end of the flood stage, and it can locally even 

move up a slope ( Fig. 89-c). One example observed in the Santa 

Catalinas went uphill into an older channel over a 1-2 ft. high 

rise ( a t  A, figure 89-c).

There is also repeated overlapping, one tongue being over

lapped by a later one ( Fig. 89-d). It is of interest that a fringe 

of black sands sometimes, occur several inches from the edge. This 

is the example of reduction in velocity due to sudden percolation 

of waters eroving vertically down, from the lower part of the wet 

tongue into the drier and very porous bed underneath. This explains 

why the black sands were dumped at a certain distance above the 

extremity of the sand tongue while the vegetal debris floated as far 

as the edge of the tongue. : ' - : ; . •

■ At other places a tongue of gravel may cover or overlap upon 

a sand patch ( Fig. 89-e). Overlapping seems to be most common in 

the transitional zone or slightly above it.



Major patterns of deposition ( 200-500 ft# + in length) 

Mountain meadow _

Wherever there is a segment of channel exhibiting a flatten- i
iing in its profile, due to a sudden decrease in gradient within the ,

' , I- !
upper reaches, a mountain meadow will occur ( J. P. Miller, 1958). ■

; " I
This is an alluviated and silted area where neither outcrop nor 

boulder shows in the valley. It is often covered with dense patches 

of perennial grass that prevents further erosion ( Photo 97). I

Accumulations of coarse debris

Toward the middle reaches of a wash where the valley is flat i
and close ( 1-2 ft.) to the pediment level, unloading of coarse

' ' i
debris may occur randomly, but most abundantly near a turn. This . \

spreads coarse debris over a relatively wide area forming a broad j

i
terrace at the end of which several exits for waters are created; |

;
these are followed by small channels that eventually rejoin the main i

- i
wash. The waters having dumped this load along the axis of the |

thalweg are thus diverted creating a turn, and a sand alley is
: j

neatly re-formed ( Fig. 90-a and photo 98, foreground). The new 

thalweg, is much lower and more stable, and may continue for 500 t o « 

1000 feet before the thalweg again comes close to the pediment level ( 

and the whole process starts all over again. This is, on a much
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Figure 90.
Dumping of coarse debris>

# 30, Wh.\
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larger scale, exactly the same process as seen within a short-cir

cuit.

Such a phenomenon is characterized by thin, flat areas of 

accumulation at irregular intervals which are covered by a veneer of 

debris, and it is conditioned by a sufficiently wide and flat valley 

allowing for such wide spreading. When late waters fail to create a 

passage through this veneer of debris, because the latter is too 

coarse or too high to be crossed by them ( Fig. 90-b), the waters 

will then generally detour this depositions! terrace. At other 

places, possibly when discharge is still high, the late waters have 

enough momentum to cut their way through the debris ( Fig. 90-c). 

Photo 98 portrays such an accumulation of debris as seen from the 

sand alley in the foreground; the material is relatively fine 

especially at the lower end where it has covered vegetation.

Sand alleys

Sand alleys have been discussed earlier and they mainly occur 

in the lower reaches of a wash ( Photos 11 and 12). They can per

sist for thousands of feet to be suddenly interrupted by boulders 

and cobbles and again be resumed. A sand alley is really a con

tinuous sand patch with deep sand, either coarse or fine-grained.
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Accumulation of fine debris

A widespread accumulation of debris like a general silting 

can often be seen in the lower reaches. It slowly increases in 

height ( Photo 99) and the sand gradually overflows everything, 

Impeding all vegetation by covering grasses and small bushes. At 

times the limits of the valley cannot be determined, and a number 

of longitudinal tongues or accumulations of sand ending in gravel 

can be seen to have covered the adjacent grass areas with 2-3 inch 

layer ( Photo 100).



GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON PART II 

r' ( Secondary patterns in arroyos) ’ -

REVIEW OF THE MAJOR PROCESSES AND PATTERNS 

A. Eroslonai patterns

1. Longitudinal downcutting is an inconspicuous tool of 

erosion that normally displays regular downcuts or numerous minus- 

cule steps. It scours and washes away the debris without any 

lateral component. It becomes prominent if localized, then forming 

a minor knickpoint or an elongated and scoured channel ( convergence 

of flow creating a scour). It can, on the other hand, be reduced 

within the sand phase to various rill channels acting like sheet- 

flood erosion, leaving minuscule terraces on the sides.

2, Lateral downcutting can be compared to a lateral pla

na t ion with numerous rills over a smooth slope. It occurs between 

sand patches that alternate from one side of the valley to the other, 

inducing a meandering of the thalweg. The sand patches become 

coarser and higher at their lower ends, with often a small terrace 

which forces the connecting rills to jog more sharply, thus causing 

more conspicuous meandering and closer sand patches.
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Within a bend the sand patches occur toward the concave bank 

below the point of minimum radius of curvature and opposite to ter

races. If the latter are large, the oblique rills will jog more 

sharply, the lateral component being aided by centrifugal force.

3. Short-circuiting is a spectacular and most effective 

erosional process. When a sand patch has been built up to a ter

race, a breach occurs forcing the waters toward a shorter, lower 

channel while the old one may at times still remain active. Two or 

three short-circuits can occur on one or on both sides, with the 

lower one generally being forced first. Short-circuiting channels 

may often develop into ravines. The short-circuit is the cause of 

either short-circuiting as such, or anastomosing, according to the 

amount of drop in gradient.

The presence of a bend in a channel can thus be due to a 

cliff, the presence of a tributary ( upward branching), or to 

short-circuit ( downward branching).

4. Double short-circuiting ( i.e. occurring on both sides) 

mainly happens in connection with platforms of accumulation in broad 

valleys where the stream load is heavy; Ravines several feet deep 

act as safety devices preventing overflow by fast removal of the 

accumulations of‘boulders higher than the banks. Such platforms 

recur, each one trying to reach the level of the banks until one
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succeeds, then the cycle starts all over again#

5. A cycle Is comprised of a series of 2 to 3 large, coarse

ning platforms, the last one at bank level, with a series of small, 

short and fine-grained sand patches that originate at the short-cir

cuits and gradually grow to in turn form platforms. The cycle is 

arbitrarily measured from peak to peak ( i.e. from end of platform 

to end of platform). .

6. Of the active, old or potential thalwegs found in a large 

valley that may be followed by the anastomosing and shifting channels 

shortly after a flood, the lowest thalweg will be most permanent, 

strongest and most likely to be utilized.

7. A series of sand patches, cosyrising one cycle over 800 

ft. long, conformed with an almost perfect logarithmic pattern, 

indicating that such a sequence evidently can exist, although almost 

always disturbed or erased.

8. Required conditions favoring such a sequence: 1/ arcuate

pediment in the lower reaches; 2/ youthful topography in upper 

reaches; 3/ only minor indentation of contours as seen on the map;

4/ strict avoidance of the four factors that can create sand patches 

MartificiallyM ( outcrops, trees, confluences or beads).
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9. The combination of the three erosional tools as a rule 

occur and work together, even lateral downcutting often ends in 

short-circuiting, while some longitudinal downcutting in minor 

amounts can be seen along one or both sides of the valley*

10. Consequences of a short-circuit, besides lowering the 

gradient and affording a lateral outlet for temporarily dammed 

waters, are the shifting ( either short-circuiting or anastomosing) 

and meandering of channels, as well as shortening of bends. The 

possibilities for rambling are unlimited.

11. Shifting is prone to occur on semi-arcuate pediments. 

Anastomosing is the more localized and occurs within and below the 

transitional zone, as contrasted with short-circuiting that shoots 

out new channels in divergent directions above or within the trans

itional zone. There is only a difference in degree between anasto

mosing and short-circuiting, the latter having a higher drop in 

gradient than the former.

12. Within two anastomosing branches, boulder and sand patch 

occurrences do occur at random, that is at unequal distances from 

the branching ( Fig. 77).

13. The efficiency of a short-circuit is rated according to 

the percentage of the discharge that passed through the new channel.



It is arbitrarily judged by comparison of the widths of both channels 

below the breach as well as by their relative elevations ( Fig. 79).
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B. Erosional accidents occurring to channelways;

Arroyo cutting and arroyo piracy

14. A proposed tool for their study is thalweg contouring.

It is a revived concept of Mstreamline surface" of Baulig and Dury 

consisting of contours joining the corresponding intersections of 

rivers and actual contours. Convex contours as observed alone the 

channel mean a lag in the erosional process in the vicinity and 

along the channel, while concave contours mean an acceleration of 

these processes.

15. Susceptibility to arroyo cutting may depend on the

existence of knickpoints, on differences in base level and/or on 

convex thalweg contours. The right combination may lead to favor- 

ability for arroyo cutting. 1 ’

16. The erosion cycle of an arroyo may show from these

thalweg contours ( which reflect the status of dissection of an 

area): 1/ a new consequent channel below the foothills has convex

contours as compared to a mature arroyo generally showing concave 

ones ( Fig. 81-b); 2/ if one wash is rejuvenated by capturing

another one, it develops concave contours rather quickly, but
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3/ if captured in turn, the abandoned channel slowly reverts to 

convex contours.

17. past captures show convex thalweg contours on the be

headed segment and concave ones for the divertor, while future 

captures, or captures that may happen some time in the future, dis

play the reverse pattern., Capture, which is actually short-circuit

ing on a large scale, can be an aid to unravel the relative move

ments of faults: the channel moves away from the rising barrier

and seeks the lower level. Faulting has thus been in some places

a cause for piracy.;

18. A minor accident may cause the formation of an arroyo,

with four initial stages of growth: 1/ the pebble cover of the

pediment is stripped by rains over a narrow band a few feet wide; 

the color becomes lighter and dull and some sand can be seen, 

although no draw is perceptible as yet; 2/ brush starts to grow 

and a draw may or may not be perceptible; 3/ the channel is created 

and erodes rapidly while trees begin to grow along the thalweg;

4/ drastic headward erosion follows along a steep 40 to 45 degree 

gradient.
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C. Depositional patterns' • 1 •

* • 19* Some minor eroslonal patterns persist within the sand or

depos1tional phase ( cobbles on bends and lateral gradation in sizes 

are two of these).

20. Black sands, if present, indicate that turbulence or 

velocity of waters decreased slightly* Percolation of water into 

the sub-stratum may cause this decrease*

21* Vegetal debris, consisting of seeds, comminuted leaves 

and pieces of bark or branches crushed by impact of rocks, similar

ly shows as elongated bands, meaning deposition by waters seeping 

into the thalweg. It will be swept much farther downvalley than 

black sands are.

22. Tongues of gravel overlapping a sand patch or another 

tongue can be seen within the transitional zone and slightly above 

it* This is conspicuous when the sizes between tongue and buried 

material are contrasting*

23. A mountain meadow occurs wherever a flat segment exists 

in the profile; it is alluviated and silted and often covered with 

dense grass.
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24# In the middle reaches when the load Is not too large, 

the floodwaters dump their load at Intervals where the valley Is 

flat. These accumulations of coarse debris spread over a wide area 

as a thin veneer while the waters detour and re-form a channel at 

the periphery of this recently formed terrace. The thalweg is then 

much lower and. more stable# The same process repeats itself until 

one of these accumulations come close to the level of the banks and 

a large scale short-circuiting begins again.

25. Accumulation of fine debris occurs in the lower reaches 

as a general silting which slowly increases in height, choking and 

burying grasses and vegetation.
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Part III

PHASES IN ARROYOS :

Introduction ,

/Field observations, through the various patterns described 

in parts I and II, enabled the detection of two fundamental phases 

within arroyos, the boulder phase and the sand phase (often accom

panied by an intermediate or mixed phase). These patterns proved 

to be an important tool and valuable criteria in this differenti

ation of phases. / .

Of greater importance is the fact that it is further theo

retically possible, within a narrow margin of error, to outline 

the boundaries of these phases from a study of topographic, maps, 

aided by logarithmic graphs ( Where the gradient is plotted against 

cumulated lengths. Fig. 19-b). Phase boundaries as predicted from 

an analysis of maps have been compared with boundaries determined 

by field studies of arroyo patterns.

Part III will thus consist in the analysis of twenty washes 

occurring on varied geological materials: gneisses, granite, 

schists, volcanics and sedimentar1es, with the conclusion that
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these variations In the type of rock existing In the headwaters do 

not affect the overall results of this work. The boundaries of 

phases are predicted and then compared against their occurrences as 

observed in the.field. It might be of interest to find out In which 

cases transitional zones or transitional points are more likely to 

occur, also whether a transitional zone could by any chance be a 

function of the actual length of the channel above that zone, or not. 

Analyzing the forecast of the phase boundaries next, how will it 

compare with the field data? Could the existing discrepancies be 

a function of the length of the channel or would they be entirely 

unpredictable? Some of these questions will be answered.

: In order to provide these answers, data from each arroyo will

be carefully compiled ( 17 maps in a folder are the result), the 

data plotted on logarithmic charts and interpreted next on the to

pographic map, showing the boundaries of phases as predicted, and 

compared finally with their actual positions along the arroyo ( this 

comparison of data is shown on a table that follows the graphs 

pertaining to each arroyo). Finally, a simple graphic illustration 

compares chart and field data in quantitative terms. :

Adding the third dimension, the various arroyos of one area 

are compared to each other. As they are not all conformable ( some 

have a transitional zone while others have a transitional point) the 

lower boundaries of the transitional zones are arbitrarily correlated
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with the existing transition points. This connecting line is called 

"sand line" and has for its purpose to differentiate two opposite 

fields, one below the line where only sand or fine gravel is found 

in the channels, as opposed to the upper field where either a boulder 

field or a mixed zone is to be found.

The phases in an arroyo

It has been previously seen that the stages of development of 

the mountains where washes originate ( either with a heavy load of 

coarse elements furnished by relatively youthful mountains or a 

smaller one with relatively much more sand from more mature mountains, 

with all possible transitions) have an important bearing on the char

acter and the pattern encountered in these washes.

However, in all instances there will inevitably be a point X 

( Fig. 91-a) where the boulder phase changes into a sand phase ( with 

often a transitional zone in between). This change corresponds to 

the passage from a torrential stage in the upper reaches ( much 

stepping alternating with accumulations of boulders) to a deposition- 

al stage in the lower reaches ( smooth sand alleys). This critical 

change occurring at X exists whether the topography of the sur

rounding mountains is of mature or of the youthful type.
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Figure 91.

Passage from the boulder phase to the sand phase. 

( as represented on a graph)

definite change in gradient occurring 
at an average point on the trend line

Exception: Uniformity in slope. ( at places adjoining the
Colorado river)

G

approximate slope of pediment

average slope in channel 
( or trend line)

average gradient
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The corresponding graphs will similarly reflect this critical 

change, quite conspicuously, by a sharp drop somewhere in their 

middle, at an average gradient. One example does not follow this 

general trend. This happens in the Dome Rock Mountains where the 

four washes examined all show a low gradient quite conformable to 

the regular slope of the pediment ( Fig. 91-b). The cause for this 

may somehow be related to the fact that this area borders the Colorado 

river valley on the East side.

A theoretical study determining the position of point X for 

all washes will involve a large number of careful measurements of 

gradients and cumulated lengths from topographic maps. These 

figures will be plotted on logarithmic charts.

' ' ' : t * 1' 1 «• ' • " ‘ ■ <■ : .", • - >  »•• ♦ • - ... - . ;

i :i



The technique utilized in obtaining the data necessary for 

the establishment of charts will be described. An important fact 

revealed by these charts is that the theoretical boundaries of the 

boulder and sand phases, as determined on the graphs, will closely 

correspond with field data. Field examples indeed point to the 

possibility of predicting these boundaries of arroyo phases, 

sometimes with amazing accuracy.

Analysis of topographic maps - Procedure

The basin of an arroyo under study is drawn whenever possible 

on enlargements of U. S. G. S. maps at the scale of 1:24,000 with 

40 ft. contour interval. All drainage lines, including those 

inferred from indentations in the contour lines are carefully traced 

from the source to the lowest limit allowed. Sampling points are 

then shown at mid-distance between each contour intercept by a black 

dot along the channel. From these points, orthogonals are succes

sively drawn perpendicular to each contour up to the limits of the 

basin ( Fig. 92-a).

The lengths of drainage lines, cumulated down to each sam

pling point including the length value of tributaries, are easily

PREDICTABILITY OF THE BOUNDARIES OF ARROYO PHASES
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Figure 92

Preparation of the map for computations

/ 3000

sampling
point

contour
lineorthogonal

The three factors relative to a particular contourline* e»g» 5000!

V successive
cumulated lengths

c------------ainter-contour

Gradient measurement
thalweg 
1 gradient

valley %  
gradient
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computed with the aid of a map-measurer orslmply a ruler for short, 

straight stretches# The upper reaches can be computed on a 200 ft. 

basis only ( rather than at every contour, for sake of clarity), 

wherever the contour lines come too close together. A value more 

meaningful than length would be the drainage area as It Includes 

sheetflood erosive action in its entirety, and the square root of 

the area would be the dimension commensurate with that of length.

The value of Va  is found by measuring with a planlmeter the drainage 

area that affects two successive sampling points and located between 

adjacent orthogonals. Calculations have been made with length and 

with the area: inasmuch they complement each other for the interpre

tation of charts ( Fig. 92-b). In practice however, the gradient- 

length diagram is sufficient and it is easier and faster to compute.

Gradients are measured in feet fall per 100 foot horizontal 

distance between successive contours as measured along the river 

bed, the thalweg gradient being preferred ( Fig. 92-c).

The profile of the arroyo on a logarithmic chart

Previous investigations led by J .T. Hack ( 1957) and 

J. P. Miller ( 1958) have dealt with similar graphs where length 

or area was related to channel slope, but the objective was 

concerned with the lithology of bed material.



The lower limit of the boulder phase, as seen In the field, is 

generally quite well reflected on the graph near the point where the 

gradient suddenly becomes smoother and more gentle* A transitional 

zone or a transition point will appear on the graph respectively as 

a series of oscillating lines or as a sudden dip in the,curve ( Fig. 

93-a). it is advantageous to draw the trend line, or free-hand 

approximation of the curve, over the profile as shown on this figure

■ ! J n ,

I y v
The point X, indicating where a theoretical change from boul- 

der to sand phases is likely to occur, was replaced by a line which 

after experimentation was placed at a slight angle from the horizon

tal as shown on the logarithmic graphs enclosed with the study of 

field cases ( e.g. Diagram 1, Arroyo # 94). It is a convenient line 

of reference referred to as a critical line because each curve is 

compared with it. It will be found later that after careful analysis 

of each example, the interpretation hinges strongly upon this crlti-
• ■ . .......  ; / i

cal line which has arbitrarily been set and does not vary in atti-
tuae. I ■ 1 V V ■-

The trend line is likewise most important. It brings out
' , "''y , S , \all the important variations consisting of peaks and dips occurring 

within the curve and thus serves as a background against which
. - .;. : -- : \ L - V- ■ v. :r ■: Y; V: LY'

consistent or sufficiently strong departures stand out. These peaks 

are sudden changes that have to be considered no matter how far

I
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Figure 93.

Transitional point vs« transitional zone.

Transitional
point

Mountain meadow vs. knickpoint.

transitional
zone

possible 
mountain meadow

conspicuous dip within the 
torrential or boulder phase 

( probably caused by a 
mountain meadow)

Transitional
zone

conspicuous peak within the 
depositional or sand phase 

( knickpoint or sudden,rocky 
area with steeper gradient)

__________JWV
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above or below the critical line they happen to be ( Fig. 93-b). The 

complete curve indicates the extent downvalley to which field work 

will have to be pursued, that is, well below the critical line and 

until there is no more peak.



FIELD EXAMPLES

All the numbered field observations describing the nature and 

the character, of. the-channel, like erosional or depositions! features 

of all kinds, are plotted on topographic maps first. It should be 

noted that all-field,measurements, made while walking downvalley with 

the pace-counter, always show a larger value due to the sinuosities 

in plan and in profile and to the numerous obstacles encountered 

within the channel. This length therefore has to be compensated by 

slight proportional reductions so as to fit the numbered observa

tions within a framework of stable markers such as confluence, 

conspicuous bend or intersection with trail. These observations are 

transferred next from the topographic map onto the logarithmic curve 

by interpolation between the successive contour intercepts.

Summary of procedure

The following steps have thus been followed:

a/ Topographic maps are first enlarged to a 1:10,000 scale, 

if possible. Contour intercepts at channels, limits of the arroyo 

basins, and orthogonals to contours starting from the sampling 

points (located at mid-distance between contour intercepts) are 

drawn next.
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b/ The cumulative lengths, the cumulative areas and the gra

dients are respectively determined. A table is drawn on the same map, 

showing all figures for square roots of the areas C VX), for cumulated 
lengths ( L) and for gradients ( G) between successive contours.

c/ Two logarithmic charts are plotted showing curves of G 

against the cumulated VA, and of G against cumulated lengths. The 

critical line is added as reference.

d/ The trend line is averaged from these curves and depar

tures from this trend line show peaks and dips that are compared 

with the critical line.

e/ Field work is done with compensated pacing as control 

and all observations are numbered.

f/ A portion of the main map, pertinent to the crossing of 

the critical line, is traced and the contour intercepts and obser

vation numbers are plotted.

g/ Field observations are plotted on the logarithmic chart 

or an enlarged sketch of the latter ( showing both VX and L lines) 
along the critical line.

h/ A correlation table is prepared to compare chart and 

field data. The torrential zone is considered ended when sand 

patches at least a hundred feet long start to appear; boulders and 

short-circuits persist within the mixed zone together with sand
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alleys; when the latter only occur, the sand phase is considered as 

having been reached#

1/ Field and chart data are plotted on either side of the 

arroyo on tracing f/#

j/ Wherever a transitional zone is present an ideal log chart 

can be prepared from field data, assuming ideal conditions,

k/ The upper and lower points of the transition zone, both 

from the field and chart data, are graphically compared so as to 

visualize the difference quantitatively,

1/ Interpretations and comaents are listed.

The following arroyos have been analyzed: 

in the Santa Catalinas: # 94, 96, 97, 98, 101, 104, 105, 106, 107,

108, 109, 110; in the Superstitions: # 2 ( Hog canyon) and # 3 

( Hieroglyphics canyon); in the Dome Rock Mountains: # 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Seventeen maps concerning these examples are to be found in a pocket, 

at the end of this study. These maps show all computations and 

final figures used to draw the logarithmic curves.
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Figure 94.

Observations plotted on portion of the contour map.

Deposition starts ( B)
( Transition point)

339 /33
1000' 338 332 331

Observations plotted on part of the logarithmic chart.

338

Arroyo # 94 ova
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ARROYO # 94 

- S.W. Santa Catalinas 
: ? Correlation

Logarithmic:chart: Field observations:

sudden increase in gradient 
between the 2920 and 
2880 contours;

noticeable increase in the height I 
of "drops" above gravel patches | 
C from 2.2 to 4 ft. average); ;

decrease in gradient below 
the 2880 contour;

back to lower values ( 1.5 ft.)

the critical line is reached 

C 50 ft. off)

B deposition starts conspicuously
.with black sands and braiding

C 80 ft. from 338 and 120 ft. 
from 339)

increase in gradient near the 
critical line, with curve 
crossing it;

the peak means presence of 
a torrential or erosional 
zone of some intensity- ;

sudden ahd unexplained erosion 
area, actively at work within 
the depbsitional zone;

r

( 6 0  ft. below 339 and 125 ft. 
above 340)

( 50 to 100 ft. off)

third crossing of critical 
line, below 342; the chart 
overestimates the impor
tance of the peak;

( peak 1.500 ft. off)

the depositions! stage with black 
sands and braiding is resumed 
20 ft. below C.

_____ i_....... ..........  .................H , ' ) c
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Figure 95

Enlarged portion of the log-graph

1065'

Comparative graph showing the differences In value

between chart and field data.

20'

_  1065'

Chart
c 180| ,100'

#33E #339( 1 
l. 200' _ i

#342

1
1
1 |

1
1

J.20* | 60]

i
1
1
1
1 Field1 ,

6.800* ^ 60 200' 805' __
from the source -19 vT

Arroyo #94 ^
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ARROYO # 94

S.W. Santa Catalinas - 

Comments

1/ The transition point was predicted within less than 

50 ft., which is quite satisfactory;

2/ The presence of the erosional peak was clearly predicted 

within 50 to 100 ft.;

3/ The erosional activity and its extent were overesti

mated
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Figure 96.

Observations plotted on portion of the contour map.

Theoretical lower limit of 
the torrential stage

388 387

Observations plotted on part of the logarithmic chart.

397/399

outArroyo # 96



ARROYO # 96
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- S.W. Santa Catalinas - 

Correlation

logarithmic chart: field evidence:

# *  #
o o •

torrential
•t
ii
w

#

i
1800'

389 
-4390

391
392
393
394
395

meandering
boulder accumulation —  - 

erosion starts 
erosion + braiding 
erosions1 (tiny terraces) 
wide valley, braiding 
conspicuous downcutting 

same

headward
I

cutting 

of the

---------- (critical line)

depositional
it
it
N
M

396
397
398
399
400

arroyo
downcutting
same (1 ft. deep cutting) 
same (1 ft. deep cutting 
same (2 ft. deep cutting) 
same (2-3 ft. deep cutting)

Comments

There is a large difference between the chart indications 

and the field observations: 1,800 ft. This large discrepancy is

due to arroyo-cutting that superimposed its pattern on the pre-ex

isting torrential-depositional pattern, and that is obliterating 

the lower portion of the torrential phase at a rapid rate.
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Figure 97

Observations plotted on portion of the contour map

road

1000'

this could be 
interpreted as 

transitional zone

Observations
plotted

on part of the 
logarithmic chart

100,000’

Arroyo # 97



- S.W. Santa Catalinas -

Comments ■

The logarithmic chart shows a rather clear-cut transition 

located between 2520 and 2480 ft. in elevation. It in reality occurs 

between observations # 426 and 427 according to field data.

However, the transition on the chart occurs above # 426 with a
- ;

horizontal discrepancy of about 600 ft.

There have been many short-circuits, an indicator of the 

torrential stage, with the last one occurring about 300 ft. above 

# 426. The valley then becomes smooth and flat without even a 

boulder accumulation. There is one exception 500 ft. farther down 

where a short-circuit has formed. The logarithmic chart did not 

hint at this short-circuit because the 40 ft. contour interval 

could not show such minor variations. A map with closer contours, 

however, should indeed result in a more accurate graph where a 

slight peak would correspond to this particular short-circuit.

Conclusion: The forecast rightly predicted the sudden

change from the boulder phase to the sand phase, i.e. that there 

was no transitional zone. The transition point, however, was 

shown on the chart 600 ft. too far downstream from its actual

238

ARROYO # 97

location.
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Figure 98.

Observations plotted on portion of 
the contour map.

x Torrential criteria ( Boulder phase)^ 
like steepening of gradient, 
accumulations of boulders, 
stepping.

• Depositional criteria
( sand phase) like black 
sands, meandering, smooth 
gravelly areas, coalescin 
of sand patches.
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Figure 99

Enlarged portion of the log graph

Comparative graph showing the differences in value
between chart and field data

7480* 1000*

Chart

----Field

8640*
Arroyo 98
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Figure 100.

Interpretation of what the log chart should ideally show, from the
field data.

( There is between points A and B a confusing superposition of both

stages. The variations are so subtle that a topographic map with a

40-foot contour interval could absolutely not reveal how complex the

pattern really is. - The graph is here enlarged 10 times)
\

Arroyo 98 jsrt
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- S.W. Santa Catalinas - 

Correlation

ARROYO # 98

log charts: field evidence:

# torrential depositional

39 small sand patches
40 boulders torr.
41 streaks black sands
42 boulders coalescence of s.p.,s
43 II continuous gravel
44 I I • • \

45
f

160*i depositional 'i

365 bd. accumulation smooth gravel for 510*
366 I t  H 10* wide s.p. quite long
367 meandering, much gravel

overlapping the sides
368 rare boulders
369 some boulders streaks vegetal matter

-370 rare boulders black sands
371 many boulders
372 knickpoint 40* s.p., 12* wide
373 smooth stretch 10* wide
374 steeper gradient black sands mixed
375 smooth stretch of sand

-376 20* bd. accum. 330* long s.p. 20* wide
377 many bds for 20* zone
378 erratic bds. for black sands

70 ft.
379 no boulder
380 some boulders 20* wide sand alley

381 bd. accumulation | sandy, depositional and
loco* vegetal detritus

382 short-circuit ) f

383 •-* tdepositional depos,

( L & V A )
descending 

torr.
curve

- critical line—

ascending 

curve
mixed

—- — -peak ——-
zone

descending
curve

ascending

curve

—  high peak

depost

Comments

file logarithmic chart has succeeded in predicting within 

100-200 ft. where the torrential stage ends at A, although it was 

almost 1000 ft* off about point B, where the depositional stage starts.
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Figure 101

Observations plotted on portion of

the contour map

1000'

Observations
plotted

on part of the 
logarithmic chart

8 447

455-458
Mountain meadow

Field examination of a conspicuous dip

in the curve shows a major flattening of

the channel, no outcrop ( while numerous 

above and below), no boulder ( except

from the sides) only « « V r o y o _ # l ° l j &
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Figure 102

Enlarged portion of the log graph

455-458
4365'

Comparative graph showing the differences in value between
chart and field data

Chart

2195'

Field

1365' 2755'

Arroyo 101
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ARROYO #101 

- S.W. Santa Catalinas - 
Correlation

Log charts: Field evidence:

(L & Va  similar) # torrential depositions!

1 torrential 449 quite torrential 45* long s.p. 1
I torr e

deposltlonal T 10 stepping present still
300' 11 same

dlffe
■*

450 torrential 60' long s,p. ,f
12 depositions! \i
13 same mixed

downward 451 torrential 375' long s.p.
15 definite deposition

mixed curve 452 slightly torr. good continuous s.p.
.... ...... - - . 16 deposition

453 knickpoint & M s . 145* long s.p. zone
17 smooth valley

454 torr. for 300 ft. same, +
above this point Jeep tracks .f

455 very sandy, depos.
flat 456 depositions!

curve 457 - some gravel no M s .  any more
458 depos.

2755'
upward dlff # 459 depos.,braiding

1 curve \ 460 deposltlonal
------------ peak

461 500' wide valley.
downward all sand

462
C epos, curve 463 no bds any more
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Figure 103»

Observations plotted on part of the contour map

1000'

* 466
467 >

Arroyo 104 ^
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ARROYO # 104 

- S.W. Santa Catallnas - 
Correlation

Log charts: Field evidence:

L Va # torrential depositlonal

464 rather torrential
torr. 465 half buried rocks and

1 coarse cobbles 85* long s.p.

467 half buried rocks
fand cobbles 1

468 very short s.p.'s diff.
469 numerous boulders 1760* due

perhaps
depos. f 470 downcutting to

471 gravel and cobbles on the
Arroyo the uncut portions arroyo-
cutting of the thalweg cut ting

1
472 downcutting

t

473 smooth valley.
very sandy

Comments

There Is no transition zone here, only a transition point.

As for arroyo # 96 also, there is a headward rejuvenation in process, 

through arroyo-cutting.
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Figure 104

Observations plotted on part of the

contour map,

142 \

\\ 144

5 .. 134 148-154
155-158 point 

common to 
arroyos 104 

and 105

Arroyo 105^
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Figure 105

Enlarged portion of the log graph

155-158

139-147

2765'

Comparative graph showing the differences In value between

chart and field data
2765'

.Chart

.Field

1145' 1785'

Arroyo 105
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ARROYO # 105 

- S.Vf. Santa Catallnas - 
Correlation

Log charts: Field evidence:

L Va # torrential depositions!

boulder 133 vegetation debris jl
165* 134 35' long s.p.

phase 1 . 135 gravel patches
V 136 gravelly areas mixed

descending
137 gravel patches vegetation debris

curve 138 continuous sandy
— — ---- trail

139 sandy stretch
flat 141 'r

142 much sand at places
curve 143 depression & mound long sand patches

pattern zone
144 good sand channels

mixed 145 short-circuit 8* wide sand area.
75' long \f

146 i1 good sandy area 1
147 braiding
148 same

ascending 149 trails vegetal debris
curve 150

1511 vegetal detritus
-critical line- -152 1785' braiding

153 same
zone 154 sand

155
major 156
peak 157 all depositions!

158 ■ 7  11
, 1i descending 159

curve ___ 160
474

flat slight bd. accum*
curve 475

sand - ....... - . . 476 ' ' — •* .all depositions! zone
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Figure 106.

Observations plotted on part of the contour map.

Observations plotted on part of the logarithmic chart.

.5 189

198- 202

Arroyo 106 ^
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Figure 107.

Enlarged portion of the log graph.

1930'

Comparative graph showing the difference in value between

25'

#192 A  93

1930'

#202

20.'20

*■

765*

$

chart and field data.

#203

920'

200'J c#21L|

200' m-

“#202 Chart

45'45'/

t#210
t Field
#211

245'

Arroyo 106
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Figure 108,

Interpretation of what the log chart should Ideally show, from 
189\ . the field data.

B. phase Sand phase

Arroyo 106 TV*
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ARROYO # 106 

- S.W. Santa Catallnas - 

Correlation

Log chart Field evidence

torrential: deposltlonal:

torrential
190
191
192

torrential

descending
curve

flat
curve

mixed

193
194 
196
197
198 
199 
201 
202

—  15' Falls

zone upward 

curve

203
204
205
206

207

208
209
210

depos.
212
213

boulders
M

torrential

765'

the sand patches 
come closer 
together

longer s.p. (35') 

180* long s.p.

torr.

numerous bds. 
boulders

many boulders

long sandy areas 
120* long s.p.

anastomosing and 
wider valley 
sandy valley, 12* 

wide
braiding
very deposltlonal

mixed

zone

245' wide open valley 

deposition depos.
I

* The L chart is more representative than the A chart 

because it has a relatively higher position for the critical line 

with regard to the curve. It thus tends to reduce the importance 

of the transition zone which is indeed much smaller than predicted.
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Figure 109

Observations plotted on the contour map

Observations plotted on part of the logarithmic chart

480-482

2551477

Arroyo 107
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Figure 110.

Enlarged portion of the log graph.

480-482

484\ 488

Comparative graph showing the differences In values between

100

-3-

700'

#257 #258

5345'
chart and field data.

Ip5'

#489
Chart

i490

4®0«i— ►

#257
:iod

40Q*

#258

120.' 120 ' 

#485 ’#486
3650' 1395'

Field

Arroyo 107



ARROYO # 107

269

- S.W. Santa Catalinas - 

Correlation

Log charts Field evidence

L vx # torrential: depositions!:

254 torrential smooth at places |
descending 255 coalescing s.p.'s torr.

curve 256 chaotic
torr. 257 erratic boulders smooth sand stretches

300'i
critical line 258 I depositional

I ascending 477 short-circuit braiding
curve 478 sand valley with mixed

—  —  —  —  - — deep sand
479 half buried bds. • zone

horizontal 480 short-circuit open and clear valley
curve 481 small step

mixed 482 smooth, continuous s.p.
zone 483

484 boulders at bend sand stretches
— critical line-

descending 485 bd. accumulation ' if
curve iI k486 depositional T

487 11 same depos.
1395*

-critical line -
ascending 488

r curve 489 1 depositional
peak-

490
depose 491

critical line
descending 492

curve 493
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Figure 111

Observations plotted on the contour map,

. 270

Observations plotted

on part of the logarithmic chart
x 525

518-522

523-525

512-517 526-531
7 8 9  10,000'

Arroyo 108 ^
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Figure 112.

Enlarged portion of the log graph.

512-517
6280'

Comparative graph showing the differences in value between

chart and field data.

mo 7 n

6280'

110'

370'

no

_#""1j>23
260'

Chart

40 » 909 1
t__________________________________ _____  _____-

1
Field1--------1_

#271 052/

— r 6610'

Arroyo 108
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ARROYO # 108 

- S.W. Santa Catalinas - 

Correlation

Log chart Field evidence

1 # torrential: d positional:
| 265 torr#

torr. 266 numerous boulders
descending 267 much erosion to]nr#

curve 268 active erosion within
the thalweg

269 many boulders ;
270 same

i 1 40' ; _ ii .
271 clean s.p., 30' long ,iflat 272 boulders at bend deposition

curve 273 many rocks at bend 20' wide sand alley
274 boulders at several sand alley

bends
mixed ____ 277 spreading of boulders

278 sand alley mixed
zone 510 short-circuits

smoothly 511 deep coarse sand zone
descending 512 500' long sand alley

curve 514 shortening of bends
515 several sh.c's anastomosing
516 short-circuit large sand alley
517 boulders

ascending 519 minor sh.c's
curve 520 some boulders

521 8' wide sand alley
522 some large boulders

peak ,
523 short-circuits

? .,370' 524 cobbles and boulders f
525 300' long sand alley ,i
528 some boulders sand alley

depose 529 short-circuit depos.
530 sand alley
531 depositional
532 15-20' wide thalweg
533 sand alley
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Figure 113

Observations plotted on the contour map,

Boulder
phase

Boulder 
phase

5200

Field

torr data

Sand

Mixei phase

Arroyo 
# 110

Chart

1000' ____I
phase

see # 110 for 
downstream 

portion gj.Arroyo 109
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Figure 114.

Enlarged portion of the graph.

233.590-592

confluence
225-228

229-232
604-607

595-598
599-603

Comparative graph showing the differences in value 
between chart and field data.

Chart

Field

Arroyo 109
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ARROYO # 109 

- S.W. Santa Catallnas - 
Correlation.

Log charts Field evidence

torrential: depositional:

Boulder
phase
*

227 very torrential
228 same J.

229 190'

boulder 
phase

same t
|some channeling 
810' boulders

tongue of deposition f
mixed

continuous sand 
patches

mixed
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Boulder Figure 115

Observations plotted on the contour map,

Arrloyo Field
# 109

Data

BouldVr 57 
phasfe &

1000'
Chart

Observations plotted on part

chart

Esperero 
I canyon

arroyo ~
# 109

confluence

Arroyo # 11
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Figure 116.

Enlarged portion of the graph*

71-613

614-619
—  620-626

565-570

627-635
28oo

Comparative graph showing the difference in value 

between chart and field data.

4990'

613 
— *-

614 %
90'

OJl Chart

2270' 595'

L ■ *
633

1
634

Field

7855'

Arroyo #110
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ARROYO # 110 

- S.W. Santa Catallnas - 
Correlation

Log charts Field evidence

L Va # torrential: depositions!:

boulder
566 torr. phase

567 ' 1 short-circuits 110* long sand patch T
boulder 568 torr.

569 short-circuits 110* long s.p. mixed
phase 570-575 2:170' torr. zone

576 1 115' long s.p.
(confluence)

![ 613 If 7855'
1i 614-618 torrential 80' long s.p.

619 very torrential
mixed 620 \ up to 115' long s.p.'s
zone 621-626 very torrential up to 90* long s.p.'s
(4990*) 627 torr. 115' long s.p.

!l 628-630 very torrential 150* long s.p.
l 631-633 595': I torr. 110' long s.p. ,

634-635 torr. 190* long s.p. i|
636 sand alley
637 depositions! sand

sand phase
phase 1
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Figure 117

Observations plotted on the contour map

< ? 142-A .
Transition point 

after L curve

1600«

Data from chart

Observations plotted on part of the logarithmic chart

(details on page 327)

# 2 ( Hog Canyon)
( S.W. Superstitions)
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Figure 118

Enlarged portion of the log graph

131-132
137-138

133-136

2415'

146-149

\

Comparative graph showing the differences in value between

2415' chart and field data.

------ X—
#130 i 1 

1

*—
#131 ----M

#139 — »•---#140
difference 7130'

1

X

1
1

#130 '
1V

#131
9545'

#168 #169

Va chart

Field

# 2 ( Hog Canyon)

(S.W. Superstitions)



ARROYO # 2 ( Hog Canyon)

- S.W. Superstitions - 

Correlation

289

Log charts Field evidence

L vs # torrential: depositions!:

torij 130 boulders ltorr. 
■ *

\ 131 many boulders 95* long s.p. i1
133 same

mixctd 135 torrential 75* long s.p.
zone 138 short-circuit

toiCT. 1f 139 75 and 120* long s.p.*:\

11 fi 140 short-circuit 85 and 90* long s.p.*s

142 same
144 80* long s.p.
145 boulders 50 and 60* long s.p.*3

146-147 short-circuits
depos. 149 large boulders 65* long s.p. minced

I 150 boulders 55* long s.p. zone1 152 short-circuits 80* long s.p.
depos. 155 same 7130' 95* long s.p.

156 torrential 85* long s.p.
157 many boulders 90* long s.p.

sand 158-165 short-circuits up to 90* long s.p.*s
pfo&*e 166-168 torrential , up to 115* long s.p.*: f

169 145* long s.p. 1
170-172 depositions! ' depos.

Comment

There is here a large difference in length value 

C 7,130 ft.) between chart and field data, although the upper limits 

correspond very well.
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Figure 119

Observations plotted on the contour map,

o£ dcpo

# 3, Hieroglyphics Canyon

road
( S. W. Superstitions)
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Figure 120

Enlarged portion of the log graph

37-40

78-80

Comparative graph showing the differences in value between chart and
field data

jS chart

.Field

fl 3, Hieroglyphics Canyon
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ARROYO # 3 ( Hieroglyphics Canyon)
i

- S.W. Superstitions - 

Correlation

Log charts Field evidence

torrential: depositions!;

torr.

.1

torr•_ peak j_

depositions! ^  
peak at 

xed _  J3j^4_/ 
torr. peak*

depositions!,
peak at 

62-63
zone

32-33 
34 

35-37 
38
41
42 

46-48
50
52

55
56-58

59
60 
61[X62

63-64
65-67
68

short-circuit

very torrential 
short-circuit 
torrential

torrential

torrential
same

torrential
same
same

slightly torr.

short-circuits
torrential

short-circuit

torr.
69
70

depos,

torr.»
70* long s.p.

85* long s.p. 
flatter gradient 

125* long s.p.
200* long s.p.___________

___torr. _pea_k_
460* long s.p. mixed
the sand "takes depos. 
over the valley** peak 

very sandy again
~torf7~ pealT 

130* long s.p:
310* long s.p. zone
280* long s.p. depos,
350* long s.p. peak
235* long s.p.

145* long s.p.

continuous s.p. depos.

550 ft. - approximate difference between 
the chart indications and the 
results obtained in the field.

Comment

Only the Va  chart has been used because it is more detailed 

for the lower reaches of this arroyo and because they both are 

practically identical otherwise.
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Figure 121

Observations plotted on the contour map

torrential peak)

Arroyo # 1
( Dome Rock Mountains)
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Figure 122

Enlarged portion of the logarithmic graph

showing the differences in value between chart and field data

Chart indications

mixed zone

mixed zone

Field observations

Arroyo # 1
( Dome Rock Mountains)



ARROYO # 1

-Dome Rock Mountains - 

Correlation

299

Log charts Field evidence

(mainly Va ) # torrential: depositional:

1-10 t torr. torr.
11 diff. ' 40* long s.p.
12 4470* torr. 'f

13-18 up to 175* long s.p,*s ,
19 torr.

torr. peak 20-22 : - ...... • • -
23-24 up to 125* long s.p.'s

mixed 25 torr.
26 80* long s.p.

zone 27-29 torr.
30 M 65* long s.p.

31-37 ; up to 130* long s.p.
38 up to 130* long s.p.'s
39 70* long s.p. . mixed
40 torr.

torr. peak 43 up to 100* long s.p.
44 torr.

45-46 very torr.
47 torr. 140* long s.p.

48-51 up to 200* long s.p.'s
55-59 up to 355* long s.p.’s
60-65 short -circuit

torr. 66-67 up to 100* long s.p.'s
peak 68 torr. 110* long s.p.

69-72 up to 100* long s.p.
73-75 up to 145* long s.p.'s

76 short-circuit 165* long s.p.

1 77-80 diff.'
1
1780'
t

up to 200* long s.p.'s |

1 81-82 up to 270* long s.p.'s depos.
depos. 83 up to 300* long s.p.’s |
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Figure 123

Observations plotted on the contour map,

( Wash originating below the foothills)

1000' 134 -

Arroyo # 2
( Dome Rock Mountains)



Figure 124

Enlarged portion of the logarithmic graph.

Chart indications

mixed zone

104-108
600

mixed zonetorrential

Field observations

Arroyo # 2
JWt( Dome Rock Mountains)
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- Dome Rock Mountains - 

Correlation

ARROYO # 2

Log charts Field evidence

(L and Va  charts # torrential; depositions!:
similar)

98-99 quite torrential 40* long s.p.
100-101 short-circuits up to 70* long s.p.'s

102 torr. up to 100* long s.p. torr.
103-106 short-circuits

107 torr. li
108-109 up to 105* long s.p.'s

110 torr.
111 short-circuits up to 100' long s.p.'s

low point 112-114 up to 240' long s.p.'s
115 short-circuits 75' long s.p.

116-117 up to 150' long s.p.
mixed 118 boulders mixed

119 575* long s.p.
zone 120-121 torrential up to 150* long s.p.'s

122-123 up to 250* long s.p.'s
124 boulders

peak 125 same zoae
126-127 torrential up to 160* long s.p.'s
128-129 same up to 270* long s.p.'s
130-131 short-circuits up to 400' long s.p.'s

132 90* long s.p.
133-134 short-circuits depositions!
135-136 up to 380' long s.p.'s

137 torr.
138-139 short-circuits up to 125* long s.p.'s

f peak 140 downcutting

l diff. 480*f 141 short-circuit 210* long s.p. «

142-143 up to 500* long s.p.'s ^
depos. 144-145 depositions! depos.
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Figure 125

Observations plotted on the contour tnap«

| ( Wash originating below the foothills)

1000'

Arroyo # 3
( Dome Rock Mountains)
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Figure 126

Enlarged portion of the logarithmic graph

Chart indications

mixed zone

153-156

mixed zone

Field observations

Arroyo # 3
( Dome Rock Mountains)
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ARROYO # 3

- Dome Rock Mountains - 

Correlation

Log charts Field evidence

(L and Va  charts # torrentiali depositions!:
similar)

146-152 torr.
i

torr.
154 M 1f
155 110' long gravel patch l ’

156-157 torr.
158 70' long s.p.
159 torr.

160-166 short-circuits
167 110' gravel patch

168-175 torr.
176 short-circuits 225' sand patch
177 same
178 up to 120' long s.p.'s

mixed 179 torr. mix ed
181-184 up to 180' long s.p.'s

zone 185 torr. up to 240* long s.p.'s
186 short-circuits black sands
187 boulders 220* long s.p.
188 90* long s.p.
189 torr* 70' long s.p.
190 boulders zone
191 100* long s.p.

( 192 boulders
l diff. 193-196 short-circuits up to 270' long s.p.'s

\
, 2030• 197-198 boulders up to 110* long s.p.'s i

199 380' long s.p. '
depos. 200 d positional depos.
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FiRure 127

Observations plotted on the contour map

( Wash originating below the foothills)

peak on
hart

1000'

flArroyo ft 4
Dome Rock Mountains)
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Figure 128

Comparative results of chart and field data

Chart indications

mixed zone
5335'

218-220
221-225 241-243

1500'

mixed zone
6035'

Field observations

Arroyo # 4
( Dome Rock Mountains)awt
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ARROYO # 4

- Dome Rock Mountains - 

Correlation

Log charts Field evidence

(L and # torrential; depositional;
charts similar)

202-215 torr.
—  high peak-

1 : 216 torr. torr.
1 217 60* long s.p.

1500* 218-219 torr.
1 220 1

221 sand alley '
222 sand alleys
223 short-circuit
224 several long s.p.'s
225 boulders 80* long s.p.

mixed 226 torr. 250* long s.p.
227 65* long s.p.

zone 228 135* long s.p.
229. 330* long s.p. mixed

230-231 50* long s.p.
232 short-circuits up to 75* long s.p.*s
233 same zone

- t 234-236 torr. up to 130* long s.p.*s
1 237 »

2200* 238 II 120* long s.p.
239 short-circuit 105* long s.p.

, <f ■ 240 s a m e 70* long s.p. i'
d<ipos. 241 up to 250* long s.p.'s

242 130* long s.p. depos.
243 depositions! 1
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Interpretation of the field examples

Two major types of arroyos should be considered, those that 

originate above the foothills and the others that start below the 

edge of the mountains.

When washes of the first type are particularly long ( greater 

than 100,000 ft. for instance) they are generally distinguished by 

a rather sudden transition from boulder to sand phase. Shorter 

washes of this type as a rule show a transitional zone in changing 

from one phase to the other. If by accident, the phenomenon of 

arroyo-cutting is superposed on these phases, the transition zone 

disappears as the lowering of the base level allows a faster removal 

of the debris that normally constitute the transition zone. Only a 

transition point thus exists.

The washes of the second type ( that is originating below the 

foothills) are shorter as a rule and have transition zones also.

These two categories of arroyos follow a certain sequence as 

shown by the following chart where they have been arranged accord

ing to their length: the longest arroyos show either a transition

point or an occasional zone. With a decrease in length, the tend

ency is to bring out a transitional zone and there is no point any

more.
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Chart I

TRANSITION POINT TRANSITION ZONE

start above foothills start above foothills start below foothills

200,000* (# 97)
190,000* (# 110) 
164,200* (Sup. 2)

140,000* (# 104) 
(+ A. cutting).

34,200* (# 109)
33,300* (# 96) 
\(+ A. cutting)

18,000* (# 101) 
15,200* (# 105)

11,000* (#106)

9,000* (# 108) 
6,800* (# 94)

The logarithmic charts apparently can clearly forecast 

whether a transition point or a transition zone will occur excqit ' ' •- 

when two washes mix their waters above this transition ( e.g. the 

arroyos 109 and 110)• These charts-do remarkably well in the 

forecast of the location of the transition point or of the upper 

boundary of the transition zone as illustrated in Chart II.
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a/ Errors in the forecast of the transition point:

# 97, with a total length of 200,000' : 600* off - 0.3 %
#104, W M 140,000* : 1,760* off * p* 1 %
# 96, It II 33,300* : 1,800* off " P» 5 %

b/ Errors in the forecast of the1
upper boundary of the transition zone:

# 110, with a total length of 190,000* 2,270* off “ p^ 1 %
Sup#2 p M M 164,200* 0* off - 0 %
# 98, M M 75,000* 160* off - 0.2 %
Sup,3, It It 70,200* 0* off - 0 %
# 109, II If 34,200* 190* off - 0.55 %
# 107, It |f 33,000* 300* off - 1 %
D.R.l, It If 28,100* 4,470* off - 16 %
# 101, II II 18,000* 320* off - 2 %
# 105, W W 15,200* 165* off - ^  1 %
D,R#4, II II 13,040* 1,500* off - 11.5 %
# 106, 1* M 11,000* 765* off - 7 %
# 108, M M 9,000* 40* off - -=0.5 %
# 94, M M , 6,800* 60* off >  <  1 %

c/ Errors in the forecast of th<
lower boundary of the transition zone:

# 110, with a total length of 190,000* 595* off - 0.3 %
Sup.2, 1* M 164,200* 7,130* off - 4.5 %
# 98, M M 75,000* 1,000* off - 1.5 %
Sup.3, M M 70,200* 550* off " 0.7 %
# 109, W W 34,200* 4,900* off - 14 %
# 107, " " 33,000* ' ‘ 1,395* off - 4 %
D.R.l, II II 28,190* 1,780* off - 6 %
D.R.3, II II 20,155* 2,030* off - 10 %
D.R.2, w w 19,810* 480* off - 2.5 X
# 101, II If 18,000* 2,755* off - 15 X
# 105, II II 15,200* 1,785* off * p- 11 X
D.R.4, W M 13,040* 2,200* off 17 X
# 106, M M 11,000* 245* off ■ P' 2 X
# 108, II M 9 , 0 0 0 * 370* off - p- 4 X
# 94, M  M 6,800* 805* off - 12 X
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No upper boundary can be predicted for the arroyos originating 

below the foothills as they do not have a sufficient gradient at the 

start and generally do not cross the critical line, A possible ex

ception may be the arroyo # 4 in the Dome Rock Mountains ( D.R.4),

The lower boundary, on the other hand, is much less accurately 

determined from the logarithmic charts and the errors are greater.

Comparing the lengths of transition zones as given by the chart 

and as evidenced by field observations. Chart III illustrates the 

discrepancies;

Chart III

total
lengths

chart
lengths

true
lengths discrepancies

* 110 190,000* 4,990* 7,855* 2,865* m 157 %
Sup.2 164,200* .2,415* 9,545* 7,130* m 395 %
# 98 75,000* . 7,480* 8,640* 1,160* m 115 %
Sup. 3 70,200* 12,565* 12,515* 550* m 99.5 %
# 109 34,200* 5,900* 810* 5,090* m 14 %
# 107 33,000* 5,345* 3,650* 1,695* m 68 %
D.R.l 28,190* 27,465* 21,215* 6,240* m 77 Z
# 101 18,000* 4,365* 1,365* 3,075* m 31 %
# 105 15,200* 2,765* 1,145* 1,950* m 41 Z
D.R.4 13,040* 5,335* 6,035* 700* m 113 Z
# 106 11,000* 1,930* 920* 1,010* m 47 Z
# 108 9,000* 6,280* 6,610* 410* m 105 Z
# 94 6,800* 1,065* 200* 865* m 19 Z

These data are shown on figure 129; two charts compare the 

real lengths of mixed zones with the respective total lengths and the 

percentage of prediction error with these respective total lengths.
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Total
length
of

channelway

Figure 129

Possible proportionality between the total length
of channelway above the mixed zone and the length
of the latter

Length of mixed zone

Apparent proportionality between the total length
Total
length

of
channelway

of channelway and the differences in lengths of mixed zones
as given by chart and field data

( forecast too long) (forecast too short)

forecast

Shorter mixed zone Longer mixed zoiyg-
than anticipated than anticipated

possible
exceptions

7. difference
between lengths

1(A) 7. of mixed zones ayt



Discounting the exceptions,, these graphs tend to convey the following: 

1/ that the length of a mixed zone is roughly proportional to the 

total length of the wash above it ( although beyond a certain total 

length a transitional point might be found instead); 2/ that the 

logarithmic chart in its forecast seems to exaggerate the length of 

the mixed zone for short arroyos while it falls short for the longer 

arroyos* There will thus be a point ( approximately at 65,000 ft,) 

where it is accurate, as in the case of arroyo # 3 ,  Superstitions,

C see figure 129-b); 3/ that the two curves show a similar slope

in spite of some scattering of the various points.

An interesting comparison can be made between the two arroyos 

studied in the Superstition Mountains. The ^ 2 arroyo shows on 

diagram 25 a remarkable smoothness in the profile ( especially if one 

neglects the jogs made by the tributaries) that has not been seen 

elsewhere. This occurs concurrently with a very smooth and regular 

pediment. The wash furthermore exhibits the various cycles of short- 

circuiting at their best (Fig. 64) with presumably the perfect con

ditions toward a logarithmic pattern within some segments, at least. 

These conditions have been assumed to be: arcuate pediment, youth

ful topography, very little entrenchment of the channel, together 

with absence of trees, outcrops, confluences and tributaries.

Yet, if this wash is plotted on the two graphs of figure 

129, it proves to be an outstanding exception as its representative
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point falls out of the limits of both graphs.

In contrast, the # 3 arroyo ( Hieroglyphics canyon) carved its 

channel through a most irregular topography with a tortuous course 

between various volcanic hills, without any cycle at all. Yet, it 

yielded the best results in the forecasting of a mixed zone, together 

with a perfect score on the location of the upper boundary.

The lower boundary of a mixed zone appears much more important 

than the upper one. The latter seems only an incidental transition 

from one type of torrential phase into a milder one while the lower 

boundary represents the definite change into continuous sand alleys 

with the cessation of erosional patterns like short-circuits, and 

the absence of boulders. This lower limit, the "sand line", would 

be the principal one to be determined to compare it with the transi

tion points of other arroyos.

Influence of tributaries on the phase changes in arroyos

Two examples showing the influence of tributaries have been 

seen in the Santa Catalina Mountains: the 104-105 and the 109-110 

confluences. Both are composed of branches that display opposite 

phases (the one torrential, the other depositional), with the 

torrential member being much longer and more important than the 

depositional one. Logically, one might expect the more important
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branch to impose its characteristics on the other as,in the 109-110 

example, at least by the addition of a mixed zone. This, however, 

did not happen with the 104-105; instead, a sand alley showed below 

the confluence.

However, the basins last hit by the storm should have a 

tendency to force their characteristics downvalley. A sandy arroyo 

in such a case would extend many depositional sand tongues downstream 

over the common segment as in 104-105. A torrential wash on the 

contrary would bring erratic boulders and a torrential attitude over 

the common segment that might have otherwise been sandy (109-110).

If the movements of the storm were retained as one of the possible 

causes it would seem that in both examples, the later storm occurred 

last over the eastern branch, meaning that the storm apparently 

moved from west to east.

In the 104-105 example, the sandy phase dominated. A possible 

storm influence more heavily affecting the eastern branch might 

explain why the smaller arroyo imposed its sand phase all the way 

down the common segment. This may have been of such magnitude that 

the valley of # 105 became lower than that of the arroyo 104, as 

evidenced by the arroyo cutting initiated within the # 104 above the 

confluence. This initial arroyo cutting is a definite reaction to a 

lowered base level at the confluence. Such arroyo cutting is super

imposed on the predictable phases found in arroyos and is a feature
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that cannot be predicted* It occurs erratically wherever there is a 

local lowering of base level ( and confluences are ideal places for 

this to occur) then keeps extending by headward erosion* There is 

thus more than just slight accentuations of gradient that causes 

arroyo cutting but a more general cause of a regional nature may be 

present*

In the 109-110 example, the resultant of the mixture of a 

torrential phase with a sand phase has become a mixed zone without 

either arroyo taking the characteristics of the other. There is no 

appreciable difference in elevation observed at the confluence of 

the two branches.



CONCEPT OF A MIXED-TORRENTIAL BELT GIRDLING THE MOUNTAINS

An ideal line, the sand line, is now conceived connecting all
.. _  / - -
the lower boundaries of the various mixed zones and the less numerous 

transition points encountered in the arroyos. This line marks the 

upper limit of the true depositions! field, where only deep sand 

occurs. Occasional boulders may occur over a short distance wherever 

the gradient has suddenly steepened. This contrasts with the tor

rential and the mixed phases to be found above the sand line with 

erosion predominant, short-circuiting the rule, and numerous, erratic 

accumulations of boulders an ubiquitous sight.

As previously indicated, the long arroyos will have a tran

sition point generally, located comparatively much lower than the 

lower boundaries of adjacent mixed zones occurring in medium-length 

or shorter arroyos. The sand line at those points will thus show 

conspicuous downward extensions or prongs with intervening aureoles 

of mixed phases ( Fig. 130). The overall picture will show this 

aureole to be composed of a series of irregular crescent-shaped 

zones several miles long and up to 2-3 miles in width with their 

convexity turned toward the hill. Regionally therefore, the 

mountains will be surrounded by this belt of boulders below vfoich 

only sand can occur ( Fig. 131)
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Figure 130

The concept of sand line around mountains

Mountains.’transition
P°int

torrential or

boulder phase

mixed_ 
phase smaller

longer valleysvalleys

transitional 
• • * zones ^

"sand

Valley

Transition 
point-

( see also the topographic maps with •’ • .; 1/
numbered observations - to be found on pages 331, 332 * and 333)
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Figure 131

Concept of an aureole of boulders girdling the mountains

( comprised between the foothills and the sand line)

torrential phase 
mixed phase 
sand phase'

sand line

mountains
valley

1000'

( width of aureole exaggerated)
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Logarithmic charts can predict the location of this sand line 

quite accurately, but it would be a very slow and most painstaking 

project to apply over a large area, even if using only computations 

of lengths vs. gradients. The concept of this aureole, together 

with the fact that it can be forecast, can be most useful.

A point in case is the phenomenon of subsidence within a basin. 

If none occurs, the sand line most probably will move upvalley with 

time as the mountains slowly become buried by their own debris. On 

the other hand, if a lowering of the valley is effected by subsidence 

or deep-seated faulting, the slow steepening of gradient will sake 

boulders move farther, the mixed phase and the sand line will advance 

downvalley. The proposed concept seems thus to be a subsidiary tool 

for the study of subsidence or faulting if applied after certain time 

intervals ( e^g. 5 or 10 years or more) preferably by comparison of 

later topographic maps with the old ones.

♦ > • <• -k '*
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Conclusions

Two major phases ( the sand phase and the boulder phase) are 

found to exist in an arroyo and their boundaries can be predicted 

relatively accurately. A belt called the sand line, following all 

the lower boundaries within each wash might be visualized as virtu

ally encircling hills and mountains, although it has no meaning 

away from or between the various arroyos. This boundary obviously 

represents the beginning of deposition in all arroyos but its signif

icance remains elusive. Its position is a function of the amount 

and the type of dissection operative in the mountains where these 

washes originate.

This sand line may become the surficial reflection of a deep- 

seated accident if peripheral variations affect it with time. It 

could help detect some very important phenomena like epeirogenic 

movements, subsidence, relative movements occasioned by a large, 

deep-seated fault. Such changes certainly happen within the span of 

a life time as evidenced by repeated testimonies that the ground at 

places is now higher or lower than it used to be so many years back.

Changes resulting after 10 or 20 years could perhaps be 

detected from a study of isopach maps established by comparison of 

old against new sets of topographic maps ( although these differences 

may likewise indicate a lessening of human error, due to refinement
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in techniques). The determination of the variations in the sand line 

may constitute a new tool to be used in conjunction with the isopach 

maps. It is premature to foretell what could be learned from it or 

how useful this tool may eventually prove.
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Figure 132.

Location in Southern Arizona of the four areas examined.
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Part IV

PHASES IN RIVERS

Introduction

The study discussed in Part IV had its origin in 1953* It 

was at the time applied to a glaciated environment by tracing outcrops 

of specific formations in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan* Outcrops 

along rivers were the objective and it was found possible to forecast 

the presence or absence of outcrops through a study of topographic 

maps, aided by logarithmic graphs, in the same manner as phases were 

later found in arroyos of the semi-arid environment ( Part III). The 

validity of this theory will be demonstrated in the following pages.

Outcrops in a glaciated environment are rare, occurring either 

on prominent hills ( as erosion remnants of pre-glacial times) or at 

places along rivers that have dug their channel sufficiently deep 

through the alluvial and/or glacial fill to expose bedrock. The 

presence of "highs'* on the pre-glacial topography is a favorable 

factor in either case. However, as hills are often absent or at 

least erratic in their occurrences, the rivers prove to be a much more 

satisfactory place to locate outcrops for many reasons: they are more
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numerous, they happen to be of easier access, and they may often trend 

in a more or less parallel manner permitting possible correlation.



PREDICTABILITY OF THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF OUTCROPS IN RIVERS 

Observations and objectives of study -

Outcrops of bedrock along channels were observed to occur In 

all types of rivers in predictable areas, while absent above and 

below these favorable places. These outcrops were exposed whether 

a small, unpretentious gully or a large wide river was considered 

( Photos 101 to 104).

A change in the gradient of the river seemed to be generally 

the cause for occurrences of outcrops, while the latter in turn 

could influence the gradient at places. However, given a particular 

gradient within a segment, it was observed that the greater the 

length of watercourse above the segment, the greater the erosive 

action and the more chances to find outcrops. There seems to be thus 

an interplay of these two elements: gradient and length of water

course. The corresponding basin areas however was then not consid

ered —  this was done later for the study of arroyos ( Part III) at 

the suggestion of Dr. H. A. Melton, University of Arizona.

Two parallel questions logically followed: a/ "Could it be

possible to locate particular segments along a river where outcrops
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are most likely to occur; from information takesn from itopographic maps |

( Fig. 137~a)?M or b/ "What are the chances of finding outcrops •

within a pre-determined area along a river where a geological formation 

is suspected to come across ( Fig. 137-b)?" Answer to these two ;

questions would be most useful for general exploration where time is ; 

at a premium. One could start from these favorable areas of outcrops ' 

first and then proceed away from them.
. ' "" I

This prediction of outcrops being the original motivation, 

various empirical graphs were devised with the belief that areas of | 

outcrops could somehow be outlined. By plotting the gradient in 

ordinate against the cumulated lengths in abscissa the results en- j
abled the writer to predict the presence of many outcrops in the 

field in-1953. . ir.u ' t i e r "" ; v

Correlating the distribution of outcrops with erosion and deposition =
j

• :

It was assumed that the occurrences of outcrops correlate 

with an erosions1 stage. However, an erosional stage does not mean •

that outcrops are necessarily present* A river will have a better ;

chance to carve a channel to bedrock in a hilly country where there ;
' : I

is less glacial or alluvial overburden. Also, the position of the 

pre-glacial topography with regard to the present surface, whether ; ‘j 

shallow or deep, will likewise cause error in any attempt to make a '

forecast
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Figure 137.

Looking for outcops along rivers, two practical questions

may be asked:

a/ What segments of the river are most likely to show outcrops?

b/ Is there a chance to find outcrops within a specific area?

known 
outcrops.

2-5 Mi
e.g.
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Erosion may not assure the presence of outcrops but the 

following inferences can be made:

Outcroos Frf?eion

No outcron Denosltlon

An important fact can be stated: outcrops are a criterion of

erosion while their absence does not necessarily indicate deposition. 

This also means that if no outcrop is expected in a specific area 

according to the chart, but some actually do occur in the field, the 

theory is in error# A reverse situation, where outcrops are expected 

but not found, is common and does not imply an error as the following 

table emphasizes:

according to chart field observations

outcrops
no outcrop predicted

rightno outcrop

right
outcrops predicted

no outcrop

Considering the logarithmic graph, it is possible to illus

trate the preceding table. A Mno outcrop" case ( large circle in 

the next diagram) is all inclusive, meaning that either the depos- 

itional or the erosional trend exists and therefore no conclusion 

can be given. The "outcrop present" case ( small circle), on the



contrary, is exclusive and does establish that outcrops are solely a 

criterion of erosion:

341

field observations

( OUTCROP ]\V PRESENT/.
/

\ OUTCROP

Between clear-cut and extreme cases of "many outcrops" 

against those of "no outcrop", there are many gradations in the 

amounts of exposure due to fluctuations in the river conditions. 

Outcrops entirely flooded during rainy periods will be seen spec

tacularly emerging during periods of drought. The time of the year 

at which observations are made becomes a new factor to influence 

the results of any forecasting.

Comparison between humid and semi-arid environments

The same analytical procedure utilized in arroyos work 

perfectly in this humid environment. The position of the critical 

line ( see page 219) has been determined by successive approxima

tions, from field observations in the humid environment ( this same 

position was later maintained and found valid in the semi-arid 

environment). Neither an exact position nor even the slope of the
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critical line are established with certainty but workable coordinates
<: : i : . 1 ■ ' > : i ....

are given in figure 138-a. it is remarkable that, notwithstanding 

the large difference in gradient of channelways between both environ

ments (Fig. 138-b), the critical line, used with exactly the same
- ! - - .position in both cases, yields means of forecasting fundamental

changes in channelways with a similar measure of accuracy.

A difference between the two environments due to a large

difference in gradient is that, as a rule, in the semi-arid milieu
< *

the transition passes from the torrential into the depositions! stage' 1 ■ , i.
without returning to it later on, if one excepts the oscillations 

within the transitional zone. In the humid environment.a river may 

alternate back and forth between the two main stages. While the 

transitions may be sudden in both cases the repeated alternations 

show only in the humid milieu.

i
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Figure 138»

Empirical location of the critical line

( as established in the humid environment)

erosion

deposition

Comparison between the semi-arid and the humid environment.

( the critical line is exactly the same, although 
the gradients are very different)

1.0
torrential

depositional

deposltional

Humid environment Semi-arid environment



FIELD CASES L

Among many examples examined in the field in Northern Michigan 

C Fig. 139) nine are presented here with detailed explanations:

W  ..-Vv;/ ; >l;1. Little Iron river;
2. Iron river;
3. Mineral river; . ; -

4. Flintsteel river;
5. Monehan creek; I
6. McGuire creek;

\  """"

\ 7. Cranberry river;
X ‘ ‘
8. Sleeping river;
9. tributary of the Sleeping river.

These examples are shown on four large scale maps with all computa

tions for the values of L, VS and G at every contour interval ( see 

folder in the back). The resulting curves on logarithmic charts, 

the field maps with the actual outcrops, and the interpretation of 

the difference between expected and observed data are given in the

following pages.
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Rivers # 1, 2 and 3 

Correlation
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logarithmic chart:

1« Little Iron river

major peak at 880-860')
minor peak at 780' 
"low" at 700-680' 
ascending at 660*1 
peak at 640' ) 
"low" at 620*

2, Iron river

ascending at 740* 
peak at 720' 
descending at 680* 
"low at 680 
high peak 660-640* 
low at 620*

field evidence: 

not checked

apparently no outcrop /

outcrops 675 to 610* v' 
without outcrop ✓

all

outcrops */

C As indicated on the sketch, these ups and downs are part of 
a general peak that definitely stands out from the trend line, 
although entirely below the critical line)

3. Mineral river

"low" at 720* 
ascending at 700*1 
peak at 680* <
"low at 660*

peak at 660*
descending at 620 
"low"

640*

rare outcrop ✓

sore outcrops ✓
( less outcrops i ,
l between 680 and 660*1 
( many outcrops) , 
lfrom 650 to 620* 1 

rare outcrop below ✓
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8_
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Figure 141

Monehan Creek, Michigan

Question: Could outcrops C*) be expected
in this particular portion of the creek?

contours inferred from 
small scale nap

pace and compass 
survey

i
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Figure 142

McGuire creek, Michigan

Question: Could outcrops (*) be expected in
this particular portion of the creek?

pace and compass survey 
with the actual 

outcrops (*) observed

contours inferred 
from

small scale map

Small scale map
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Rivers # 4, 5 and 6 

Correlation

logarithmic chart:

4# Flintsteel river

no outcrop expected ( the 
area being entirely located 
within the dpositional stage

5* Monehan creek

two peaks show: they both 
should correspond to good 
outcrops; only the first one, 
at 960* elevation, was part of 
the area examined in the field: 
good outcrops were thus expected

( downstream, at 1000 ft* were a few outcrops which should 
theoretically not be there, according to the interpretation of 
the chart, but outcrops start showing again in larger quantity 
toward the peak in accordance with the indications of the chart 
—  out of the map* ,

The theoretical peak is thus slightly offset with regard to 
contour lines and occurs farther upstream than expected)*

6* McGuire creek

the area for which outcrops outcrops were found all
were expected was located between along this segment,
980 and 1000 ft* elevation; this substantiating the forecast
corresponds to the first peak of
the curve, which indicates the
presence of outcrops to be
expected

field evidence:

total lack of outcrops

f 1020* no outcrop 
11020-1000* sporadic outcrop 
< 1000* occasional outcrop
about 995* outcrops begin 
below 980* outcrops
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Figure 143

Cranberry river, Michigan

Question: could outcrops be expected 
in this particular portion of the river?

field survey 
( pace and compass)

Small scale map:

observed
outcrops



River # 7 

Correlation
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logarithmic chart: field evidence:

7. Cranberry river

the area from 1340 to 1180 ft. 
in elevation appeared quite 
favorable for outcrops but it was 
not checked in the field.

After an interval where the up to 940* no outcrop at all
curve dips sharply and where no at 940* outcrops
outcrop should theoretically down to 930* outcrops with

930-920* some gaps
outcrops ( the 

gaps increase 
in length) 

920* no outcrop
920-910* no outcrop

910* some outcrops

none

C The chart therefore indicates the presence of outcrops on 
the peaks only and none where the curve dips. The minor ups and 
downs of this "high" correspond thus rather well with an increase 
or a decrease in the number of outcrops found)

occur, there is a definite "high** 
from 1040 to 900 ft. The chart 
indicates good possibilities of 
outcrops between 950 and 910 ft.

980*
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Figure 144.

359

Sleeping river, Mich
and its tributary

( enlarged from the 
Greenland, Mich, 
topographic map)

tributary of the Sleeping river

outcrops



Rivers # 8 and 9

360

Correlation
■ : • V.. V ; : . : '• . - ' ’ 1 i > :

logarithmic chart: field evidence:

8. Sleeping river
. *. . • ■ - - ■' - g^Qi ■ - • - * - ■ - - - ■ " ‘ "

minor peak at 920* f \ ^00* found outcrops
then '  ̂ * / • \/\ 5 - below 920-950*

numerous outcrops / y I .
between 860 and 800* / V ( not checked

C major peak) A / 1 farther down
\ 7  760* although outcrops

outcrops disappear V X  . / V  were still present
theoretically 900* 1/ \
below 760*

9. Tributary of the Sleeping river q ^qi

920* minor peak 
900* "low"
860* major peak 
840* descending curve 

820-800* **low**
780* minor.peak_• ’ . 4 ‘ : ■ .. >

92p* /
outcrops

from
840 to 920*

780*

800*
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Interpretation . .

t ... - I

In spite of the rather accurate correlation between the loca

tion of the predicted outcrops and their actual representation in the 

field, the peaks on the logarithmic charts ( whether occurring above 

or below the critical line) tend to extend farther upvalley than the 

charts indicate ( Fig* 145-a). In contrast, a dip occurring above 

this critical line ( which normally shows a gap or no outcrop within 

a normal outcrop area) will generally be less important in the field 

than indicated by the charts particularly at the lower end ( Fig* 

145-b), This means ( see Fig* 145-c), after review of the field 

examples, that the chart seems affected by a systematic error* While ! 

A1 and A2 correspond to outcrops whether above or below the critical 

line, and dips Bl and B2 correspond to absence of outcrops, more than

half of the upward segment (a) as a rule will tend to be positive j
. ;

with regard to outcrops while more than half of the downgoing curve 

(b) will tend to be negative*

Field examination of the profiles show that 1/ detritus from 

steeper slope above will normally cover a large portion of the flat ' 

segment below it, as well as a lower part of this steeper area 

( Fig* 145-d); 2/ outcrops will be exposed on the steep segment ,

( with the possible exception of the foot) and, due to headward 

erosion, will also tend to occur on the lower portion of the flat

segment*
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Figure 145.

Discrepancy between chart and field data with

excess or lack of gradient

chart chart

field field

profiles

Systematic error
apparent on the charts

outc covered covered Chartoutc

A2 i

covered coveredoutc outc

( profile - heighs exaggerated)
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Meaning of the critical line

Although the trend line has proven of practical importance by 

emphasizing all departures, the critical line has a basic signifi

cance that is not readily apparent. Hot only is it a convenient 

reference to indicate where the gradient changes, but it marks a 

fundamental transformation in phase. Whether it is the change from 

boulder to sand phase in the semi-arid environment, or the passage 

from erosional to depositional stages in a humid milieu, this trans

ition is clearly marked and contrasted. Whether this critical line 

is accurately located on the chart is irrelevant. The fact remains 

that it corresponds to a basic change in the behavior of the channel 

and appears to have the same relative position in both environments.

As the contrasted phases in the humid environment are charac

terized by erosional and depositional forces having their predominant 

areas of activity respectively in the upper and in the lower reaches, 

the curve recording the gradient variations will often show one or 

several oscillations in the middle of its course. While generally, 

though not necessarily, starting with the field of erosion, it 

invariably ends within the field of deposition ( Fig. 146-a). Whether 

the correspondence between these two fields and the fields of 

"outcrops" vs. "no outcrops" ( Fig. 146-b) is always valid has not 

been ascertained, but it can for practical purposes be accepted as 

valid in the humid environment.
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Figure 146

The humid environment

outcrops or not”Erosion

Deposition no outcrop

The semi-arid environment

Boulder phaseErosion

Deposition Sand phase

Comparison between both environments

erosional torrential

depositional depositional
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In the seal-arid climate the amount of boulders together with 

the degree of stepping, downcutting and other related processes form

ing the boulder phase have been accepted as criteria of erosion, in 

lieu of outcrops. The absence of such processes, with minor excep

tions, indicates a deposltional process that forms the sand phase.

The critical line separates the destructions! phase from the con

structional one ( Fig, 146-c and -d).

It is interesting to note that the destructional processes 

utilized very different mechanisms in each environment to reach the 

same objective. In the humid milieu the process slowly but inces

santly attacks the rock in place. In the semi-arid region with 

intermittent flow, drastic and powerful action occurs periodically. 

The numerous, dormant masses of boulders strewn along the channel 

then suddenly act and move, coalescing into a turbulent medium that 

violently erodes the bottom and sides of the channel. This process 

was designated Mtorrential” to connote a more powerful erosion than 

that seen in the humid environment. The constructional processes 

on the other hand resemble each other in both environments ( Fig* 

146-e and -f). An accumulation of glacial debris as well as the 

deposltional body underlain by a pediment constitute large construc

tional masses, similar with respect to their large volumes and to 

their variable degrees of dissection.



CONCEPT OF REGION-WIDE FIELDS OF EROSION AND DEPOSITION

As in the semi-arid environment, occurrences as well as the 

distribution of fields of erosion and deposition can be considered 

next over a much larger area —  of several thousand square miles, 

for instance. In humid regions, however, the picture is not as 

distinct for several reasons: 1/ the erosional field is ill-defined

and cannot be easily detected; 2/ the erosional zones along the 

channel can alternate with depositions! ones several times; 3/ the 

limits of the field become thus largely subjective and may be quite 

illusory in shape; 4/ many so-called depositions! areas can be 

partly erosional and vice-versa ( Fig. 147). The concept of such 

fields would therefore be entirely inaccurate and useless within 

the humid environment.

Conclusion

The main practical application that has evolved from this 

study is the locating of outcrops along a river from studies of a 

topographic map. It is more than a calculated guess, and although 

errors may occur, one can generally rely on the results. During 

field exploration all the rivers were examined even though no outcrop 

was to be expected, so as to provide a check. However, the predic

tion was useful in indicating where to go first.
366
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FiRure 147

Possible regional concept of erosional and depositional fields

in the humid environment

depositional
field

outcro

erosional
field

non-erosion
accelerated

erosion
jNn ( peak on log 

graph)

profile

deposition



GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON PARTS III AND IV

C Tentative integration within the field of fluvial hydraulics)
■ : ' -

It is appropriate to correlate the results of this study 

with the existing concepts of fluvial hydraulics* The latter field 

is very broad as illustrated by the scope of the book on fluvial 

hydraulics by S. Leliavsky, which is devoted to numerous aspects 

of this problem, from the civil engineer's point of view* The 

approaches to the problem from a geologist's point of view are 

less numerous but nevertheless just as important: they have been

clearly summarized by J. P* Miller (1958) who distinguished three 

different schools of thought:

1/ The oldest, rather theoretical, was initiated in 

1932 and then continued in 1945 by R. E. Horton, followed by 

A. N. Strahler (1952, 1954, etc) and his students who extensively 

applied statistical methods in their research. These all deal 

mainly with the geomorphology of drainage basins, with their 

characteristics of drainage and the relationship of these char

acteristics* This approach became more commonly known as 

"quantitative geomorphology"•
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\ 2/ Another school of thought had its origin within the

U. S. Geological Survey, led by L. B» Leopold and T. Haddock (1953), 

G. Wolman(1955),J. P. Miller (1956) and several others. Starting 

from voluminous records from gaging stations, etc, with the addition 

field work they analyzed the hydraulic aspects of streams in terms 

of channel dimensions, velocity, suspended load and sizes of bed 

material, and established the foundations of a new field that might 

be called the "hydraulic geometry of streams'*. The subject of dry 

washes however was not approached on a quantitative basis,

3/ A third approach, more geological in nature, was recently 

made by J. T» Hack (1957) who studied the effects of the geological 

environment on the channel dimensions as well as on the sizes and 

the lithology of the bed material.

As the objectives of this dissertation belong more properly 

to the field of hydraulic geometry, the main concepts in this 

field are tentatively synthesized in figure 148. It shows which 

channel characteristics so far have been compared with each other 

by the major proponents of the "hydraulic geometry" school ( with:

A for area, Qi for discharge, L for channel length, w for width, 

d for depth of channel, v for velocity and G for gradient). The 

table also shows the approximate trend of the curve ( or curves) 

obtained by the opposition of a particular set of characteristics.

It can be furthermore noticed that seme of these comparisons of 

characteristics have been duplicated in the seise that the same
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values have been set once in ordinate and abscissa, then reversed 

elsewhere, which may lead to confusion. Examples are the oppositions 

of g  and A, and of £  with channel roughness.

It now becomes possible to visualize what has been accomplished 

and what remains to be done. Some of the values listed can, however, 

not be quantified nor compared when applied to arroyos and would, 

besides, be particularly difficult to measure —  such as the discharge 

(q), the velocity (v), the suspended load and the channel roughness. 

Remaining possibilities for study show in figure 149 and are discussed 

below:

1/ Checking the variations of A against L was done in order to 

visualize the slight differences existing between the use of L against 

slope and the plotting of A against this same factor. This is however 

somewhat irrelevant to this study.

2/ Values of width w in arroyos in a semi-arid milieu are 

definitely not conformable to those observed in the humid environment 

where the width is the actual width of the well-defined channel 

generally occupied by water. It is much less defined in dry washes 

especially where recent, low terraces occur. The channel width during 

flood would certainly include such terraces which are often caused by 

the various stages occupied by the slackening waters. The thalweg, 

or lowest surface carved within the valley, could likewise be
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Fifiure 148

Synthesis showing various graphs illustrating concepts of hydraulic geometry of streams

ordinates abscissaisuspendedj channel 
I load roughness

size bed 
material

channel
roughness
size bed 
material
order

(Horton's)
( Prof. Paper 252)/A  L. B. Leopold and T. Haddock, Jr., 1953, Hydraulic geometry of stream channels ... 

V  /M. G. Wolman, 1955, The natural channel of Brandywine creek, Pa. ( Prof. Paper 271)
O L. B. Leopold and J. P. Miller, 1956, Ephemeral streams - Hydraulic factors ..( Pro 
* J. T. Hack, 1957, Studies/of Longitudinal Stream profiles...( Prof. Paper 294B)

N. Hex. Bureau of Mines .../Memoir 4• /J. P. Miller, 1958, High Mountains streams
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Flaure 149

Graphs retained for possible application in the study of arroyos.

ordinates abscissa

size bed 
material

size bed 
materialrefer to text 372
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considered as conformable to width, but again it is generally sub

divided by a longitudinal partition with sand on one side and a 

gravelly, coarse material on the other. Width cannot, therefore, 

be represented by a definite value due to the erratic intensities 

of floods and its use in figuring out relationships between drainage 

net components in a semi-arid milieu is uncertain and even deceiving.

3/ Depth of an arroyo channel (d) (unless the height of bank 

is substituted) is similarly an elusive figure that cannot be equated 

with a concrete value measured in a river. It also varies with flood 

intensities and what remains after the channel has again become dry 

is the difference in elevation between the thalweg and the next 

terrace, which may vary from half a foot to several feet. This value 

will vary within such short distances along the channel that no great 

importance can be attached to it.

4/ The slope G as compared with the area A ( or its square 

root) or to the length is one major relationship within an arroyo 

that may yield much additional data, and it seems to be conformable 

to its counterpart of the humid environment, notwithstanding the 

higher initial value of gradient. In both instances, the square root 

of the area will be more comprehensive and more accurate as it does 

not disregard sheetflood erosion and minor rills as does the L value 

of the channel. For practical purposes this L value is quicker to 

obtain and proportionally just as satisfactory. It should be added
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that slope values measured directly in the field ( e*g. every 100 ft. 

in the upper reaches and 500 ft. in the lower ones), as was suggested 

by Dr. M. A. Helton, appear to be more realistic than the ones given 

by topographic maps.

5/ The size of bed material as plotted against the slope and 

also against length appears to constitute important relationships 

requiring further study. It often seemed in the field that the 

median diameter of material decreased within one segment and then 

suddenly increased again in the next segment downstream, as if 

caused by rythmic surges of the flood. Variations in gradient obvi

ously could cause this, with boulder fields and mountain meadows 

representing extreme cases. Further investigation might be done 

along these lines. Contamination from the banks often occurs and 

should be taken into careful consideration and its effects analyzed 

concurrently.

Relations within arroyos that deserve further analysis thus 

narrow down to the few shown on the following diagram:

slope

that is: a/ slope against L or VS;b/slope against size of bed

material; c/ size of bed material against L or Va .

L or V5 diameter of 
bed material
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Conclusion "

Two major, fundamental phases have been observed along 

channelways, both in the semi-arid or the humid environments. In 

the latter there are distinct erosional and depositional phases for 

which outcrops, as a rule, may serve as criteria of recognition. In 

the semi-arid environment, the sand and boulder phases are easily 

recognizable although they may combine into a transitional zone 

quite often. More subtle criteria are thus needed, A search for 

these criteria was the object of Parts I and II which evolved into 

more varied and complex aspects of erosion and deposition along 

channelways, of arroyos in particular. Although the patterns 

underlying these various mechanisms are simple enough, allowing 

usable and reliable field criteria to be established for both types 

of environments, it is not yet possible to grasp the significance 

of the various phases,

A particularly important feature of the work accomplished is 

the actual prediction of these phases through a study of topographic 

maps and logarithmic diagrams, within relatively narrow margins of 

error ( Parts III and IV), This was found feasible for either 

environment and a similar graph applicable in both cases, in spite 

of the basic differences in behavior and channel characteristics 

existing between channelways pertaining to the humid as against 

those belonging to the semi-arid environment.
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Various concepts have been enounced and the most important of 

these appear to be the sand line. . It is too early to tell about 

their significance or to suggest practical applications. However, 

this sand line most probably would shift toward or away from the 

mountains in case of subsidence of the basin ( due to excessive 

pumping, for instance), in case of renewed movement along the major 

faults at depth, or in case of possible epeirogenic movement. The 

sand line may likewise become a useful boundary to recognize if a 

recharge of the basin is ever considered.

.. , • .. . , , _ . '
An important step has thus been accomplished toward an

understanding of the behavior of a channelway, especially in a 

semi-arid milieu.



INDEX OF NEW TERMS

. ( New terms or concepts defined by *, with 
"■ numbers indicating pages in text)

anastomosing 98.123.150.153-162
*areas of accumulation

( or accumulations of debris) 
arroyo capture

^future capture 
★past capture
★susceptibility to arroyo capture 

arroyo cutting
★susceptibility to arroyo cutting 

★arroyo phases

64,132,199,201,202,213
167.180-186
180,182-183

180,182
138

167.171-179.315.322,323
168,176,177,178

( see sand, boulder, and mixed phases)
arroyo piracy

( see arroyo capture)
avulsion 123

9.193-194,196,198
1,21,55,66

black sands
★boulder accumulations

( see also boulder fields) 
due to sloughing off banks 6

( also see "contamination")
★boulder dump 14,74,130,132,134,198

1,2,25-27,35.44,74,86,117,137,213 
2,25,44,64,71,74,75,94 

64,68
1,79,85,119,192,211,213,219,328,363 

( see torrential phase)
★breach ( see short-circuit)

boulder field 
★boulder floor 
★boulder front 
★boulder phase

capture ( see arroyo capture)
channel 19,25,51,69,76,85,86 ,94,96,104,123,124,130,153,156,159

164,166,168,172,180,182,185,186,189,198,199,212,222,365 
concave contours 178,179,183

(see thalweg contours)
contamination (from sides) 7
contrasting types of deposits 85,86
convex contours 178,179,182,183

( see thalweg contours)
★critical line 219,221,223,318.365.341.342.361.363
cross-cutting 41,43,119,150,153,164-166.179
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196 
25 

68,69
16,74,81,168,328 

98,123 
168,173,177

96.104-119.141,143,147.148,150,153 
94,96-104,110,141,147,148,150 

' ' 116
27

♦efficiency of short-circuit 
erosional phase

( see torrential and boulder phases)
♦erratic paths and rills

Fargue* s law 
floodwaters 
flow and flow lines

convergent flow 
divergent flow

♦gravel patch

♦Holmquist principle 69,86

inflexion point 113,116
♦inter-arroyo 168
intermediate fraction or sizes 14,21

44,48,113
63,66,75,164,172
119,141,143,150

104,141,143
104,143

12,14,132,134

164

111,148

♦depression and crest pattern 
♦depression and mound pattern 
depth of scour 
dissection ( influence of) 

♦downcut 
♦downcutting

♦lateral downcutting 
♦longitudinal downcutting 
♦oblique downcutting

♦drop

knickpoint 6,21,23,27,111,176,177,178,179

late waters 9,
( see also slackening waters) 

♦lateral downcutting
( see downcutting) : ;

♦lateral gradation 
♦lateral partition' -,
lateral planation 
level of precipitation 

♦lines of equal sizing 
♦longitudinal downcutting

( see downcutting) 
★longitudinal rills ( - Z rills)

16,94,113,134,156,201

46,51
9,46,111

101
172
71

110,111,128,147

meandering
★mixed phase ( o r  mixed zone)

upper and lower boundary of 
forecasting of

104.110.117.150-153
55,211,213,223,318,320,324

316,318,321,324,328
321,328
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*mixed-torrential belt ( or boulder belt) 324
mountain meadow ; .;, ‘ 199

♦oblique downcutting
( see downcutting)

♦oblique rills i 111

pediment and peripediment 14,18,79,80,128,130,132,158
167,173,186,189,199,215,320,365

piracy
( see arroyo capture)

♦platform
♦platform of accumulation 
♦potholing effect

1,4,12,14,76,124,130,134,156
12,14,18,74,132

29,33,71

in "regime" 
regional concepts:

♦mixed torrential belt 
♦fields of erosion and deposition 

rejuvenation 
retrograding 
rill channels 
rilled surface 

♦rock patch

6
324
366

85,176,179,189
166,178

99,101,104,174
101
12

♦sampling point 
♦sand patch

♦coalescing sand patches 
♦coarsening sand patch 
♦de-coarsening sand patch 
♦double sand patch 
♦juxtaposed sand patches 
♦head of 
♦lower "contact"
♦upper "contact"

♦sand alley 
♦sand line

216,218,222
1.4-19.44.71.75,98.104.106,124,162

6,35,71
7,18,21,74,106,130

9,21,74
9

60
19,71,106,137

32
19.27-29

6.15-16.18.19.76.199.201.321 
213,321,324,327,329

♦sand phase 1,6,55,79,85,86,106,111,192,211,213,224,322,323,328,363 
segment 6,7,19,35,37,51,81,98,128,137,182,199,337,361
sheetflood erosion 101,104,168,178,179,185

♦shifting 123,124,150,153
♦short-circuit 150,156,159,162,164,185,198,201

efficiency of 164
♦short-circuiting 96,106,119-141,143,147,148.150,153,156,162

double short-circuiting 130
♦shortening of bends 150,162
slackening waters 46.58.60,66,71.87.124.141,164
streamflood erosion 104,168,185
streamline surface 167
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*step
^stepping

1,7,27,71,98,104,117,132
1,4,16,27,71,75,79,98,99,123,183,213

terrace 96 ,101,110,113,119,123,124,130,
thalweg 6,7,18,48,66,69,76,79,80,96,

128,130,134,137,150,153,156,158, 
upward-branching 
downward-branchIng 

*thalweg contours 
*thalweg contour map 
*tongue of debris ( - of gravel) 

overlapping tongue 
torrential

*torrential phase ( or zone)
C see boulder phase)

train of boulders
*transition point 79,212,219,
^transition zone ( or mixed zone)

.219,
*trend line 
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Plate I

Photo 1

Typical sand patches 
limited above and below 

by boulders 
( looking downvalley)

( # 61, Cat.)

Photo 2

Typical small sand patch 
as found in the upper reaches 

C looking upvalley)

( * 56, Cat.)
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Plate II

Photo 3

Long sand patch 
composed of coarsening gravel 

( looking upvalley)

# 41, Sup.

Photo 4

Sand patch
composed of fine sand with 

a large boulder field above it 
( looking upvalley)

# 165, Sup
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Plate III

Photo 5

Very coarse sand patch, 
then called "gravel patch" 

C looking upvalley)

# 95, Sup.

Photo 6

Uniform gradient of thalweg 
in spite of narrow width and of 

rather coarse material 
C looking upvalley)

# 93, D.R.
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Plate IV

Photo 7

Uniform gradient over a long segment, 
with boulders and cobbles 

( looking upvalley)

# 33, Sup.

Photo 8

Uniform gradient over a long segment, 
with much sand and gravel 

( looking upvalley)

# 100, D.R.
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Plate V

Photo 9

Coalescing of sand patches 
below a boulder field 
( looking upvalley)

# 71, Cat.

Photo 10

Minute knickpoint 
within the sand phase 
( looking upvalley)

# 520, Cat
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Plate VI

Photo 11 

Sand alley
( looking downvalley) 

# 36, Wh.

Photo 12

Sand alley
( looking downvalley) 

# 545, Cat.
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Plate VII

Photo 13

Local boulder accumulation 
within the sand phase 

( due to rocks sloughing off the banks) 
( looking upvalley)

# 372, Cat.

Photo 14

Erratic boulders 
originating from the banks 
and mixed with much sand 

( looking upvalley)

# 245, Cat
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Plate VIII

Photo 15

Conspicuous coarsening 
of a sand patch 

C looking upvalley)

# 15, D.R.

Photo 16

Coarsening of a sand patch 
within the sand phase 
( looking upvalley)

# 178, D.R
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Plate IX

Photo 17

Half-burled rocks 
cluttering a sand patch 

( looking upvalley)

# 67, Cat.

Photo 18

Mixture of half-burled rocks 
and of cobbles coming from the sides 

( looking upvalley)

#57, Cat
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Plate X

Photo 19

Small rock patch 
C looking upvalley)

# 284, Cat.

Photo 20 

Rock patch
( looking downvalley)

# 301, Cat
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Plate XI

Photo 21

Lower edge of a boulder dump 
with thalweg detoured to the left 

( looking upvalley)

# 16, D.R.

Photo 22

Difference in sizes of the material within 
the gravel phase of a platform 

( the intermediate sizes being washed away)

# 184, D.R.
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Plate XII

Photo 23

Shallow path where slackening waters 
cut through obstacles 
( looking upvalley)

# 9, VJh.

Photo 24

Narrow sand alley in the upper reaches, 
occurring in mature topography 

( looking upvalley)

# 3, Wh
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Plate XIII

Photo 25

Mature topography 
- subdued or late maturity stage, 

of J. H. Maxson and G. H. Anderson - ( Group C) 
where many sand alleys occur

( N.E. Whetstone Mountains)

Photo 26

Youthful topography 
- vigorous or early maturity stage, 

of J. H. Maxson and G. H. Anderson - ( Group A) 
with chaotic channel course at canyon mouth

( S.W. Superstition Mountains)
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Plate XIV

Photo 27

Conspicuous knickpoint 
in the headwaters 
( looking upvalley)

# 350, Cat.

Photo 28

Sand patch occurring 
below trees 

( looking upvalley)
# 516, Cat
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Plate XV

Photo 29

In the middle of a narrow boulder field 
C looking upvalley)

# 287, Cat.

Photo 30

Wide, chaotic boulder field 
divided by several thalwegs

Mouth of Hieroglyphics Canyon 
( Superstition Mountains)
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Plate XVI

Photo 31

"Depression and Mound" pattern 
occurring within a uniform segment 

C looking upvalley)

# 40, Sup.

Photo 32

Large angular boulders capable of creating 
obstructions within the valley during the next flood, 

causing a boulder field to occur 
( looking upvalley)

# 96, Cat
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Plate XVII

Photo 33

Good angular stepping with a 
remarkable difference in sizes of material 

( looking upvalley)

# 197, Cat.

Photo 34

Good angular stepping with a 
remarkable difference in the size of material 

( looking upvalley)
# 326, Cat
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Plate XVIII

Photo 35

Minor stepping 
( looking upvalley)

# 411, Cat.

Photo 36

Minor stepping
the difference in sizes of the material is not as great 

as that observed in photos 33 and 34 - 
C looking upvalley)

# 93, Sup
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Plate XIX

Photo 37

Sand patch initiated 
by outcrops on a straight segment 

due to vertical deflection of waters 
C looking upvalley)

# 302, Cat.

Photo 38

Sand patch initiated
by outcrops on banks and by bend of thalweg 

due to lateral deflection of waters 
C looking upvalley)

# 307, Cat
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Plate XX

Photo 39 

Sand patch
originating at large tree 

( looking upvalley)

# 185, D.R.

Photo 40

Fine-grained sand patch 
originating at large tree 

( looking upvalley)

# 134, D.R





Plate XXI

Photo 41

Confluence ( type A) within boulder fields, 
with a knickpoint created by 
a large tree, to the right 

C looking upvalley)

# 33, Cat.

Photo 42

Confluence ( type D) in the middle of a sand patch, 
frequent in the middle reaches 

C looking upvalley)

# 130, n.R.
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Plate XXII

Photo 43

Confluence ( type H) where a tributary ( right) 
Is crosscut by the main channel 

( looking upvalley)

# 626, Cat.

Photo 44

Sand patch, at confluence ( type D), covering 
the torrential trend of a tributary ( left)

( looking upvalley)

# 469, Cat
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Plate XXIII

Photo 45

Lateral partition at a bend 
with a smooth thalweg on one side 

( looking upvalley)

# 13, Cat.

Photo 46

Coarse lateral partition 
occurring at bend also 

( looking upvalley)

# 4, Wh.
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Plate XXIV

Photo 47

Boulders on the bank, 
contrasting with much finer material 

occurring in the thalweg

# 108, Sup.

Photo 48

Contrasting types of material 
seen on the bank 

( flood vs. floodplain deposits)

first described by J. Challinor ( 1946) -

# 55, Sup.





Plate XXV

Photo 49

Successive layers of flood and floodplain deposits 
( boulders and silt)

as seen along an incised segment of valley 

# 383, Cat.

Photo 50

Coarse flood deposits in successive layers 
( boulders and conglomerate) 

occurring within an incised valley

# 50, D.R
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Plate XXVI

Photo 51

Minor longitudinal downcutting 
evenly distributed 
( looking upvalley)

# 150, D.R.

Photo 52

Longitudinal downcutting 
displaying many steps and tiny sand patches 

less evenly distributed 
than the ondes shown in photo 51 

( looking upvalley)

# 3, D.R
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Plate XXVII

Photo 53

Localized longitudinal downcutting 
forming a small knickpoint 

( looking upvalley)

# 485, Cat.

Photo 54

Typical scour in the thalweg 
left by longitudinal downcutting 

C looking upvalley)

# 6, Wh.





Plate XXVIII

Photo 55

Converging rill channels 
within the sand phase 
( looking upvalley)

# 391, Cat.

Photo 56

Succeeding steps in downcutting 
evidenced by remaining minuscule terraces 

( looking sideways)

# 391, Cat
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Plate XXIX

Photo 57

Lateral downcutting ( toward the right) 
starting near the end of a sand patch 

( looking upvalley)

# 56, D.R.

Photo 58

Lateral downcutting
showing the striking difference in sizes 

between the tail of one sand patch 
and the head of the next one 

( looking upvalley)

# 104, D.R
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Plate XXX

Photo 59

Comparison of gullies cutting through a dirt road 
with rills found between sand patches

( Whetstone area)

Photo 60

Minute rills connecting sand patches 
in the lower reaches of an arroyo 

( looking upvalley)

# 131, D.R
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Plate XXXI

Photo 61

Rills coming into the head of a lower sand patch ( L) 
( note the longitudinal Z rill)

C looking upvalley)

# 233, D.R.

Photo 62

Rills leaving an upper sand patch ( U) 
. ( looking upvalley)

# 141, D.R
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Plate XXXII

Photo 63

Lateral partition in the sand phase 
( the right half is cut by numerous oblique rills 

that all go into the lower, left half)
C looking downvalley)

# 73, Wh.

Photo 64

"Narrowing" of the thalweg, 
detouring a small terrace of debris 

( looking downvalley)

# 299, D.R.
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Plate XXXIII

Photo 65

Short-circuit with
the old channel still being used ( right) 

and a rocky short-circuit ( left)
( looking downvalley)

# 66, Sup.

Photo 66

Short-circuit with
the old channel ending into a terrace ( right) 

and a smooth short-circuit ( left)
( looking downvalley)

# 535, Cat
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Plate XXXIV

Photo 67

Short, steep and rocky short-circuit 
occurring in a narrow valley 

( looking upvalley)

# 42, Sup.

Photo 68

Long, smooth and less rocky short-circuit 
occurring in a narrow valley 

( looking upvalley)

# 496, Cat
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Plate XXXV

Photo 69

Short and rocky short-circuit 
occurring in a large valley 

( looking upvalley)

# 60, D.R.

Photo 70

old sand patch 
seen 

from the side

Sudden and very rocky short-circuit 
occurring in a large valley 

C looking upvalley)

# 382, Cat
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Plate XXXVI

Photo 71

Sizeable difference in elevation 
occurring between the terrace ( left) and the 

sand patch below a short-circuit ( right), 
the latter being hidden and caused by a large tree 

C looking upvalley)

# 156, D.R.

Photo 72

Gravel patch originating at 
a short-circuit, just below a tree 

( looking upvalley)
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Plate XXXVII

Photo 73
.1*oie>

X

Short-circuit at end of platform 
occurring in a large valley 

( looking upvalley)

# 76, D.R.

Photo 74

Short-circuit at end of same platform 
C with a fine-grained sand patch)

( looking upvalley)

# 76, D.R.
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Plate XXXVIII

Photo 75

Accumulation of boulders at boulder dump ( right) 
higher than the pediment level 

( looking downvalley)

# 151, Sup.

Photo 76

Large width occupied by boulder dump 
which also becomes higher than the pediment level 

C looking downvalley)

# 144, Sup
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Plate XXXIX

Photo 77

Boulder dump
beveled by the meeting of both thalwegs 

( looking upvalley)

# 167, Sup.

Photo 78

Influence of large trees 
in accumulating boulders 
at the end of a platform 

( looking downvalley

# 150, Sup
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Place XL

Photo 79

Lower ends of short-circuits 
feeding a new sand patch to the right 

( looking upvalley)

# 7, Wh.

Photo 80

Importance of the longitudinal component 
( Z rills)

remaining as a gully to the left 
( looking upvalley)

# 8, Wh
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Plate XLI

Photo 81

Crosscut of an older, higher channel 
by an active one 
( looking upvalley)

# 423, Cat.

Photo 82

Several short-circuits ( at every bush) 
each going its separate way 

until they join again 
( looking downvalley)

# 497, Cat
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Plate XLII

Photo 83

Ease of shifting of thalwegs 
in the lower reaches 
( looking downvalley)

# 74, D.R.

Photo 84

Two anastomosed branches, 
the right one lowered at boulders 

while the left one is later lowered by a ramp 
( looking downvalley)

# 530, Cat.
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Plate XLIII

Photo 85

Regular, smooth gradient 
in the middle of a long short-circuit 

( looking upvalley)

# 382, Cat.

Photo 86
50 7. efficiency in a short-circuit 
( half of the slackening waters went 

through it and half took the old course) 
( looking upvalley)

# 480, Cat
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Plate XLIV

Photo 87

Longitudinal rill channel 
connected with arroyo-cutting 

( looking upvalley)

# 22, Wh.

Photo 88

Example of minor arroyo-cutting 
in the middle reaches 
( looking downvalley)

# 398, Cat.
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Plate XLV

Photo 89

Arroyo-cutting occurring 
within coarse material 
( looking downvalley)

# 471, Cat.

Photo 90

Narrow, deep gash 
connected with arroyo-cutting 

C occurring about 100-200? from any thalweg) 
( looking downvalley)

# 397, Cat.
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Plate XLVI

Photo 91

Large and very flat pediment 
cut by a series of 50-foot deep, parallel channels

D.R.

Photo 92

Start of an arroyo 
amidst desert-varnished pebbles 

( in foreground, and black), 
the lighter band being a trail





Plate XLVII

Photo 93

Start of an arroyo

Photo 94

Start of an arroyo
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Plate XLVIII

Photo 95

Long, thin festoon of vegetation 
separating the main thalweg 

from a slightly higher terrace to the right 
C looking upvalley)

# 151, Cat.

Photo 96

Overlapping of a gravel tongue 
over cobbles

( this is the reverse of a boulder dump) 
C looking downvalley)

#41, Sup
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Plate IL

Photo 97

Mountain meadow
in the upper reaches, covered with 

dense tufts of grass 
C looking upvalley)

# 296, Cat.

Photo 98

Thin veneer of gravel and cobbles 
accumulated across the valley, 

with a sand alley cutting through 
( in the foreground)

# 82, Wh
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Plate L

Photo 99

Silting of the lower reaches, 
gradually filling all depressions 

( looking downvalley)

# 124, Cat.

Photo 100

Longitudinal tongue of gravel 
encroaching upon the grass 

( looking downvalley)

# 396, Cat
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Plate LI

Photo 101

Humid environment:

small river - 
many outcrops

Photo 102 

Humid environment:

small river - 
few or no outcrops
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Plate LII

Photo 103

Humid environment:

large, mature river 
many outcrops

Photo 104

Humid environment:

large, mature river 
few or no outcrops
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Legend

relative to maps in pocket

Limit of basin \ - ..... -- Orthogonal

* " ---Limit of sub-basin _ — j--- Contour intercept

Right tributary 

t-i Left tributary

i1 Every 5th contour

intercept
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